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JOINT RESOLUTION relating to the preservation and publication of portions
of the early state and provincial records and other state papers of New Hamp-
shire.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court con-
vened :
That his excellency the governor be hereby authorized and empowered, with
the advice and consent of the council, to employ some suitable person—and fix
his compensation, to be paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated—to collect, arrange, transcribe, and superintend the publication of such
portions of the early state and provincial records and other state papers of New
Hampshire as the governor may deem proper; and that eight hundred copies of
each volume of the same be printed by the state printer, and distributed as fol-
lows : namely, one copy to each city and town in the state, one copy to such of
the public libraries in the state as the governor may designate, fifty copies to the
New Hampshire Historical Society, and the remainder placed in the custody of
the state librarian, who is hereby authorized to exchange the same for similar
publications by other states.
Approved August 4, 1881.
In accordance with the foregoing resolution, the governor, with advice of the
council, on the 12th day of October, 1881, appointed and commissioned Isaac W.
HaMxMOND as "Editor and Compiler of State Papers.'"
EDITOR'S PREFACE.
This volume contains the rolls of the soldiers who served in the Revo-
lutionary war from this state from May, 1777, to January, 17S0, so far
as the same are in the archives of the state, or could be obtained else-
where by the editor.
The rolls of the state of Massachusetts for 1775 have been carefully
examined by the editor, and a large number of names of New Hampshire
men who served in the regiments of that state were abstracted, and are
published in an appendix to this volume. The list contains those who
are credited to this state on said rolls, and no others. By the informa-
tion thus obtained, a considerable addition may be made to the nvimber
of New Hampshire men engaged in the battle of Bunker Hill ; and the
unprejudiced historian of the future, by an examination of this and the
preceding volume, may award to this state the credit eminently its due
for the services rendered by her sons in that battle.
The increasing demand for the preceding volume, and for access to
advance sheets of this volume, is satisfactory evidence of the wisdom
of the governor and council in authorizing their publication, as provided
by the resolution of the legislature.
A complete index has been compiled, but, being so extensive, it may
contain some errors, notwithstanding the large amount of labor involved
and the careful attention given to the compilation and printing of the
same.
The editor desires to express his thanks to His Excellency Moody
Currier and the honorable council, and to many others who have shown
iv PREFACE.
a deep interest in the work, and spoken words of counsel and encourage-
ment.
The publication of the rolls will be continued, and probably com-
pleted, in the next volume.
HAMMOND.
Concord, March, 1886.
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The figures in brackets at the beginning of each document refer to the volume-
and page of the original manuscript.
CORRECTIONS.
Page -i)"], James Kidder should read Samuel Kidder.
103, Richard Roberts should read Richard Robbins.
579, Josiah Langdon should read John Langdon.
633, Josh. I. Prince should read Josh. J. Prime.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS, VOL. IL
INTRODUCTION BY THE EDITOR.
On the evening of the 2d day of May, 1777, dispatches were re-
ceived by the committee of safety of this state, informing them that
the garrison at Ticonderoga was in danger of being taken by the
enemy, and urging that the militia be sent forward at once to reen-
force that important post. The matter was considered by the com-
mittee, and on the day following, the chairman, Hon.Josiah Bartlett,
dispatched messages to Colonels Samuel Ashley of Winchester,
Benjamin Bellows of Walpole, and Jonathan Chase of Cornish, en-
treating them "by all that is sacred to raise as many of your Militia
as possible and march them to Ticonderoga." (See Vol. VIII, p. 55 i.)
In accordance with that request Colonel Ashley marched with one
hundred and nine men, Colonel Bellows with one hundred and twelve,
Colonel Chase with one hundred and fifty-nine, and Captain Josiah
Brown with fifty-four men, from Colonel Enoch Hale's regiment.
The following are the pay-rolls of the several detachments.
[3-160] [ Colonel Ashley's Regifnentr\
Pay Roll of the Staft' Officers of part of Col° Sam' Ashley's Regiment
of Militia in the State of ncwhampshire which Marched from the County
of Cheshire by Order of the Committee of safety of said State to reinforce
the Army at Ticonderoga May 7"' 1777
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To I Horse ii Days at 45- 2. 4.0
Captains 3 Rations from May 7"^ to the 21^' & from the
iS"* jnne to the 24"' in the whole 20 Days do S/90 of a
Dc>Uar for a single Ration
—
1.12
One Sub 2 Rations 20 Days i. 1.4
2 do 2'' do 13 Days each i. 7.8 4. i .0
Making up two Rolls 18.0
Journey to Exeter to make return and get the Roll passed fa) 8s 2. 8.0
412.6.2
This is a true Ace' & Roll Attest Davis Howlett Capt
This Roll & Account Amounting to Four hundred & twelve pounds
six Shillings & two pence is right cast.
Exam*^ Joseph Gilman
the House of representatives Nov' 11"^ ^777 Cap' Davis Howlet made
Oath that this Roll & Ace' is just & true
Coram N Emery Cl'^ D R.
A warrrant was drawn for the within Amount on the 11'^ Nov' 1777
as by the Journals
—
Attest—Joseph Pearson D Sec^
Copy ex** Per Josiah Gilman Jun'
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S REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
In Committee on Claims \
Exeter Nov' 28"" 1777 j This Roll the balance of which
amounts to four hundred sixty two pounds Seventeen shillings & seven
pence is right Cast Exam''' Joseph Gilman
State of New Hampshire ]
Countv of Ciieshire ss j Westmoreland the fifth day of Dec'' 1777
Then the Above named Waitstilll Scott personally appeared & made
Solemn Oath that the Above Roll According to the best of his knowl-
edge is a true & Just Roll Coram Eber Miller J peace
December 30"" 1777—In behalf of Cap' Scott Rec'^ an order on the
Treasurer for 462.17.7 The amount of his Roll
Ebenezer Bretton
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22 REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
State of New Hampshire August 27"" 1777
Then Cap' Josiah Brown made solemn Oath to the truth of the within
Roll by him Subscribed before
E. Thompson J. P.
1777 August 27"*
This Roll Amounting to Four hundred thirty One pounds Seven shil-
lings & five pence is right Cast. Made up & examin'd
Per John Taylor Oilman
One of the Committee on Claims
State of New Hampshire to Josiah Brown Dr
1777. To my time horse hire & expences to get this Roll
settled 5 Days 'a- io.y £2.10 —
Errors excepted Per Josiah Brown
State of New Hampshire In Committee of safety August 27"' 1777
To Mich' Oilman Esq'' R. G. Pay Cap' Josiah Brown Three Hundred
& eighty six pounds seven shillings & five pence. The balance of the
within Roll he having received Forty five pounds in part heretofore sent
to him from this state by the hands of Col° Enoch Hale Also two
pounds ten shillings for his time & expences To settle this Roll
M. Weare Chairman
August 27"' 1777
Rec** of Nicholas Oilman three hundred & eighty Eight pounds seven-
teen Shillings & five pence in full for the above Order
—
JC3SS.17.5 Josiah Brown
A true Copy ex*^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun""
[Soon after the discharge of the foregoing regiments of militia^
dispatches came stating that General Burgoyne was within a few
miles of Ticonderoga with a large force, and that the American
troops stationed there were not sufficient to hold the fortress. The
alarm was general, as it was expected that if the enemy captured Ti-
conderoga he would invade the western part of this state and the
New Hampshire grants. The militia was called upon to march at
once, and responded with alacrity, as may be seen by the following
rolls. Ticonderoga was, however, evacuated before they had time to
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Amount brought forward ^9?)S- 6. 7
Benj' Clark Private Engag'd May 7"' 1777 One M" & 12
days Service £6.6.0
Travel Out S3 Miles Home 43 Miles 27.9 xid
Charles Iluntoon do do i 12 6.6.0-96-56 33^4
Asa Jones Lieu' Sep' 21" 1777 24.6.9.7. 45 Rations due la)
Sd 30^
Jonathan Eastman Private Sepf^ 21 2o£ 3£ )
Travel Out 90 Miles 22^- 6 )
These four men were Omitted in my former Rolls
Paid for the Ferryage of 2S2 Men & 96 Baggage Horses )
Twice Over Connecticut River (a) ^d Each Time j
Making the Roll & Copy
Deduct For three men entered twice Viz.
James Porter 3.10.7 Chandler Porter 3.10.7 12 Days each | 9. 4. 8
Andrew Huntley 7 Days 2.3. 6 J
7-
7-
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[^Residences of the officers mentioned in the foregoing rolls :
Col. Benjamin Bellows, Walpole.
Lieut. Col. Samuel Hunt, Charlestown.
Maj. William Hayward Charlestown.
Maj. John Bellows, Walpole.
Chaplain Augustine Hibbard, Claremont.
Capt. Christopher Webber, Walpole.
Lieut. John Jennison, Walpole.
Lieut. Levi Hooper, Walpole.
Capt. Abel Walker, Charlestown.
Lieut. James Farnsworth, Charlestown.
Lieut. Peter Page, Charlestown.
Lieut. Uriah Wilcox, Newport.
Capt. Oliver Ashley, Claremont.
Lieut. Samuel Ashley, Claremont.
Lieut. Asa Jones, Claremont.
Capt. Samuel Canfield, Marlow.
Lieut. William Reed, Marlow.
Lieut. Ruel Royce, Marlow.
Capt. Amos Shepard, Alstead.
Lieut. James Kidder, Alstead.
Lieut. Oliver Shepard, Alstead.
Lieut. Moses Thurston, Unity.
Capt. William Keyes, Acworth.
Lieut. Samuel Harper, Acworth.
Lieut. Samuel Nichols, Lempster.
Lieut. Ezra Parmalee, Newport.
Am not able to locate Surgeon Ashley and Adjutant Serjeant.
—
Ed.]
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In Committee on Claims )
Exeter 24 Jan^ ^778 J This Roll amounting to Five hun-
dred and Ten pounds is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
Jan^ 24**' 1778
Major Francis Smith made Solemn Oath to the truth of this Roll
before M Weare Jus P.
Jan^ 24"> 1778
Received an Order on the Treasurer for Five hundred & Nine pound
Nineteen Shillings & Nine pence being in full for this roll
Francis Smith Major
A true Copy Ex* Per Josiah Oilman Jun'
[Residences of the officers so far as the editor is able to ascertain :
Col. Jonathan Chase, Cornish.
Maj. Francis Smith, Plainfield.
Capt. Moses Chase, Cornish.
Capt. Edmund Freeman, Hanover.
Capt. Moses Whipple, Croydon.
Capt. David Woodward, Hanover.
Capt. Abel Stevens, Grantham.
Adj. William Ripley, Cornish.
Capt. Elisha Ticknor, Lebanon .'*
Lieut. Abel Spaulding. Cornish.
Lieut. Reuben Jerald, Cornish.
Lieut. Jona. Freeman, Hanover.
Lieut. Thomas Durkee, Hanover.
Lieut. Elias Cady, Cornish.
Ensign Samuel Eastabrook, Lebanon.
Ensign Thomas Baldwin, Canaan.
—Ed.]
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[2-2163 \_Lieut. Robertson's Co.—Additional.^
To the Honorable the Council and House of representatives Gentlemen
Whereas in June 29"' i777 There was two men through a mistake was
not returned in my pay Roll namely Joseph Metcalf Jun'' and Abner
Allen belonging to the sixth Company in Colonel Ashleys Regiment who
were out four days their travel 45 miles
Gentlemen I pray you would take this into your honors Consideration
and please to send their money By Lieu' Michael Cressey representative
for Chesterfield from your honors humble serv'
James Robertson L*
Chesterfield July ye 28 : 1 77S
State of New Hampshire ]
County of Cheshire ss j Westmoreland August 5"" 1778
Then the within named James Roberson L' Personally Appeared and
made solemn Oath that the within named Joseph Metcalf Jun"' and Ab-
ner Allen were by mistake not returned in his pay Roll
Coram Heber Miller J Peace
Abner Allen 1.10.9
Joseph Metcalf Jun' 1.10.9
3. 1.6
Copy ex** Per Josiah Gilman Jun""
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To 18 Horses Impress'd by Col° Ashley's Order 8
Days at 45 Each Per Day 28.16
Cap' 3 Rations Per Day 13 days S-90 of a dollar
2 Lieutenants & One Ensign 2 Rations Each
Making up two Rolls
6 Days making return at Exeter at Ss 2. 8. 6.8. 4
I.
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[3-194] \_Colonel Moses Nichols's Regim.ent.~\
Pay Roll for the Major who Commanded that part of Col° Moses
Nichols's Regiment of New Hampshire Militia who March'd by Order
to reinforce the Garrison at Ticonderoga June 29"^ ^777
Abiel Abbott Major : Engag'd June 29**' 1777 Ten days in the
Service (a) 15JC Per Month £5.0.0
36 Rations due (cv Sd 1.4
I Bat Horse to Black River 85 Miles fa) 6d 2.2.6
£8.6.6
This is a true Roll
Attest Abiel Abbott Major
In Committee on Claims )
Exeter March 6"* 1778 j This Roll is right Cast & Amounts
to eight pounds six Shillings & Six pence
Rockingham ss Exeter March 6"" 177S
Major Abiel Abbott made Oath to the truth & Justice of this Roll &
Ace' Coram N Emery J P.
Received an Order (in behalf of Major Abbot) On the Treasury for
8.6.6 the Amount of the Above Roll Josiah Crosby.
A true Copy Ex* Per Josiah Oilman Jun'
[Col. Nichols was of Amherst, Maj. Abbott of Wilton.
—
Ed.]
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This is a true Roll
James Ford Cap'
In Committee On Claims )
Exeter Feb-'' 27"* 1778 j This Roll and Account Amounting
to One hundred twenty One pounds & ten pence is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
State of New hampshire ]
Rockingham ss j Feb^ 27"' 1778
James Ford Appeared &
made Solemn Oath to the truth of the foregoing Roll & Ace'
Sworn before
Matthew Patten Justice peace
Feby 27"* 1778





Ex'' Per Josiah Oilman Jun"'
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']6 REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
In Committee on Claims
]
Exeter Dec"" 24"* 1777 j This Roll the balance of which Amounts to
One Hundred Sixty five pounds and three pence is right Cast.
Joseph Oilman Chairman
In the House of representatives Dec"" 24"' 1777
The truth & Justice of this Roll was sworn to in the House by Cap*
Nathan Ballard
Attest N Emery CI D. R.
December 24"* 1777
Rec*^ an Order on the Treasurer for the Amount of this Roll
Nathan Ballard Cap'
A true Copy
Ex* Per Josiah Oilman Jun"'
[Capt. Ballard was of Wilton, Lieut. Farnham of Amherst.
—
Ed.]
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In Committee on Claims )
Dec' 12"' 1777 I This roll Amounting to Forty pounds is
right Cast Exam** Joseph Oilman
State of New hampshire ) December 6"" 1777
Hillsbor** ss j Appeared Henry Adams Above named &
made Solemn Oath that the Above Roll by him subscribed was Just &
true according to the best of his knowledge before
Jon'^ Lovewell Jus Peace
Rec"* an Order on the Treasurer for the Amount of the Above Roll in
behalf of L' Adams
Copy ex^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun'
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REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS. 83
To the Honorable General Court Convened at Exeter
Your humble Petitioner
Sheweth
That whereas it was the Conduct of the former house in their last Ses-
sion to allow for Baggage horses that forwarded the Militia upon the
Alarm at the Evacuation of Ticonderoga & your Petitioner being unac-
quainted with that practice Omitted making up any baggage or provision
Horses in the pay Roll by him made out to & allowed by the former
House. The Prayer of your humble Petitioner is that your Honors
would take into Consideration that Omission & Grant the usual sum as
made up in the pay Roll that Accompanies this Petition—both as to bag-
gage & provision Horses the Occasion of the latter being Employ'd your
Petitioner begs leave to set forth that there was not provisions to be
drawn out of the public Store at Charlestown or N" 4 & it was thought
necessary that men & provisions on Horseback should quickly follow
that part of the Militia Company immediately under my command to
enable the men to hold on their March & therefore this Allowance is
ask'd for of your honors by your humble Petitioner as he ever prays
Joseph Barret Cap'
Mason December the 12"' i777
a true Copy
Ex*^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun'
[3-^98] \_Pay-Rolls for Baggage Horses.']
A Pay Roll for baggage Horses of the first Draft from Cap' Joseph
Barrets Company in Col° Nichols Reg' of Militia that March'd 29 June
1777 in Order to reinforce Gen' St Clair at Ticonderoga
Mens Names that Own'd the Horses
84 REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
A pay Roll for the men & Horses that went with provision for Cap
Joseph Barrets Company of militia
MENS NAMES
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In Committee On Claims )
Exeter 25"' December 1777 j This Roll Amounting to seventy
pounds Nine Shillings & One penny is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
State of New )
Hampshire j Exeter December 25"" 1777
The above named Benjamin Bowers made Oath to the truth & Justice
of the Above Roll & Ace'
Coram N Emery Jus Paics
Rec*^ An Order on the Treasurer for the Amount of this Roll
Benjamin Bowers L*
A true Copy
ex*^ Per Joseph Oilman Jun"^
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REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS. 9I
In Committee On Claims^
Exeter Jan-^' 13*'' 1778 j This Roll Amounting to Forty seven pounds
Four Shillings & Three pence is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
Jan-- i3"> 177S
Dan' M"^Quig Above named made solemn Oath to the Truth of this
Roll
Before M Weare Jus Peace
Jan^ 13*'' 177S
Then rec*^ forty Seven pounds four Shillings & three pence in full this
Roll
David M Qt-iig Ensign
A true Copy ex** Per
Josiah Oilman Jun''
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In Committee On Claims |
Exeter Feb^ 6"" 177S j This Roll Amounting to two hundred five
pounds four Shillings & z^ is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
Feb? 6"^ 1 778
Then Cap* Josiah Brown Appeared & made Solemn Oath to the truth
of this Roll
before M Weare Jus P.
Feb^ 6"^ 177S
Rec** an Order on the Treasurer for Two hundred & five pounds four
Shillings & two pence which is in full of this Roll
Josiah Brown
A true Copy Ex^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun""
[The commissioned officers were all New Ipswich men.
—
Ed.]
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Committee on Claims )
May 23'' 1778 j This Roll Amounting to Eighteen pounds Nine
Shillings & Nine pence is right Cast
Ex"* J Oilman
Hillsborough ss, April iS"' 177S
Personally Appeared the within named John Taggart & made solemn
Oath that the within pay Roll by him subscribed was Just & true accordr
ing to the best of his Judgment
Coram Tim" Farrar J P
A true Copy
Ex*^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun""
[Capt. Taggart was of Peterborough Slip, now Sharon.
—
Ed.]
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Hillsborough ss Bedford Feb^ ii"* 1778
Then Cap' Tho' Macglaighlin Made solemn Oath to the Truth & Jus-
tice of the Above Roll
Sworn before Matthew Patten Jus Peace
In Committee on Claims ]
Exeter Feb^ 23'' 177S j The within Roll is right Cast and Amounts
to Twenty two pounds seventeen Shillings & Eleven pence
Josiah Oilman Jun'
Exeter Feb^ 26"^ 177S
Received An Order on the Treasurer for the Amount of this Roll
Mathew Patten
Copy ex** Per Josiah Oilman Jun"'
[Capt. McLaughlin was of Bedford.
—
Ed.]
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In Committee on Claims |
Exeter Jan-^ 28'^ 1778 j This Roll is right Cast & Amounts to Forty
Six pounds eight Shillings
Josiah Oilman Jun'
Jan^ 28"^ 1778
Captain Sam' Philbrick made Oath to the truth of this Roll
Before M Weare J Peace
Jany 28'^^ 1778
Rec*^ an Order On the Treasurer for forty Six pounds Eight Shillings
the Amount of this Roll
Sam' Philbrick Cap'
Copy Ex*^ Per Josiah Oilman Jun"^
[Capt. Philbrick was of Weare.
—
Ed.]
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[3-22S/2] [ Captain Aikc?i's Co.]
A Cluster Roll of Captain Ninian Aikens Company in Col° Daniel
Moore's Regiment of Militia who March'd from Dearing to Ackworth
for the Assistance of the American Army at Ticonderoga on the first day






























































18 Mens travel home 33 miles (a. 2d
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Received an Order on the Treasurer for Twenty One pounds Nineteen
shillings and Six pence in full of this Roll
Daniel Moor
Copy ex"^ J. Oilman
[3--'49] [_Ser£: CatiipbelVs .Detach?nei/t.']
Pay Roll of a partv of men raised out of Captain John Carson's Com-
pany of Militia whicli marched from Fiancestown for Ticonderoga On
the Alarm July 7*'' 1777
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[ Capt. Si'as's Co.]
Pay Roll of a Number of men who marched from Loudon to reinforce
the Garrison at Ticonderoga July 2'^ and returned home the 11"* day of
the same month 1777
NAMES
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The above nam'd Sixty officers and men Belonging to Col" Chas's
Reg' are Dischargd the Army ii"' June 1777
Enoch Poor B Gen'
To Whom it may Concern
[3-253] [ Capt. Clark''s Men—order for pay.'\
To the Honourable the Committy of Safty of the State of New Hamp-
shire please to pay to Cap' Peter Clark what wages is Due to us upon
the Allarm Last July at Ticonderoga
Lyndeb'' Decemb'' S 1777
Edward Bemins jun' John Boffe
Jonathan Chamberlain Thomas Pearson

















INTRODUCTION BY THE EDITOR.
In consequence of the evacuation of Ticonderoga by the Americans,
and the southerly movement of the British force under Burgoyne
threatening the subjugation of New England, the committee of safety
of this state decided, on the 14th day of July, to call the legislature
together for consultation, and accordingly sent notices to the mem-
bers requesting them to meet on the 17th of that month. In answer
to the summons the council and house of representatives met on the
day appointed, and immediately resolved themselves into a committee
of the whole to join the committee of safety for a conference.
The state was at that time destitute of money and means, and had
done all that the citizens generally supposed it could do in the way
of furnishing troops ; but the alternative was before them, of assist-
ing to check the advance of Burgoyne's army by sending a force to
Vermont, or of having the battle-field of the future transferred to
their own territory.
On the second day of this special session, the committee of the
whole recommended that the militia of the state be divided into two
brigades, the first to comprise the regiments in the eastern portion
of the state, and be under the command of Brigadier-General William
Whipple, and the second to comprise those in the western portion of
the state, and be under the command of Brigadier-General John
Stark. The committee also recommended that four companies of
rangers be raised in the second brigade to scout on the frontiers,
under orders of General Stark. These recommendations were
adopted by the legislature the same day. Letters from Ira Allen,
secretary of the council of safety of Vermont, earnestly entreating
that troops be sent to their assistance, were then read in committee
of the whole, of which Hon. Meshech Weare was chairman. The
matter of furnishing men was fully discussed, and it was generally
conceded that the exigency of the occasion required the raising and
forwarding of a portion of the militia at once. The main question
was as to obtaining money to pay and equip them. The treasury of
the state was empty, and no way of replenishing it presented itself,
until the patriotic John Langdon arose, and said,—"I have one thou-
sand dollars^ in hard money. I will pledge my plate for three thou-
sand more. I have seventy hogsheads of Tobago rum, which I will
sell for the most it will bring. They are at the service of the state.
If we succeed in defending our firesides and our homes, I may be
remunerated. If we do not, then the property will be of no value to
me. Our friend Stark, who so nobly maintained the honor of our
state at Bunker Hill, may safely be entrusted with the honor of the
1 Some historians say three thousand.
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enterprise, and we will check the progress of Burgoyne." This patri-
otic offer was received with enthusiasm, and the legislature at once
voted that one fourth of Stark's brigade, and one fourth of Thorn-
ton's, Badger's, and Webster's regiments, of General Whipple's bri-
gade, be drafted and marched immediately for the defence of this and
the neighboring states. This force was to be under the command of
General Stark, who accepted the commission with the understanding
that he was to exercise his own judgment in the management of his
troops, and be accountable to and take orders from the authorities
of New Hampshire, and no other.
A draft was unnecessary : men enlisted with alacrity, and were
forwarded to Charlestown by detachments, that place having been
designated for rendezvous. As soon as 500 men had arrived in
Charlestown, the impetuous Stark moved on with them to Manches-
ter, Vt., leaving orders for others to follow. They reached that place
August 7, were reenforced by some of the '' Green Mountain Boys,"
and received information of the enemy's intention to capture the
stores at Bennington. He pressed forward, and reached that town
on the 9th, accompanied by Col. Seth Warner.
The battle occurred on the i6th, and the result, as is well known,
cheered and encouraged the Americans, disheartened the enemy, and
led to the surrender of Burgoyne's army at Saratoga on the 17th of
October following.
The brigade under Stark was organized into three regiments, com-
manded respectively by Colonels Moses Nichols of Amherst, Thomas
Stickney of Concord, and David Hobart of Plymouth. The rolls are
as follows
:
[4-1] \^General Siark's Siajf.'\
Abstract of Rations for the Undermentioned persons Viz.
'777
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State of New
[
Hampshire j November 20"' 1777 To Nicholas Oilman Esq' R G.
Pursuant to a Vote of Council and Assembly pay the
foregoing Abstract of Brigadier Gen' Stark Geo King pres. P. T.
November 20"* 1777
Rec** the Contents of the Above Abstract in full John Stai-k B D G.
Copy exam'' Per J. Oilman
[The gentlemen who served on Gen. Stark's staff were volunteers.
—Ed.]
[4-3] [Gen. Siark's Staff Pay-Roll.
'\
Abstract of pay for the following persons viz.
Brigadier General Stark from the iS"' day of July 1777 )
to the 4"' of October following both days Included being)- 96. 5
Two Months and 17 Days )
Major Peabody from the Eighteenth dav July 1777 to)
the 24"* Sep' Following both days Included being two > 33. 0.0
ISIonths and 6 days a 50 Dollars Per Month )
M'' John Casey from the Eighteenth July to the 25"" )
Sep' 1777 following both days Included being two Months r 18. 4.6
and One quarter a 27 Dollars Per Month )
Rob' M'=Gregore Esq' from the 7"^ Oct' 1777 to the 30'"! .
of ditto following being 24 days a 27 dollars Per month S ' ^'
To One Servant for 24 days a 15 dollars Per month 3.12.0
Total £157.10.6
Col" Ashly from the rS"' July to the 25'" Sep" \
Following both days Included a 75 Dollars Per ^Omitted 50.12.6
month )
£208. 3.0
John Stark B D G.
State of New )
Hampshire \ November 20'" 1777 To Nicholas [Oilman] Esq' RO
Pursuant to the Vote of Council & Assembly Pay the
foregoing Abstract of Brig' Gen' Stark Geo King Press. P. T.
November 20"^ '777
Received the Contents of the above Abstract in full John Stark B D G
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[4-3] [Co/. David Hobart's Staff Pay Boll.~\
Staft'Roll of Col" David Hobarts Regiment in Gen' Starks Brigade of
New Hampshire Militia which marched to reinforce the Continental
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In Committee on Claims & Rolls }
Exeter November 24"' 1777 j This Roll & Account the bal-
ance of which Amounts to Three hundred and twenty seven pounds six-
teen Shillinj^s and eight pence is right Cast The Roll Also agrees with
the Muster Roll returned by CoP Benj* Bellows Jun' Muster Master
Josiah Oilman Jun''
In the House of Representatives Nov"" 34"^ ^777
The truth and justice of the Above Roll was sworn to by Cap* Chris-
topher Webber Attest N Emery CI D R
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
[Capt. Webber was of Walpole, Lieut. Waldo of Alstead, Lieut.
Wilcox of Newport, and Ensign Stevens of Claremont.
—
Ed.]
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, th
L' Rice One Day
Lieu' Patterson i day
Ensign Moray i day
31 Privates i day each
State of New Hampshire [
Grafton ss j Orford December 24'" 1777
Then personally Appeared Cap' Jabez Vaughan signer of the Above
Roll and made Solemn Oath that According to the best of his Judgment
the same was Justly & truly made Coram Israel Morey Jus Peace
Deduct for being wrong Cast in the time from the following persons
—
Viz.— Cap' Vaughan i Day o. S.o 4 Serjeants i day each 0.13.0
o. 5.4 4 Corporals 1 day each 0.12.6
o. 5.4 I Qiiarter M' Serj' I day 3.3
o. 4.0 I Fifcr 1 day 3.1
4-13 7.7.6
£394.9.2— 7.7.6= £387.1.8
In Committee On Claims ~^
Exeter December 30"' 1777 ) This Roll the balance of which Amounts
to three Hundred eighty seven pounds One Shilling & eight pence is right
Cast John Taylor Oilman For the Committee
December 30"* ^777
Rec*^ the sum of 3S7.1.S the Amount of this Roll in behalf of Lieu'
Jabez Vaughan Jonathan Child
Copy Ex*^ J. Oilman
[Capt. Post was wounded at Bennington, and died August 26th.
Lieut. Vaughan was promoted to captain August 27th.
—
Ed.]
[4-131^] [ Capt. Post's Co.']
Acct. of Travel Money paid to Cap' Post's Comp'' G
31 July 1777.
eneral Starks Reg'
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[4-16] \_Rations due Ojjicers in Hobarfs Regime)itJ\
An Account of Retain'd Rations due to the Officers belonging to Col°
David Hobarts Regiment from the State of New Hampshire from the
2*^ of July to the 27"^ of September i777 Gen' Starks Brigade
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[4-17]
An Abstract of Retain'd parts of Rations due to a New Hampshire
Reg' of Militia Commanded by David Ilobart Esq'' from 21*' August
1777 to 3o"' September Inclusive
i6o REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
[4-17^] \_Muster-Roll of j\Ie7t in Mobarfs Regime7it.^
Muster Roll of the Men belonging to the eleventh Regiment of Militia,
in the State of New Hampshire, commanded by Col° David Hobart, who
inlisted to serve two Months in said Col" David Hobart's Battalion, in the
Brigade of New Hampshire Militia, commanded by Brigadier Gen' John
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Muster Roll of Five men in Col' Daniel Move's Regiment of Militia,
inlisted into Captain Samuel APConnel's Compy Col Stickneys Regiment
and Gen' Stark's Brigade—raised July 1777—said men not being includ-
ed in Col' Mora's Muster Roll.
NAMES
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In the House of Representatives Nov' 23'* ^777
The truth & Justice of this Roll was sworn to by Cap' Joshua Bayley
Attest N Emery CI D R
Copy ex"^ J Gilman
This Roll the balance of which together with the Account Amounts
to Four Hundred pounds eight shillings is right Cast—The Roll also
Compares with the Muster Roll returned by Col" Thomas Stickney Mus-
ter master except Jabez Alexander who is not return'd by him as Mus-
tered or paid his Advance wages
Exam'd Joseph Gilman
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In Committee On Claims "^
Exeter 13"* Dec"" 1777 J This Roll the balance of which
Amounts to Four hundred Twenty eight pounds Fourteen Shillings &
Eight pence is right Cast & Compares with the Muster Roll Return'd
by Col" Dan' Moore Muster Master
Exam'd Joseph Gilman
State of New Hampshire )
Exeter December 13"' i777
)
Then Captain Peter Clark made
Oath to the truth of the Above Roll by him signed
before Josiah Bartlet Jus. Pacis
December 13**^ 1777
Rec** an Order On the Receiver Gen^ for the Amount of this Roll
Peter Clark
Copy exam"* J Gilman
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[4-50] [Co/. Nichols's Staff Roll. ']
Staft' Roll of Col" Moses Nichols' Regiment in Gen' Starks Brigade
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In Committee on Claims '^
Exeter October i8"^ i777) This Roll the balance of which Amounts to
Five hundred and Sixty three pounds fourteen Shillings & Ten pence is
right Cast Joseph Oilman
This is a true Roll Daniel Runnels Captain
October iS"* ^777 Then Captain Daniel Runnels made solemn oath to
the truth of this Roll
before M VVeare Jus P
State of New Hampshire In Committee of safety Oct' iS"* 1777
To Nicholas Oilman Esq' Receiver Oen' S'
Pay the within Roll Amounting to Five hundred and Sixty three
pounds fourteen Shillings & Ten pence to Captain Daniel Runnels who
is to pay oft' the within Named Soldiers According to this Roll
M Weare Ch'
Receiv'd Exeter Oct' iS'" 1777 of Nicholas Oilman Esq' Five Hundred
& Sixty three pounds fourteen shillings & ten pence in full for the Above
& within Roll
£563.14.10 Per Daniel Runnels Captain
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
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Committee On Claims \
October iS"* 1777 j This Roll the balance of which Amounts to Five
Hundred & Twenty Nine pounds and eight pence is right Cast
Jn° Taylor Oilman one of the Committee
State of New Hampshire Exeter October iS'" 1777
Then Captain James Ford made solemn Oath to the truth of this Roll
before M Weare Jus. Pacis
State of )
New Hamp ) In Committee of Safety iS* Ocf^ ^777
To Nicholas Oilman Esq"" Treasurer & Receiver Gen'
pay to the within named Cap* James Ford the sum of Five hundred &
Twenty Nine pounds eight pence L" M-^ it being in full for the within
Roll & to be by him Accounted for by paying to the several pei'sons
named in said Roll their respective dues agreeable thereto by Order of
the Committee M Weare Chairman
Rec^ Exeter Ocf 18"* i777 of Nicholas Oilman Five hundred & Twen-
ty nine pounds & eight pence in full for the Above & within Roll
Per James Ford
Copy ex^ J. Oilman
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In Committee On Claims \
Exeter Ocf 2^^^ ^777 J This Roll the balance due on Which
Amounts to seven hundred & Sixteen pounds eighteen Shillings & three
pence is right Cast
Exam'd John Taylor Oilman
N B. in Col° Nichols's Roll for Advance wages paid there is no men-
tion made of Joshua Hobart N" 32 Ephraim How N° 23 Daniel Moore
N° 30 & Oeorge Abbot N" 49.
October 25"' 1777 Then Cap' Goss Appeared and made Solemn Oath
to the truth of this Roll
before M Weare Jus Peace
vState of New Hampshire in Committee of safety Ocf 25"* 1777
To Nicholas Oilman Esq'' R Oeneral Sir
—
Pav unto Cap' John Ooss the within Roll Amounting to Seven Hun-
dred "& Sixteen pounds eighteen shillings & three pence he to Account
for the same by paying the several persons herein Named the sums
Affixed to them
M Weare Ch'
Received Exeter Oct' 25"" 1777 of Nicholas Oilman Esq"" Seven Hun-
dred and Sixteen pounds Eighteen Shillings & Three pence in full For
the within Roll
Per John Goss Cap'
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
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In Committee on Claims )
Exeter Feb^ 5'*^ 177S ) This Account & Roll the balance of which
Amounts to Four Hundred ninety two pounds four shillings & five pence
is right Cast J Oilman
Feby 5"" 177S
Captain Stephen Parker Appeared & made solemn Oath to the truth
of this Roll
Before M Weare Jus P
October 17"* 1777 Rec** an Order On the Treasurer for four hundred
and sixty pounds in part of this Roll and On the fifth day of February
177S Rec** an Order On the Treasury for Thirty two pounds four shill-
ings & five pence in full for the balance
Stephen Parker Captain
Copy ex'' J Oilman
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[4—78] \_Losses at Be7i7tington.'\
Benington Agust the 23 1777
A Returne of the thing Lost in Batel in Cap* Clarks Companey in Col°'
Stickneys Reg' thomas Hoper Lost his Hat and gun Catrige Box & pow-
der Home Ruben graye Los his SnapSack.
Nehemiah Hutchinson Sarj'
\_Capt. Clark's Co.—Nu7nber in Battle.'\
Benington Aug the 27
A Returne of Cap' Clark Companey that was in the Batel one Captin
2 L* I Ensign 3 Sarjents & 3 Corpls one fifer 28 Privets
Peter Clarke Cap'
[^Chaplain Hibbard's Appointment.']
Charles Town N° 4 Aug 3"^ 1777
Rev-J Sir
I have to inform you that your appoint'd by the Brigade as their Chap-
Iain, if it Suits would be glad you would come without Delay & join the
same at Headquarters in Manchester I am Rev*^ Sir vour friend &c
John^Stark. B. D. G.
Rev Mr Hibbard at Claremont
MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS.—BENNINGTON,
[4-79] \_General Stark^s Order. ~\
No. 4 Aug' 2, 1777.
Gentlemen
Please to procure within this Town, Barracks and Cooking Utensils
for Captain Nathan Wilsons Com-^ who are station'd here for the defence
of the State Stores, and Town Sc vou'll much oblige me
John Stark B. D. G.
To the Select Men of Charlestown
S^Joseph Si77ions's Bill.~\
Aug' II. State ot New Hampshire to Joseph Simons D"'
To myself & Horse four Days to bring a Letter ) i£ 3. 12.. o
to Exeter from Gen^ Stark 65 Miles j
Rec"* the above
Joseph Simons
[ Colofzel Hobarfs Orders.^
H. Qj Charlestown August 3** i777-
To the Select Men of Charlestown—you are hereby desired to prepare
a convenient House for the Sick that are here, or that may be sent here
of Gen' Stark's Brigade
Pursuant to Orders from Gen' Stark—David Hobart CoP
\_Abrahani KhnhalVs Accounts^
Bennington Aug' 28 i777
Hired a horse to come to Hopkinton 130 Miles
To Expences on my way home
To a Horse two journevs from Hopkinton to Andover
To nursing while at Andover
To Expences going to and Coming from Andover
p** D' John Clement 125 6 p<^ D^ Tho» Kitteridge £4.16.?
loss of time About six months Occasioned by said wound £27.14.6
A true Ace'
Errors Excepted Per Abraham Kimoall
£9.
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A Warrant was granted for Twenty four pounds 14^ 6 in Nov"' 177S As
Appears by the Journals J Pearson D Sec'
[4-80] \_Capt. Ebenezer Webster's JReturn.']
a Return of the Present Strength of Cap' Ebenezer Webster's Compa-
ney in Col' Thomas Stickneys Reg' of Militia in General Starks Brigade
Benington august ye 11 1777
Comisioned officers
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[4-S2] \_Capt. Taylor's Company^ August 18^ ^777-'}
A Return of the Present Strength of Capt Taylor's Company in Col"
Stickney's Ratgment In gen Starks Brigade.
Benentown Augest 18 1777
Commlsond oflfers
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Benington Auguest 30"" 1777
Commished offersirs
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[4-S7] \_Capt. Peter Kimball's Co., Return.'\
S' Corks Sep'^ 7* 1777
A Return of the Present Strength of Cap* Peter Kimballs Company in
Col Thomas Stickneys Reg' General Starks Brigade
Commisoned
oficers
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[4-S9] \_Capt. Ebenezer Webster^s Co.^ Return.'\
A Return of the Present Strength of Cap' Ebenezer Websters Com-
pany in Col" Thomas Stickneys Rig' of Melitia in Genarls Starks Bridg-
ade
—
Sankoik Sep' ye y'^'^ 1777
Comisiond
officers
COL. JOSEPH SENTER'S REGIMENT.
[On the twenty-first day of June, 1777, the legislature of this state
received a letter from Gov. Nicholas Cooke, of Rhode Island, stating
that the enemy, numbering some three thousand, were threatening
an attack upon that state, and asking immediate assistance. The
matter was taken up by the legislature at once, and a committee of
both houses appointed, which reported as follows : " That three hun-
dred men be immediately raised and sent under the command of a
Field Officer to Providence, and that the President advise Gov' Cook
thereof by the Posts return." This report was adopted, and a letter
sent the same day to Governor Cooke, assuring him that three hun-
dred men would be forwarded to their assistance as soon as they
could be raised. On the twenty-sixth of the same month Lieut. Col.
Joseph Senter was appointed to take the command, and orders were
issued to enlist four companies of seventy-two men each, the same
to be a part of a regiment of seven hundred and fifty men "lately
voted to be raised." The following unpublished letter from Col.
Senter will explain some of the movements of the troops, etc.
Following that are the rolls of the companies
—
Ed.]
[State Papers, Revolution, vol. 8, p. 275.]
Warwick 1 8"* Nov' 1777
Gentlemen I must beg pardon for not writing sooner. Shall now give
vou a short Narrative of our proceedings—I suppose vou have had Vari-
ous Accounts of our intended expedition to Rhodeisland. I arrived at
Providence the 12"* of Sepf waited on Gen' Spencer who gave me or-
ders on the 14"* to march to Warwick and serve under Col" Cornell who
immediately put us on duty building a Fort and guarding the Shore
—
on the 21*' Col° Cornell informed me there was a Plan laid for an expedi-
tion against our Enemies at Newport he informed me that he was order-
ed to go to Narraijanset afid collect all the Boats on tiie Western Shore &
send tlieni to Warwick and also send forward all the Troops raising for
the expedition. lie ordered me to take the Command of the Post and
collect all the Boats on the Shore from Greenwich to Patuxet and repair
them and as soon as the Militia Regt' come in to supply them with Cart-
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ridges & Flints and send them over Providence River in the Night, that
they miglit not be discovered by the enemy. I imediately engaged in the
business exerted myself as far as I was capable. On the S'" of Oct' fin-
ished the Business I was intrusted with crossed Providence River to
Warren— lo"" Marched to Swanzey 12"' to Tiverton 14"* to Little Comp-
ton—The Troops being badly armed but few Cartridges in Store the
Gen' was oblig'd to send to IBoston Taunton & Bedford for Arms and
Flints, all which arrived the 16"' of Ocf at which Time by Gen' Spen-
cers Order all the Brigades were to be under Arms for Imbarkation that
Night the Night favourable but two Brigades not supplied with Cart-
ridges the Boats not alotted to each Brigade one Brigade not formed
neither could the Brigadier find them that Night—On Sunday following
the Troops were called out again and paraded on the Shore below Fog-
land Point. Generals Douglass Cornell and Sherburn had their Men
and Boats ready for imbarkation the boats of two Brigades coming round
from Rowlands Ferry were discovered by the Enemy as many of them
did not set out till the Moon was rising, they were fired upon by the
Enemy one Man killed & one wounded, the others frighted and left their
Boats. The Boats not coming, the Wind fresh at S. West, a Ship but lit-
tle below us, 'twas tho't best for the Troops to return to their Barracks.
The Enemy then got intelligence of our design and fortified at our intend-
ed landing place, upon full consideration of the situation of the Enemies
Batteries it was tho't best to remove the Boats by Land to Sapowet
which was about one Mile up the River which we set about and accom-
plished in good season (except two Brigades who were again in the Rear)
the Wind at N East the Weather wet and dull, embarkation laid aside
for that night, the General again gave orders to march to Sapowet. the
Night was rainy our Guns could not be kept dry, the Gen' ordered the
Troops again to their Barracks. Great numbers deserted, others muti-
nous, the Militia but a few days to stay, the General was obliged to dis-
miss the Army and lay aside the intended expedition
—
Our Men are very healthy, but a great cry for Money, was obliged to
Borrow to keep the Reg' from suffering, the Paymaster will pay us next
Month for the time We have been here, the rest must be paid by the
State, which I hope will be ready when we arrive home
—
From your Humble Servt
Joseph Senter
Hon*"'* Committee
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[4-95]
A Muster Roll of the Field & Staff' officers of Col" J Sentcrs Reg' in the
Service of the United States for Six month & Six Days from June 25"*
1777 taken to the iS"* Dec' 1777
Commission'd June 35"' 1777 Joseph Senter L' Col° [Moultonborough.}
r August i'' Moses Shaw Adj' [Kensington.]
Staff" -< August 13"' Joseph Fogg Q_Master [Epping.]
(^ Oct i'' Zuriel Waterman Surgeon
July 2^ Joseph Leavitt Serj' Major [Exeter.]
July 7'" Enoch Rowe Q; Master Serj'
I Do Certify that the above Roll is a true State of the Field & Staff
officers of the Reg' without fraud to these United States or any individual
according to the Best of my knowledge
—
Jos Senter L' Col"
Warwick [R. I.] Dec iS"" 1777
Mustered then the Field & Staff' officers of Col" Senters Reg' as speci-
fied in the above Roll.
And'' Brown D^ Must' Mast'
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In Committee on Claims
|^
Exeter Feb^ 26"' 177S \ This Roll the balance of which is Seven hun-
dred seventy Three pounds fourteen shillings & eight pence is right Cast
J Oilman
Note James Doe a private N° 23 I left sick at Haverhill September
12"* 1777 he did not join the Company Afterwards Robert Pike Cap'
Balance brought down £773.14.8





Rockingham ss Feb^ 26"^ ^77^ Then the before named Cap' Robert
Pike personally Appearing and being sworn made solemn Oath to the
truth and justice of this Roll to the best of his knowledge
Coram N Emery Ju' Pacis
Feby 26'** 1778 Rec"* An Order On the Treasurer for £759.0.2 the
Amount of this Roll Robert Pike
Amount of the Roll brought Over £759.0.2
To 2 Months wages of Phineas DoUof who Inlisted July 5"^
but by mistake was made up September 5"'
4.0.0
£763.0.2
May 5"' 1778 Rec** An Order on the Treasurer for four pounds
Robert Pike
Copy ex^ Per Josiah Oilman Jim""
[Capt. Pike was of New Market, Ensign Foss of Rye.
—
Ed.]
[4—loi] \^Reitirn of Capt. Pike's Co.'\
Muster Roll of Captain Robert Pike's Company in the Service of the
United States, Commanded by Lieut. Col° Joseph Senter, engaged for
Six Months & five Days from June 26"> 1777 Taken to Dec' iS"' 1777.
Commission'd, Robert Pike Captain June 26"' 1777
Nathaniel Foss Ensign Ditto on Duty
Serjeants
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Proof of Effective
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[4-105] [^Capt. Page's Co., Se7iter''s Reg.\
Muster Roll of Cap' Enoch Pages, Company mustered by Capt. Sam-
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Amount Broucrht over- 2S3.
REVOLUTIONARY WAK KOLLS. 25
1
[4-107] \_Capf. Page's Co. Travel Roll.']
We the Subscribers being Inlisted Soldiers in Cap' Enoch Page's
Company, Acknowledge that we have Receiv'd of John Taylor Gilman
Twentv live shillings Lawfull Money Each, for our Travel or Billeting
money to Rhode Island
—
Witness our Hands this 25"' day of September 1777.
1 Samuel Blue 33 Benjamin Ward
his hit
2 John X Kenniston attest Enoch 33 Thomas X Furnal Test Enoch
mnrk mark
Page Page
3 Samuel Daniels 34 John Johnson
4 Solomon hayes 35 John Buck
5 John Bickford 36 Samuel Haley
/; T 1 w i,^ • 1 <- Ti * -c 1 37 Gordon Freese6 John X Knight Test Enoch •^' hu
-p





7 Solomon X Giles Test Enoch t>. 'i^r ^I ^^ 39 David Lowel
Pap"e
*"'
o T^, ° , ,, 40 Nathaniel X Dearbon Test
o Ebenezer knolton ' mark
9 Levi Leathers Enoch Page
10 gideon Randel 41 Simon Batchelder
hli hit
11 Charles X Furnell Test Enoch 42 James X Godfrey Test The-
mark mark
Page ophilus Sanborn
12 Josiah Brown 43 Solomon Buzzell
13 Solomon Daniels ,^ t;., w t^ • t" ^*. t'u^
T-. • 1 ATT , 1 44 Ebenezer X Durgm lest ine-
14 David Waldron ^^ „ark
15 Levi Robinson ophilus Sanborn
16 Aaron Leighton 45 William Watson
17 Lemuel Evens 46 Simon taylor
i8 Theophilus Sanborn 47 Joslnia Furbur
19 Elijah SanBurn 48 Nathanael Twombly
20 Abraham Sanborn 49 Andrew W^ille
21 Sherburn Sanburn " 50 David knowles
22 David hunt 51 Jacob Davis
23 George Seaward 52 Samuel Sherborn
24 Nathanael Bachelder 53 DuDley Hill
25 Jonathan Blue Receiv'd by order for
26 Ezra True 54 Joseph French
27 John Shaw 55 Jonathan Rollings
28 moses currier 56 Jonathan Fifield
29 Jonathan winslow 57 William Rollings
30 Jacob Foss Rec"" by Jacob Blasdel Lieut
iir-ii- ^^ ^r^^^ rr. i^r^ 1 RcCciv'd by Ordcr foV
31 William X Killey lest Enoch ^o t , o ,.^ n^r^ ^ 58 Joli" Small
Page 59 Jonathan Hilton
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60 James Hervey
61 John Ilervey
Receiv'd by Enoch Page Cap'
62 Roger Swain
[On another roll containing the same names, each followed by the
figures j£i, 5, for 100 miles travel, is the following certificate : "This
is a True Return of the Men's Name's & the Sums paid them.
per Jn° Taylor Gilman."
—
Ed.]
[14-109] \^Part of Capt. Page's Co. Bounty Roll.']
We the Subscribers have Receiv'd of Cap' Enoch Page Five Dollars
each in part of our Bounty as Soldiers to go to Rhode Island and Con-
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[4-14] \_Capt. Joseph Parsons s Co. in Colonel Senter^s Reg. Rhode
IslaJid., 1777. Bounty Roll.']
A Muster Roll of Soldiers Enlisted in the Service of the State of New
Hampshire by Cap' Joseph Parsons, Mess"" Jonathan Leavitt and Joseph
Dow, and Mustered, Sworn & Paid by Jonathan Burnham Esq' Muster-
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State of New Hampshire
The above is a Just & True Roll of the men Enlisted by Capt' Joseph
Parsons, M' Jonathan Leavitt and Josepli Dow, as Presented by them,
and Mustered Paid & Sworn, (as good Etlective men well Equipped.)—
By me Jonathan Burnham Muster master
State of New Hampshire Sep* 4"" 1777
Then Jonathan Burnham Esq' made Solemn Oath to the Truth of the
foregoing Roll by him Subscribed
—
Before E Thompson J Peace
State of New Hampshire to Jon" Burnham D""
To a Journey of my Self & horse to Portsm" ") ^^
to Muster Cap* Parsons's men & Expences
j
' ^
To D° to Hampton & Kensington to muster )
Leavitts Dows & pait of Parsons's men
J
' 4*
To Cash p^ 70 men as Per Roll 315. 0.0
£317. S.o
To Cash p** the Treasurer 6.12.0
£324. 0.0
71 James Kynaston 4.10
328.10.0
73 Thomas Pinder 4.10
£333. 0.0
Supra C'
1777 J'^^y ^S Bv Cash rec*^ of the Treasurer Per order £324. 0.0
By Cash re-i of D° 4.10
32S.10.0
By D° rec-^ of D° . 4.10
£333. o.-
Bounties of 72 Men <a' ^£ los ea ^324
—
paid by the recruit" Officer 305 ea | 108
Per rcf
j -£432—
[Captain Joseph Parsons was of Rye. The name given as Benja-
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[4-1 1 ^] \_Capt. Pa?-soHs''s Co. Alen enlisted by Lieut. Doiv.'\
State of New Hampshire
Return of Soldiers Enlisted by Joseph Dow unto the States service
which were Musterd, sworn, and paid their Bounty by Col' Jonathan
Burnam agreeable to an Order of the Committee of Safety of this State
—
August y*' 14. 1777 Joseph Dow
Josiah Blake Joseph Parlemer
thomas Arnold Benjamin Leach
David Shaw Simon Lock
John Ilollbrook Caleb Brown
Robert mershel Jeremiah folsom
Daniel VVeare David Thosom [Thompson]
Benjamin Dow Josiah Lock
William mugrig Amos Eton
Benjamin young Jonathan Present
arthevmore meLoye Benjamin Swain
Josiah gorden Joh'i Tilton
[Lieut. Joseph Dow was of Kensington. —Ed.]
[4-1 16] S^Captain Parsons's Co. Receipt for Travel Money. '\
We the Subscribers being Inlisted Soldiers in Cap* Joseph Parsons
Company, acknowledge that we have Receivd of John Taylor Oilman
Twenty five shillings Lawful money Each, for our Travel or Billeting
money to Rhode Island
—
Witness our Hands this 8"" day of Sepf 1777
1 Samuel Seavey 17 Benjamin Dow
2 Josiah Lock 18 Robert Marshall
3 ezekiel knowles 19 Daniel Weare
4 Thomas Arnold 20 william mugridge
5 Amos Eaton 21 Benjamin young
6 Caleb Brown 22 John Blake
7 Jeremiah Folsom 23 Levi Blake
S David thon-.pson 24 Jewett Sanborn
9 Benjamin Leach 25 Abraham Shaw
10 Josiah Blake 26 Enoch Rowe
11 Simon Lock 27 Joseph Palmer
13 Jonathan Prescott 28 Benjamin Swain jun
13 John Tilton 29 Rowland Carr
14 Benjamin Swain 30 Humphrey Flood
15 John holdBrock 31 Jeremiah Swain
16 David Shaw 32 Thoms Sweat
















































[4-1 1 8] \_Capt. Parsons's Company M7isier-Roll, I'/yy.']
]SIuster Roll of Captain Joseph Parsons's Company in the Service of
the United States, Commanded by L' Col° Joseph Senter, Engaged for
Six Months & five Days from June 25*'' 1777 taken to Dec' 18* 1777.
Commissioned,
Joseph Parsons Captain June 26"' i777' Sick in Qiiarters
Joseph Dow Lieut. do
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Warwick Dec 10"' 1777
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[4-124] \_Capt. Simon Marstons Co.^ Col. yoseph Senter's Regiment.,
Rhode Islajtd., i777-~\
A Muster and Pav Role of Men Inlisted by Capt- Simon Marston M"'
Jeremiah Abbott and M'' James Martin it being one of the four Compa-
neys Raised by the State of Nevvhampshire for the Defence Rhode Island
and Elcewhcre Mustered & Paid by Tho" Bartlet Muster & Pay Master
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[4-126] \_Capt. Marston's Compa^ty Receiptfor Travel Money.
"^
WE the Subscribers being Inlisted Soldiers in Cap' .Simon Marston's
Company, Acknowledge that we have Receiv,d of John Taylor Gilman,
Twenty five shillings Lawfull M^ Each, for our Travell or Billeting
Money to Rhode Island
Witness our Hands this 8"* of September 1777
I


























































Receiv,d Exeter September iS"' ^777 1 of John Taylor Oilman Ten
pounds Lawfull Money for Bounty or Travel Money of Eight Soldiers
belonging to my Company, Viz, Moses Plackett, Morse Pearson Isaac
Shephard, Theodore Marstin, Trueworthy Brown, Josiah Sawyer,
Broadstreet Mason, & Tristram Cram, it being for their Travel Money
to Rhode Island, they having already Marched
8 Men at 2^s—£10.0.
—
Simon Marston Cap'
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In Committee on Claims )
Exeter Feb'' 23'* 1778 ) The within Roll and Acco* are right cast the
balance of which Amounts to Eleven Hundred and sixteen pounds twelve
shillings and ten pence.
Josiah Oilman Jun"" in behalf of the Com***
State of New Hampshire Exeter Feb^ 25"' 177S
The truth and justice of this Roll was sworn to by Captain Simon
Marston Attest N Emery Jus Facis
Feb'^ 26"' 177S Rec** an Order on the Treasury for 11 16. 12. 10 the
Amount of this Roll Simon Marston Cap'
Copv ex** Per Josiah Oilman Jun'
[Capt. Simon Marston was of Deerfield, Lieut. Jeremiah Abbot
and Ensign James Martin of Pembroke.
—
Ed.]




[After the battle of Bennington Gen. Stark moved forward with
his force of volunteers, and joined Gen. Gates on the i8th of Sep-
tember. The time for which the men had enlisted was about expir-
ing, and they, believing that for that reason and in consideration of
the service they had performed they were entitled to be discharged
to attend to the harvesting of their crops, declined to remain in the
army, although strongly urged by Gen. Gates to do so. Their dis-
charge left Stark without a command, and he returned to New
Hampshire, where he was received with enthusiastic demonstrations
of approval. Meanwhile the authorities of this state, anticipating
the discharge of Stark's brigade, had taken measures to raise another
force to assist in conquering the army of Burgoyne. Orders were
issued, on the 5th and 6th of September, to the colonels of the sev-
eral militia regiments, to draft one sixth of their men, and forward
them to Bennington. The men raised in the regiments of Colonels
Wentworth, Moulton, and Bartlett were placed under the command
of Lieut. Col. Abraham Drake, of North Hampton, and were mus-
tered on the 8th of September, as were also the men under the com-
mand of Col. Stephen Evans, of Dover. Others were mustered later.
On the 17th Gen. Gates wrote from Bemis's Heights, requesting
that all reinforcements for his army be forwarded " without one mo-
ment's delay." Accordingly, on the 20th, orders were issued to Col.
Evans to march his men to Bennington, and place them under the
command of Gen. Stark, if he (Stark) was to continue in the service;
otherwise under the command of the officer commanding the north-
ern department of the continental army. On the same day a letter
was dispatched to Gen. Stark, urging him to continue in the service,
and take command of the troops then being forwarded. On the 27th
a larsfe number of volunteers were mustered into service. Gen.
William Whipple was appointed to take command of all recruits for
the northern department, and received orders from the committee of
safety, on the 2d of October, to collect all the volunteers and "put
vourself and troops under the commander in chief of the Continental
army in that [the northern] department, to act as occasion may
require." The rolls of those troops who took part in the battle of
October 7th, which caused the surrender of Burgoyne on the 17th,
will follow this article.
Gen. Poor's brigade, comprising the three New Hampshire conti-
nental regiments, commanded by Colonels Cilley, Scammell, and
Reid,^ were prominent in the battles of the 19th of September and
the 7th of October, and their bravery is mentioned in terms of the
highest praise by eminent historians. They were paid by continen-




iCol. N.-ithan Hale, of this regiment, was at that time a prisoner in the hands of the enemy.
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[4-13^] [^Gcn. Bayley^s Return of Capt. Ilnickins's Co.'\
List Contains thirty four men who Served as a Company of Voluntiers
under the Comand of Cap' Joseph Hutchins In the Eastern Divition of
the Northern Department under the Comantl of Major General Gates
and in My Brigade according to the Dates against each mans name
Haverhill 32"'' Dec'' 1777
Jacob Bayley B D G
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[4-^39] \^McH raised in Col. Gihjian^s Reg''t.'\
A Muster Roll of that Part of the Regh-nent Militia commanded by
Nicholas (jilman Esq' who Are Raised in the State of New Hampshire
to reinforce the Northern Continental Army together with the Sums paid
Each Otficer & Soldier Advance wages & Travel money as Set against
Each persons Name Per Receipt Sepf 12"' 1777
—
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[ Capt. Porter KhabaWs Co.—concluded.~\
Captain Porter Kimbals Rations 194 at Zd 6. 9.4
Lieutenant Morrils Rations mat 8 3'i4
Ensign Tucks Rations 94 at 8 3- 2.8
Lieutenant M'^Clarys Rations 160 at 8 5. (i.'6
Two Officers Travel from New Windsor home 300 Miles ) 6. 5
at 2d Per mile Per Ration \
£1028.18.7
Ferriage 52 Men Twice Over Merrimack and once over ")
Connecticut River <a) \s \ 2.12
Making the Roll and Copy 205 5 days Attending the
Hon^'^ Court and Committee of safety to settle my
J>
3- o
Roll ^ Ss ^os
Deduct for deserters £4. 9.5
One Months Advance wages and Travel to Bennington
£670. 3.5
This is a true Roll Attest Oliver Morrill Lieu'
In Committee On Claims )
Exeter January 16"' 1778 J This Roll and Ace' are right Cast and
Amount to six hundred and seventy pounds three shillings and five pence
Josiah Oilman Jun''
January 16"" 1778 Oliver Morrill Appeared and made Oath to the
truth of this Roll Before M Weare Justice Peace
January 16"* 177S
Received an Order on the Treasurer for this Roll Amounting to
Six hundred and Seventy pounds three shillings and five pence
Oliver Morrill Lieu'
Copy ex* J Oilman
[Capt. Porter Kimball was of Brentwood, Lieut. Morrill of Lou-
don, Lieut. McCjary of Deerfield, Ensign Tuck of Hampton Falls.
—Ed.]
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[ Capt. Libbefs Co.—concluded.']
447.8.4
Making the Roll 18
A Journey from Somersworth to Exeter to get it pass'd
3 days at 85 1.4
449.10.4
By Cash rec^ of Col Stephen Evans Per receipt 166.13. ^
By d" rec*^ of d" Pei- d" 43-9 -
By his paying John Philpot 8.2.1 1 d" John Gage
8. 2. 115 16. ^.10 226. 8.0
This is a true Roll £223. 2.4
Attest Francis Warren Ensign
In Committee On Claims |
Exeter January 29"* 177S j This Roll and Ace' are right Cast
the balance Amounts to Two hundred twenty three pounds Two Shil-
lings and four pence
Josiah Oilman Jun' in behalf of the Committee
Jany 29"' 1778
Ensign Francis Warren appeared and made Oath to the truth of this
Roll before M Weare J P.
January 29*'' 1778
Received an Order on the Treasurer for Two hundred and Twenty
three pounds Two shillings and four pence the balance of this Roll
Francis Warren Ensign
Balance brought down -£223. 2.4
Additional Wages of 42.? Per Month for Francis Warren who






Received an Additional Order for Three pounds fifteen Shillings and
six pence Fiancis Warren
Copy ex** J Oilman
[Capt. Libbey was of Dover, and Lieut. Roberts and Ensign Warren
of Somersworth. The cause of the desertions in Colonel Evans's
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[4-156] \_Capt. Sanborn''s Co. Receiptfor Advance Wa^es."]
September 9"" 1777
We the Subscribers being Inlisted vSoldiers in tlie Militia Now Raising
to Jovn General Starke at Bennington, or the Commanding officer theire
or theire about, Have Each of us Receiv'd of Thomas Bartlet Muster and
Pay Master for Said Men that are Raised in Col° ^PClaryes Regiment the
Sum of Four Pound Ten Shilling for one Months advance Wages and
the Sum of Two Pound three Sillings & Nine Pence for one Hundred
& Scventv five Miles to Bennington at three Pence P'' Mile being in the
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[4-159] \_j\ftister Roll of Capt. Sanborn's Co.]
A Muster and Pay Rool of Men Raised in CoP John APClaryes Regi-
ment of Militia To Joyn General Stark at Bennington or the Command-
ing officer theire, or theire about Mustered and Paid by Thomas Bartlet
Muster & Pay Master for Said Men September 9"^ ^777
MENS NAMES
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MENS NAMES
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482. 5.3
£2.
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c
Balance due
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[4-171] \_General Abstract^ Col. Evanses Regiment. '\
A Copy of a general Abstract of a Regiment of New Hannpshire in
the service of the United States of America Commanded by Col Stephen
Evans from the eighth day of September to the last day of November
Inclusive which with sixteen days allowed to Travel home Includes the
sixteenth in all three Months and Nine Days Pay Commenced Sep' S"*
NAMES & RANK
Stephen Evans Col°




Rob' Swainson Q; M'
John Gage Serj' Major
John Philpot Ql M' Serj'
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[4-172] \_Col. Evans's Field and Staff. '\
A Roll for travel for the Field and Staff' Officers Allowing Each Offi-
cer According to his Rank i penny Per Ration for every Miles Travel
from New Windsor to Dover in New Hampshire being Three hundred
and sixteen Miles
NAMES RANK
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Divided According the Number of Rations Each Officer and Company
Drew from the Commissary Tho° Weeks & James Hamilton
Per Robert Swainson Q^ M'
Exeter JanJ" 2o"> 1778
The Committee on Claims have Exam'd this Acc°' and find it right
Cast Agreeable to the Rate therein set down
Josiah Oilman Jun"' in behalf of the Committee
State of New \
Hampshire j In Committee of Safety January 21°' 177S
To Nicholas Oilman Esq"" R O S' Pay the within Roll Amounting to
Eighty two pounds Eleven shillings and one penny farthing to the sev-
eral persons therein named except the six Volunteers which is to be paid
to Robert Swainson M Weare Ch''
This Roll Amounts to more than the Order being wrong Cast (this
Minute was made by the Treasurer)
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
[4-174] [COL. ABRAHAM DRAKE'S REO.—STAFF ROLL.]
Pay Roll of One Months Advance Wages of the Officers of Col Abra-
ham Drakes Regiment of Newhampshire Militia, paid them by the
State before they marched to Join the Continental Army in the Northern
department at Saratoga September 1777
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In Committee On Claims ]
Exeter January S"' 177S j This Roll and Account Amounting
to One hundred and Fifty One pounds Eleven Shillings and five pence is
right Cast
John Taylor Oilman for the Comt*®
State of New Hampshire Exeter January S"' 1778
Appeared Captain Jesse Page and made solemn Oath that this Roll
by him subscribed was Just and true
before M Weare Jus Peace thro the State
Received an Order on the Treasurer for the balance of this Roll and
Account being £151.1 1.5 Jesse Page
Copy ex** J Oilman
[4-198] \^Memo7'attdum relating to Capt. Pagers Co.'\
Memorandum of Sundry Soldiers belonging to Captain Jesse Pages
Company in Colonel Abraham Drakes Regiment for which soldiers
Captain Page Received more wages from the Continent than was due
for the time they were in service at the rates allowed by the Continent
1777 December Viz.
For John Atwood £z. 8. o James Hastings
Moses Jackman 3.12 David Bussell
William Clough 3- 10. 5 Simeon Taylor
Jonathan Sawyer Jun' 2. 6. 11 Ebenezer Colby
Jonathan Gorden i. i.ii Samuel Heath Jun""
Josiah Thissel 2.10. 8 Nehemiah Kell}'
Deduct for Samuel Heath being overcharged for what he
received of the Continent
£27.18. I
N B. Captain Page says Colonel Drake has money in his hands for
David Flanders and Stephen Flanders who deserted from Captain Pages
Company
In Committee On Claims )
Exeter January S"M 778 j The Above sum of Twenty seven
pounds eighteen Shillings and One penny is the sum Captain Page Re-
ceived from the Continent for said men more than he ought to have
received as appears by his Roll
Jn° Taylor Oilman
State of New Hampshire Exeter Jan-^ 8"^ 1778
Received of Captain Jesse Page 27.1S5 \d being the sum Above men-
tioned for which sum I am Accountable to said state
Nich' Oilman Treasurer
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
£2.10.
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This is a true Roll of Rations due to the Officers in Colonel Abraham
Drakes Regiment
Attest Thomas Leavitt Q; Master
In Committee on Claims )
Exeter January i6"' 1778] This Roll Amounting to One hundred and
Ten pounds five shillings and four pence is right Cast
Jn" Taylor Oilman for the Committee
State of New Hampshire in Committee of Safety Jan^ 16"" 1778
To Nicholas Oilman Esq"" R O Sir pay the within Roll to the sev-
eral persons therein named
M Weare Ch'
January i6"* 177S Received an Order on the Treasurer for this Roll
Amounting to One hundred and Ten pounds five and four pence
January 16"^ 1778 Thomas Leavitt above named made Oath to the
truth of this Roll
Before M Weare Jus Peace
[Major Wiggin and Capt. Rawlings were of Stratham. Resi-
dences of the others, so far as can be ascertained, appear elsewhere.
—Ed.]
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[4-205] \_Col. Drake^s Reg. General Abstract r\
General Abstract of the 2"'' Regiment of New Hampshire Militia Com-
manded by Colonel Abraham Drake from September S"' to Dec' 16"*




[_A6sfrac^ of Travel Roll.'\
Abstract for the 2'"^ Regiment New Hampshire Alilitia Commanded
by Col iVbraham Drake, for Travelling expences from New Windsor to
North Hampton allowing Field Staff and Commissioned Officers i penny
Per Mile p'' Ration and Noncommissioned Officers and privates i penny
per mile it being 31S Miles Viz.
I
I Colonel
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Exeter Januaiy 21'' 177S
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake Four hundred and Forty nine
pounds thirteen shillings and Ten pence being the sum due to the men
in my Company for the Continental part of the wafj^es and travel due to
said Men also Eleven pounds eighteen shillings and six pence being the
travel due to the four Commissioned Officers of my said Company the
Avhole Amounting to Four hundred and Sixty One pounds twelve shil-
lings and four pence which sum I promise to pav to the Officers and
Soldiers of my Reg' as Per my Roll render'd to Continent
Ezra Currier Captain
Copy ex* J Gilman
Exeter January 21*' 1778
Received of Col" Abraham Drake Three hundred and seventy pounds
five shillings and four pence being the sum he drew of the Continent for
my Company also Received Eleven pounds eighteen shillings and six
pence being the Travel due to the four Commissioned Officers of said
Company The whole Amounting to three hundred and eighty two
pounds Three shillings and ten pence Out of which sum I promise to
pay the Officers and Men in my Company which is due to them Per my
Roll rendered to the Continent deducting for Furloughs &c as directed
by the state of New Hampshire and return the remainder to said state
Per Jesse Page Captain
Copy ex** J Gilman
Received of Col° Abraham Drake Twenty pounds sixteen shillings
Lawful Money in full for my wages as an Adjutant in his Regiment
from September 8 Until November 30"^ ^777 hereby giving up to Sam-
uel Peirson all other pay that may be due to me except my travel up if
any there be allowed
Witness my hantl this i^' day of January 177S
Nath' Bachellor
Copy ex^ J Gilman
North Hampton December 15''' 1777
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake Sixty six pounds and six pence
Lawful Money for my wages and travel from New Windsor to North
Hampton
Rec** per Levi Dearborn Surgeon
Copy ex** J Gilman
North Hampton Dec^ 15"' 1777
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake Seventy Dollars and one thii'd of
a dollar as Qiiarter master to said Regiment
Thomas Leavitt
Copy ex*^ J Gilman
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Received of Colonel Abraham Drake Fourteen pounds eighteen shil-
lings and two pence being the difference between the pay and Travel of
Adjutant and a private from Oct° 25"' to December 16"^ 1777 ''S I acted
in the Capacity of the said Adjutant—witness my hand this 22"*^ day of
January 1778
Per Samuel Peirson
Copy ex^ J Oilman
Exeter January 22*^ 1778
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake Four pounds being for Addi-
tional Wages from November 30 to December the 16''' i777 also one
pound eight shillings and Two pence for Additional Travel from New
Windsor to North Hampton the whole Amounting to Five pounds eight
and z^ it being for my Acting as an Adj' in his Reg' s*^ time
Per Samuel Pierson
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
Nottingham December 22"'' day 1777
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake One hundred Eighty-one Dollars
for waees and Travel home
Copy ex"^ J Oilman
Per Mark Wiggin
Received of Colonel Abraham Drake the sum of Ten pounds Three
shillings lawful Mone}' being in part for my service as a Serjeant Major
in his Reg' from September 8"^ to December 16'^^ ^777 Witness my hand
this lo"* day of January 1777
Samuel Wedgwood
Copy ex** J Oilman
North Hampton January 20'^ 1778
Received of Col° Abraham Drake Ten pounds and Three shillings in
full for my wages and Travel which was due from the Continent
Rec'^ by me
Thomas Page
The State of New Hampshire To Robert Swainson Dr
To two days waiting and Attendance at and from New Wind- \
sor to and Fish Kill To receive the Rations and back Allow- > =£0.16.0
ance j
To Travel eight days and Attendance to and from Somersworth
\ ^ .
to Exeter and Expenses to 85 j «)• ^
Robert Swainson Qj To Col Evans Regiment
£4. 0.0
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January 21" 177S Received an Order on the Treasurer for the Above So5
Robert Swainson Q_' M'
State of New Hampshire to Thomas Leavitt Dr







To making the Roll
Exeter January i6"' 1777
£4.10.0
Errors Excepted Thomas Leavitt
Same day Rec^ payment of the above Thomas Leavitt
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
Si. 9.0
22.10.
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To my time expence and trouble 8 Journeys to Exeter to")




To my time Expence an trouble in receiving & paying oft'^
my Reg'^ Continental pay also trouble in borrowing & V 6. o.o
paying 500 Dollars J
J£2II2. 9.8
1778
Jan^ 33'' To cash p*^ to the Treasurer this day as Per Rec' 150.
2262. 9.8
Balance due to the State 65. 1.8
2327.11.4
Ap' 28 To Cash p*^ Cap' Nicholas Rawlins travel Money
—
9. 5.6
To d" paid Treasurer in full 55.16.2
£65. 1.8
1777 O
December By Cash I received of M' Bedlow A P M Gin)
Kingstreet in the state of New York the balance of my > 2327.1 1.4
Regiments Abstract j
Exeter January 23*^ 1778
Errors Excepted Per Abraham Drake
In Committee On Claims )
Exeter January 23*^ '^1']'^ S This Account is right Cast the balance due
to the State is Sixty-five pounds One Shilling and eight pence
Josiah Oilman Jun'
By the balance due to the State—65. 1.8
Exeter April 28"" 1778 Errors Excepted Abraham Drake
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
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[4-213] [J/en raised i}i Third Militia Reg,^ Capt. Leavitfs Co.'\
A Muster & Pay Roll of One Months Advance Wages & Travel of
Olficers & Men raised out of the 3"* Regiment of New Hampshire Mili-







































Joseph Rowe pass'd Mus-
ter & Rec'd advance Pay
& Travel but did not
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Pursuant to Orders I have Mustered the Men in this Roll & paid
them the Several Sums Set against their Names as above
Per Abraham Drake Muster & Pay Master
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D' State of New Hampshire to Abraham Drake
To paid One M° Ad-
]




To my Trouble & Ex- S
pense in paying offv
said men )
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MENS NAMES
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[4-2 1 S] \_Muster Roll of Men raised in Col. Bartlctt's Alilitia Reg;
for Col. Drake's Reg-. October., 1777 •'\
MENS NAMES
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MENS NAMES.
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[4—224] \_CapL Peter Clark''s Co.^ Moors Regi7nent.'\
Abstract of the Pay Roll of Captain Peter Clarks Company in Col"
Daniel Moore's Regiment of Volunteers which marched from Lynde-
boroiigh Septem"" 1777 and Joined the Northern Continental Army at
Saratoga on Hudson River
—
No
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No
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\_Capt. Clark's Co.^ Moor s Regiment—concluded.'\
Captain Si Rations lo Rec** 71 due a Sd 2. 7. 4
Two Lieu*' 108 Rations 20 Rec-* 88 due a Sd 2.18. 8
Ensign 54 Rations 10 Rec'' 44 due a Sd i. 9. 4
Making up the Roll and Copy 185 6 days making the return
&c a Ss 3. 6. o
To 6 Bat Horses 164 Miles a 6d per mile is £4.2.0 Each 24.13. o
£392. 9. 5
This is a true Roll Attest Peter Clark Captain
In Committee On Claims Exeter Decern'' 13"* i777
This Roll Amounting to three hundred ninety Two pounds nine shil-
lings and five pence is right cast
Exam"^ Joseph Oilman
State of New Hampshire Exeter Decem"" 13*'' 1777
Then Captain Peter Clark made Oath to tlie truth of the Above Roll
by him signed
Before Josiah Bartlett Jus. P
Exeter December 13"" 1777 Rec^ of the Committee of safety an Order
on the Receiver General for the Amount of the Above Roll
Peter Clark
Copy ex** per Josiah Oilman Jun"^
[Capt. Clark was of Lyndeborough, Lieut. Holmes probably of
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[Co/. yonatha?i Chase's Rcgimetit—concluded.
'\
Col° Chases Rations 198 12 Rec'' 1S6 clue at 8<^ £6. 4.0
7 Captains Rations 648— 84 Rec*^ 554 due at Sd 18. 16.0
7 Lieu'" Rations 392 84 Rec*^ 308 due at 8^^ 10. 5.4
I Ensijjns Rations 66 12 Rec** 54 due at 8(/ 1.16.0




Making Roll and Copy 1.16
A Journey from Cornish to Exeter to make return 100
Miles a IS £5.0.0 8 days a ^s £3.4.0 8. 4. o
£1057. 9. 8
This is a true Roll Jon" Chase CoP
In Committee On Claims Exeter 31^* December 1777
This Roll Amounting to One Thousand and Fifty seven pounds Nine
Shillings and Eight pence is right Cast
Joseph Oilman
State of New Hampshire January i^' 1778
Col° Jonathan Chase made solemn Oath to the truth and Justice of
this Roll before N Emery Ju' Peace
January i^' 177S Received an Order on the Treasurer for the sum of
£1057.9.8 The Amount of this Roll Jon" Chase
Copy ex** per Josiah Oilman Jun''
[Officers' residences : Col. Jonathan Chase, Cornish ; Capts. Sam-
uel Paine, Lebanon, Edmond Freeman, Hanover, Moses Whipple,
Croydon, Abel Stevens, Grantham, Joshua Wells, Canaan, John La-
sell, Enfield, and John Wheelock, Hanover ; Lieuts. Abel Lyman,
Haverhill, (?) Nathaniel Hall, Cornish, Reuben Jerould, Cornish, Abel
Spaulding, Cornish, Abel Wilder. Orange, John Lyman, , and
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In Committee On Claims Exeter Jan-^ zz** 1778
This Roll Amounting to Five hundred and Thirty six pounds seven
shillings and four pence is right cast
Ex*^ Joseph Oilman
State of New Hampshire Exeter 22""^ Jan^ 1778
Then Col° Jonathan Moulton made Oath to the truth and justice of
this Roll by him subscribed before M Weare Jus P
Exeter Jan-^ 22"*^ ^778 Received an Order On the receiver General
for the sum of Five hundred and thirty three pounds fifteen shillings &
Eight pence the Amount of the Above Roll Jon" Moulton
Joseph Mills Private Engag'd Oct^'' i'' 1777 discharged Nov"" 2"^
I M° & 2 days £4.16 Travel Out 210 Miles (a) T^d Si 210 miles
home (cb 2d S75 6d £9. 3.6
John Lane d'' Oct"' i'' October 30"^ i Month £4.105 )
Travel out 210 miles (a) 2td home at 2d 4. 7.6 j 8.17.6
£iS. i.o
The two men were Omitted in the Above Roll
Attest Jon'' Moulton
September ii'** 1778 Rec'' an Order on the Treasurer for the Amount
of my wages on this Roll being £9.3.6 Jos Mills
September 11"' 1778 Rec*" in behalf of John Lane an Order on the
Treasurer for Eight pounds seventeen shillings and six pence in full for
the Above Eben"" Thompson
Copy ex*^ per Josiah Oilman Jun"'
REVOLUTIONARY
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Thomas Folsom a private engag'd Sep 30"' 1777 discharg'd
Oct" 23"^ 24 days service 3.12.0
205 Miles Travel Out at ^d per mile 4. 5.5
•£7-i7-5
per John Langdon
Rec*^ the Above seven pounds seventeen shillings and five pence
Thomas Folsom
Copy ex*^ per Josiah Oilman Jun""
[The foregoing was an independent company, composed of men of
rank and position, who volunteered to go as privates under the com-
mand of Hon. John Langdon, and assist personally in completing the
work of capturing Burgoyne's army, which had been so effectually
commenced by the troops under Stark at Bennington. Col. Lang-
don furnished the money to equip Stark's New Hampshire men,
and had patriotism enough left to take the field in person, and labor
in the cause with enthusiastic ability until the close of the war.
—
Ed.]
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[ Capt. Putnam's Co.—continuedr^
Captains Rations 75 at 8c/ £2.10.0 2.10.0
2 Baggage Horses for the Company 160 miles out at 6d is 80^
each 8. 0.0
Making the Roll & Copy 8.
A journey from Wilton to Exeter to get the Roll pass'd 4 days
(w 8^ I .I2.0
This is a true Roll £172.0.10
Attest Philip Putnam Cap*
Exeter December 24"^ ^777 This Roll and Account amounting to
One hundred and seventy two pounds & ten pence is right cast
Josiaii Oilman Jun""
State of New Hampshire December 24'^ ^777
Philip Putnam Above made Oath to the truth and justice of the Above
Roll Coram N Emery J P
Received an Order On the Treasurer for the Amount of this Roll
Philip Putnam
Copy ex"^ per Josiah Oilman Jun'
\_East Kingston Volunteers.^
[Original in collection N. H. Antiquarian Society.]
State of New Hampshire
East Kingston September the ten day 1777.
We the subscribers do severly inlist our selves or Ingage to serve in
the Army at or near Bennington under the Command of General Stark
or the Commanding officer there until the last day of November next
unless sooner Discharged ; and to fix our selves with a good Gun & Bay-
net and Cartouch Box if Possable ; and we are to have fifteen dollars per
month and three pence pr mile for travel to Bennington and we are to
have one months advance pay Levi Shaw
Samuel greeley
andrew man
\_East Kingston Meti^ ^777-^
[Original in N. H. Antiquarian Society's Collection.]
To Jacob Gain Levt Colonel
Sir aCording to orders Receved I make these Returns of the names
REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS. 42
1
•who have Inlisted while [until the] 34*'' of September Next to hold them




Enoch Chase Richard french Jonathan Cass
Samuel Greeley Jacob Graves Jonathan Lad Webster
Levi Shaw Edward Greeley Joh'i Morrill
and rew man
[In addition to the foregoing volunteers, New Hampshire had in
the several battles in the vicinity of Saratoga a brigade of regulars
under the command of General Enoch Poor, consisting of three regi-
ments commanded severally by Colonels Joseph Cilley of Notting-
ham, Alexander Scammell of Durham, and Lieut. Col. George Reid
of Londonderry, the latter in command of the regiment of Colonel
Nathan Hale of Rindge, who was at the time a prisoner in the hands
of the enemy. Major Henry Dearborn, of Nottingham, was in com-
mand of a detachment of three hundred continental light infantry,
which, with the riflemen under the command of Colonel Daniel Mor-
gan of Virginia, met the first attack of the British troops under Gen-
eral Fraser on the 19th of September. In that battle, and the battle
of October 7. the New Hampshire troops were conspicuous for their
bravery and general good conduct, and sustained severe losses.
" When Cilley first became engaged, so many of his men fell in
twenty minutes that he could save himself only by falling back on
reenforcements. With these the regiment went into the fight again
with great spirit, and fought till night. Colonel Scammell fearlessly
led his regiment where the fire was the hottest." (Bryant and Gay.
Hist, of U. S.) Lieut. Colonel Andrew Colburn of Marlborough,
and Lieut. Colonel Winborn Adams of Durham, were killed in the
battle of September 19. No rolls of Poor's brigade are in the state
archives, except the following copy of a pay-roll of a company in
Scammell's regiment, made up to July, 1777. A list of the officers
of the above mentioned regiments may be found in Vol. XIV, pp.
552-556.—Ed.]
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[4-296] \_Capt. Weare's Co., Sca?n7neirs Regime)it.^
A Pav role of the late Captain Richard VVeares Company in the 3'*
Battalion of New Hampshire Forces Commanded by CoI° Elaxander
Scammell Alade up to the Fii^st Day of July [1777]
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A Pay Roll of the late Captain Richard Weares Company in the 3^
Battalion of New Hampshire Forces, Commanded bv Col" Alexander
Scammell Made up to the lirst Day of Juh- [1777]
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Greenland Sep' 24"' 1819 I James Wedgwood do Solemly Swear that
this Roll was taken and made while I was an Officer in the Revolutionary
Army and has been in my possession ever since and the statement therein
made of the Names of the persons and of their Services is Just and true
James Wedgwood
Rockingham ss—Greenland Sep' 24"^ 1819 James Wedgwood made Sol-
emn Oath to the truth of the Above Before Daniel Gookin Justice of the
peace and quorum Unus the State
[The original of the foregoing covers two sides of a sheet, heading
on each side. It will be seen that some of the names are repeated,




[4-297] \_E7ilistme7its in Continental Regifnentsfrom the 12th Regiment
of Militia.'\
A Return of Men inlisted from the twelth Regiment of Militia (two ex-
cepted), who inlisted in Cap' Jn° House's Company & receiv'd the State
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COL. TIMOTHY BEDEL'S REGIMENT.
[4-301]
A Ration Roll of Col : Bedels Reg* Raised by Order of Congress for
an Expedition against Canada in the year 1777 & 177S
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\_Ct)l. Long''s Regiment^ Additional.
'\
An additional Roll of Staff Officers left out of the staff Roll of Col"
Pierse Long's Regiment when it was made up.
—
NAMES
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William moor Adam Johnson Robert Wallace
Nathaniel Holmes Samuel Anderson Davis Walton
James Hopkins John Patterson William M'^Keen
Thomas morison
Cap' Finlay of Londonderry
[4-305] \_Capt. Peter Clark's Co.^ Bennington.
"^
New Boston No''" iS* 1777
Abstract for two Months Pay one Ensiojn one Serg' Ten Rank and
file Capt'" Clarks Company Col Stickneys Regt.
William Beard Ensign Thomas hooper
W" Petterson Jacob Dog
John M'^callostor Edmond harrick
Daniel NPneill Elijah Cochran
Ruben gregg Joli" Tojolin
Robert Willson
[4-396] \_Dr. Obrey's Certificate of Service.']
This certifies that Frederick Obrey did duty as a Surgeon in the Vol-
unteer Companys and in the Party under the Command of Col° Brown
who was sent to Ticonderoga by orders from General Lincoln
Jacob Bayley B. D. G.
Lyme 23^*^ Dec'' 1777.
[4-307] S^Fort Washiiigto7i Soldiers, September 22, 1777.
'\
To the Honorable Councelors and House of Representatives at Ports-
mouth in the State of New Hampshire in General Court Assembled—
We the Subscriber the Non commissiond ofliscers and Soldiers at
Forte Washington in the State of New Hampshire under the comand of
capt Titus Salter Present this Pertition unto your Honours humbly
Shewing your Honours that at the Time of our Inlisting in this Srvice
your Honour was Pleased to Give us forty one Shillings p"" month we all
as one Entred into the Service and the wages Sufficient Pay for our time
we knowing your Honors had Passed an act for Regulating The Prices
of all Sortes of Goods and Provisions and Now we humbly Shew your
honour how far that act is kept your honours Stated Rum at Six Shil-
lings and Eight Pence Per Gallon and now it is Sold Currant at forty
Eight Shilling A gallon Sugar at Eight Pence Pr Pound and it is sold at
one shilling and Six Pence Pr Pound Cotton wool at three Shilling and
Eight Pence p'' Pound & now it is Sold for Sixteen Shillings p"" Pound
you Stated the Price of corn at Three shillings an vSix Pence P' Bushel
and now it is Sold at Nine and Ten shilling pr Bushel vour honours
stated the Price of wood at Eighteen Shilling p' cord and now it is Sold
430 REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
for Twelve Dollors P"^ Cord your Stated Good Beef at four Pence P'
Pound and Now it is Sold for Nine Pence p' pound and all Sortes of
Goods and Provisions are Sold at As high Prices as any of the above
articles
—
we humblv Pray your Honours To take the Suffering Condition of
your humble Pertitioners under your Consideration and Rise our wages
in Proportion to the Price of Goods and Provissions from the Time of
our inlisting and Grant us Some Relief as you in your Grate wisdom may
Think Proper for our wages will not keep our families from Suffering
and we humblv Shew your Honours that you have Rased the w'ages of
the militia and here is a Number of men would Gladly Leave this forte
and Go into the Continental army if we Could have the Liberty and we
humbly Pray your Honour if you Dont think Proper To Rise our w^ages
or Grant us Some Reliefe To Discharge us from this forte for our wages
will not Supporte our famlies we Do not want to make Estates By Be-
ing in Defence of So Glorious a Cans of Liberty which is Dearer To us
than our Live and we humbly Pray your honour To Take the Suflering
Condition of vour humble Pertitioner under Consideration as Soon as
Possible vou can we only Beg wages To Live By and your Pertitioner
will as in Duty Bound Ever Pray &c
Dated at Forte Washington this 22^ of September 1777
Richard Jenkins Tobias inekintire Simeon whitum
Solomon Stevens Paul Roberts Simeon whitum
Josiah Gunnison Thomas Dame Gershom Plumer
Daniel Garey Stephen Gierke Nathaniel furbur
John Williams Henry Gierke Benja yeaton
Samuel odiorne Jo^i" morroson Titus Salter Ju'
mark Loud wm Chadwick James Hight
wm Tibbets John Tyna James Garey
wm Bab Benja Loud Samuel Shaw
Eliab Littleficld Thomas Perkins Rich-^ Hodsdon
Samuel Garey Rich** Perry David Brewster
John Shorteridge Elijah Tucker Joshua Haley
Samuel Jones George Tucker Simon Hains
Daniel Hodsdon wm marten Jon" Brown
jamcs Philpot Henry Simpson Jon" vincent
James Philpot Jun"" Daniel Bane Benj" Read
obadiah marshall wm Carlile Theopliilus Clough
read & ordered to lav
[4-309] \_Fort Sullivan Soldiers^ September 23. 1777-']
State of New ")
Hampshire— [-To the hon''''= the Council & House of Representatives
Rockingham ss. ) for said State now sitting at Portsmouth.
The Petition of us the Soldiers belonging to the Company commanded
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bv Cap' Eliphalet Daniel, stationed at Fort Sullivan within the State
aforesaid, humbly sheweth. That your petitioners enlisted in said
Company (at a time when every necessary of life was to be procured
with ease, and at a moderate price) for the inconsiderable Wages of
Fortv one Shillings per month, and a small bounty, (two Dollars for
blanket money.) That since, almost all the Articles of life iiave risen to
an amazing pitch—some to treble their former price—others to tenfold
—
& still higher, add that the money is become of little Estimation, and
for many of its most valuable piu'poses utterly useless. For these rea-
sons, and many others, which will readily occur to your Honors—we
humbly beg you would take our case into your imediate consideration
and order such an Augmentation to our pay as to your honor's wisdom
& bounty shall seem adequate to our services to the expences of living;
& as a compensation for the extreme low, and insufficient pay we have
hitherto rec'' ; as well as to encourage us to continue chearfully and of
choice in this important service. And we will each as in duty bound,
ever pray
—























































read & ordered to lay on the Table
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\_Sumffzary of Service in lyy/-'}
[General Enoch Poor's brigade, three Continental regiments,
served through the year.
Colonels Kellows's, Ashley's, Chase's, and Hale's regiments
marched to Ticonderoga in Ma}^, and were in service about forty
days.
Parts of nine regiments which marched for Ticonderoga in June,
and were in service from four to fourteen days,
—
General Stark's brigade at Bennington, from July t8 to Septem-
ber 27.
General Whipple's brigade, consisting of parts of nine regiments,
and sundry other companies, at Saratoga, in service from September
22 to October 26.
Colonels Evans's and Drake's regiments at Saratoga, raised Sep-
tember 8, discharged December 15.
Col. Senter's regiment at Rhode Island, raised June 25 and later,
discharged January 8, 1778.
Captains Salter's and Daniels's matross companies at Piscataqua
Harbor through the year.
Captain Cutting Cilley's company, raised in May, at same place a
little more than a month.
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ENLISTMENTS IN CONTINENTAL REGIMENTS,
1778.
[5-6] \_Richmond Meii.~\
Walpole febvuary 13*'' AD 1778
this is to Sartifie the town of Ricmond that Rufus Whippel hath got























[5-7] \_Lt. Col. Hammond's Return.']
Swanzey February 14"' 1778
To Meshech Weare Esq.
These are to certify that the following Men belonging to, or procured
by the Town of Swanzey have Inlisted into the Continental Army
—
Viz : Joseph Slack in Col. Hales Regiment
Gilbard Castle in Col. Sellej^s Regiment
William King ) i-. 1 o 1 -0 •
,,. , TT =' ^L-ol. Scamels RegnnentKnnber Harvey
j
^
Jeremiah Setchel ) In the Ranging Service
Davis Hefleren | for three years
Benjamin Parker kill'^ in the BaUlc at Still Water










Jonathan Woodcock, Inlisted Joseph Hammond Lieut CoI°
[*In Vol. XIII this name is erroneously given as Stuart.
—
Ed.]
> Lately Inlisted and Mustered
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P S. Kimber Harvey an Inhabitant of the Town of Swanzey was
hired by Said Town to Serve in the Continental Army for the Term of
eight Alonths, for which he Receved of the Town, thirteen Pounds, and
while in Said Service a Considerable Time before the Expiration of Said
eight Months, was hired by one Curtis of Winchester, then in the Army,
to Inlist in the three Years Service, and will probably be Returned by
Winchester as one of their Proportion, and as the Field Officers are to
adjust Disputes Respecting any Double Return, it is my Opinion that
said Kimber ought to be Reckoned to Swanzey as one of their Propor-
tion, in as much as he was at first hired b}' them into the Service ; and
the Money given him to hire him to Inlist into the three Years Service,
has, (in behalf of the Town of Swanzey) been tendered, together with
the Interest, to the Person who hired him, on which Condition he prom-
ised, when he agreed with said Kimber to Inlist, that he Should be Reck-
oned to Swanzey as one of their Proportion; as Lieu' Belding of the
Company in which he Inlisted Informs me And I doubt not but Col.
Ashley and Major Ellis will be of the Same Opinion, and the Said
Kimber be Reckoned to Swanzey as one of their Proportion.
Joseph Hammond
[5-9J [ Col. Joseph Badger^s Return.'\
A List or Return of the Names of the men Enlisted from the tenth
Regiment of Militia In the State of Newhampshire Commanded by Jo-
seph Badger Esq"" for Compleating the three Regiments allotted to this
state as their proportion of the Continental. army—are as follows (Viz)
No
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No
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NAMES OF TOWNS
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Etienne Auberts, Garoutte Antoine
T TT ' 13 u 1 /^ 1 r foi' WendhamJacques lionorcz, Barthelemy L-abuy j
Glaiule Colombon, Joseph Coste ) c r j j
T r> i. >
J f (. for Londonderry
Jean Rots j
•'
Ezckiel Allard of Ramand for Eppin
his
Catto X Fisk for Eppin
mark
John Diman ) /-^ t r> i • r-> r t^ •
'V , T'- 1 11 ^ Cap' Robinsons Comp. for EppinJohn Kimball ) ^ f rt-
his
Benjamin X Smart in Cap* Norris' Com for Poplin
mark
Thomas Bates for Poplin
Samuel Runels in Cap' Wiers company for Poplin
his
Edward X arme attest Lydia Giddinge for Londonderry
mark
his
ambros X Vicker Test Zebulon Giddinge for Londonderry
mark
John Grear in Cap' Macclure do
[5-14] ^^Bozmties paid by N. Lovewell.'\
State of New Hamp"" in Account with Noah Lovewell D'
1778 £
March 7 To Cash p*^ Henry Kimbal a Soldier )
Inlisted for 3 years (
23 To do p*^ John Michel for do lOO
25 To do p*^ Eben'' Williams for do 100
Apr' 13 To do p'^ Joseph Fox for do 94
do To do p*" John Lamb for do 94
do To do p'l W" Wilkins for do 99
Apr' 16 To do
p''
James Siel for do 99
23 To do p'' Thomas Caprin for do 100
March 20 To do p** Asa Pierc6 for do 90
March 7 To do p'' Jonas Perry for do 92
June 6 To do p'' Silas Ryce for do 100
7 To do p** Eben' Perry for pursuing two Deserters )
viz Jn° Lamb & Jos. Fox j
To do p'' Thomas Kimbal for 3 years 100
16 To do p'' Noah Downs during War 100
127S. 4
July 24 To Cash p"^ Treasurer 360
1638. 4
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1638. 4
To do p*^ Sam' Blunt for going aff Lamb & Fox 4. 4
To my time self & Horse Inlisting ]
the above Soldiers 36 Days j
To 4 Journeys to Exeter 13 Days self")
& horse
J
p"* Ja^ Seil for going with Fox & Lamb to git them }
Mustered and following after they deserted j
to my Expence on the Above Service
£1796,16.0
Bv Cash received of the Treasurer at } r> ^
V, ^- y ibiboo. othree tnnes
j
By an overcharge of Cash p*^ Lamb & Fox they
have my Note for the full sum besides what I ^ 127. o
p*^ them
1642.
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Under Cap' Fry L' Senter and L' Thompson
Sam' Walton Jn" M'=Murphy George M'Mnrphy
Peter Jenkins Rob' Wilson James Boys Ju''
David'Dici<ey Jo' M<=Farland John Head
Bishop Coster Solomon Todd Ja' Simpson Thompson
Tim" Hutchinson Sam' Ayers Alexander M'Master
Jn" O Briant Joseph Marsh Tim° Herrington
Abel Walton Nathan plumer Zebulon Colby
Ja' Campbell David plumer Rob' Hodgent
Col David Webster is to offer the men he has Inlisted to the Towns in
Col Hubbards [Hobart's] Regiment tliey paying him the money for
them within a fortnight from the lo Day of April & if not he is to let any
town have them that will pay the money
[5-1S] [Co/. TJio7-itto7i s Return.
'\
Londonderry May 4''' 1778
Hon''''' Gent"
Ever Since I Return'd from the Court at Port' I have been Confin'd by
the Rheumatism—Yet as Soon as I Received your Orders to me, & Col"
Daniel Moore, I sent Col° Moore's P"" Express & Called my Officers, &
they have been Exceeding faithful, & Inlisted as many men as possible
they have been Inlisted at Such various places & times, I am not Able to
make A Regular Return, the best I Can Collect at present follows, (viz)
Maj'" Pinkerton Inlisted in Exeter, Ambros Vicker, i—John Grear, 2,
Glaud Colombon, 3—Joseph Coste, 4—D", at Londonderry Abel Whit-
ing, 5—to Serve 3 years each, Francis Mitchell 6,—Hugh Jameson 7,
—
D° nine months each—I Sent a man to Exeter Since to Inlist, one or two
more, I hear Windham has Inlisted foiu- in Exeter, but neither the last
man Sent, nor Windham, has made any Return to me.
—
My Officers inform me that one, or at most two, more Compleats the
Qiiota for my Regiment,—my being Absent last year, & my indisposi-
tion this, & my Officers not keeping a Regular Account, of their Inlist-
ments Makes it Impossible to make a proper Return, the Soonest possi-
ble I will—With great Esteem, & Respect
I am Gent" Your Most H'ble Ser'
Matthew Thornton
The Hon'''* Committee of Safety, Exeter
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[5-21]
A Return of the Men tliat Enlisted in the Continental Service, for three
years, or During the War Belonging to the Eight Regiment of Militia in
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Officers Names
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Cap" Leavit Informs that in the within return Jon" Marston is twice
returned for North Hampton & Rich** Green of Cap' Weare's Comp'y
—
Will Cotton of Cap* Weare's Comp'y & John Thompson of Cap' Robin-
sons Company omitted for s*^ North Hampton
[5-28]




Jan^ 16''' p'd Cap' Richard Ware 200.0.
—
p'd Cap' Zacheriah Beal 200.0.
31^' p'd Cap' Michael M"=Clary 200.0.
25'*' p'd Cap' Benj" Stone 200.0.
27"* p'd Cap' Zacheriah Beal 100. o.
28"" p'd Cap' James Gray 200.0.
1 100
Feb^ 3* p'd Cap' John Gregg 300.0.
p'd Cap' Richard Weare 100. o.
p'd Cap' Benj" vStone 60.0.
p'd Cap' Michael M'=Clary loo.o.
p'd Cap' Zacheriah Beal 100. o.
p'd Cap' Daniel Livermore 200.0.— 860
p'd Cap' Benj'' Stone 90.0.
p'd Cap' Richard Weare loo.o.
p'd Cap' Isaac Frye 300.0.
£2450.0
7"' p'd Col Alex^' Scammell 1678.0
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[5-30] [_j\fen Enlisted frojii Col. Uobart's Regitnent.'\
459
A Return of the Mens Names and the Towns they belong to, and into
what Company they have Inlisted, that are Engaged in the Continental
Service for Three years or During the War out of the Regiment of
Militia under the Command of Colonel David Hobart of Plymouth
—
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Names of the Men
Engaged belonging to
Rumney
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[5~32] [Co/. Dearborn's Return.
'\
A Roll of Men engaged b}' L' Col. Henry Dearborn the last Summer
as Soldiers in the 3*^ New Hampshire Battalion, for the term of three
years
MENS NAMES
LIEUT. COL. STEPHEN PEABODY'S REGIMENT,
RHODE ISLAND, 1778.
[On the seventeenth day of December, 1777, Governor Nicholas
Cooke, of Rhode Island, wrote to the authorities of this state, asking
that more troops be sent to that state to take the place of those who
had been serving under Col. Senter, and whose term of service was
about to expire. He stated that they would be in a deplorable con-
dition without continued military aid from New Hampshire.
In the H. of Rep., January i, 1778, orders were given to enlist
four companies for that service ; and four men were appointed to
command the companies.
In February, Noah Emery, Jr., was appointed to muster and pay
the men one month's advance wages.
February 13, the H. of Rep. voted to "raise one hundred men in
addition to the two hundred now raising for the immediate defence
of Rhode Island." Enlistments not being sufficient, the colonels of
militia were, on the twenty-ninth day of May, ordered to draft 300
men for that service. The journal of the committee of safety does
not state at what time this force marched for Rhode Island, and the
editor is unable to ascertain from other sources. The men were
discharged December 30, 1778, and allowed one day's pay for every





[Co/. Peabodfs Staff Roll. '\
463
A Roll for one months wages of the Field and Staff Officers in L*
Colonel Stephen Peabody's Regiment, raised by the State of New
Hamp"" for the defence of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations.
1778.
NAMES
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In Committee On Claims)
Exeter May 29 1779 ) The within Roll is right cast, the Balance
amounts to One thousand and twenty five pounds and ten pence.
Ex*^ per Josiah Oilman Jun'
State of New Hampshire)
May 29 1779 f Then Cap Samuel Dearborn made Oath to
the truth & Justice of the within Roll
Coram M Weare Jus Peace
Received payment by an Order on the Treasurer
Sam^ Dearborn Cap'
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[5~5^] \_Recrnitsfor the Army in Rhode Island.'\
Return of Men raised out of the 3*^ Regiment of Militia in the State of
New Hampshire to join the Army at Providence under the Command of
Major General Sullivan according to returns made to me also Muster
Roll and Pay Roll for their Bounty one Months advance wages and travel
to Providence, agreeable to Orders received from Major General Folsom
June 1778.
—
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Sep' 12"' i77S- Received an order on the Treasury for £139.5. In full
for the within Aluster and pay Roll
per Jon" Moulton
[5~57] \_Enlist7nentsfor Rhode Island.']
State of New Hampshire June 23"* 177S.
We the subscribers do hereby voluntarily inlist ourselves to serve as
Soldiers under such Ofiicers as are appointed by this State in Col Ste-
phen Peabodys Regiment under the command of Major Gen^ Sullivan
untill the first day of January next if not sooner Discharged, & we do
hereby promise obedience to our Officers and to be subject to the Rules
& Regulations of the Army
—












Concord June 23*^ 177S. We the subscribers do hereby each of us ac-
knowleg to have received of Col° Thomas Stickney six pounds Lawful
Money as a bounty and four pounds ten shillings as one months advance
pay for inlisting to serve as Soldiers untill the first day of Januarv next
in CoP Step" Peabodys Regiment under the command of Major General
Sullivan We have each of us also received of said Stickney another sum
of One pound ten shillings for the travel money from our respective
homes to Providence in the State of Rhode Island.
—
r-. /^M r William TackmanCap Giles
) ^^ \ r^ .
/-,
^
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[^~59] \_Capi. Droxvne's Account. ~\
D'. The State of New Hampshire To Peter Drowne O.
1778 Mar. 26. To enlisting 6 men a 125 JC3.12.0 1778 Mar 26.
July II. To cash paid L' Joseph
")
By Cash £60.0.0
Rendall for one months >• 8. 2.0
advance wages
)
To cash p'^ do for enlisting
3 men a 12s 1.16.0
To cash p"^ do for travel
money to Providence i.io.o
To cash p'' L* Stephen J
Thomas for one months
advance wages 8. 2.0
To cash p^ do for travel
money to Providence i.io.o
To one months service 12. 0.0
To my travel to Providence o. 0.0
To cash p'' Jn° Stevens for
his Bounty 6. 0.0
42.12.0
1779 May 22^ The balance deducted out
of my pay Roll 17. 8.0
£60. 0.0
Errors Excepted per Peter Drowne
Exeter May 22** 1779
—
State of New Hampshire To Peter Drowne Dr
1778 March To enlisting 9 men to serve in my company Col° 1 r>
Peabodys Regiment at Rhode'lsland—
J
^5-^-0
To a Bounty paid John Stevens per Receit 6.0.0
£11.0.0
Received the above in full John Drowne
Newmarket July ii**" 1778 Received of Cap' Peter Drowne eight
pounds, two shillings for one months advance wages and one pound ten
shillings for travel money to Providence
rec'' per me. Stephen Tones Thomas > t • .' I J
j Liieutenant
We the subscribers being enlisted into the service of the United States
under Peter Drowne Do each of us acknowledirc to have received of him
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six pounds Lawful Money as a Bounty as witness my hands. Ap' i,
1778 Peter Stevens
Newmarket July ii"" 1778. Received of Cap' Peter Drowne Eight
pounds two shillings for one months advanced wages and one pound ten
shillings for travel money to Providence & one pound sixteen shillings
for enlisting Three Soldiers who passed muster (before Col° Stephen
Evans) .
—
Received per me Joseph Randell [ t • t
[5-60] \_Capt. Ezekiel Woi'theft's Co.']
Muster Roll of Men in Cap' Worthen's Company CoP Peabody's
Regiment raised by the State of New Hampshire for the defence of
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[5-62] \_Recrtiitsfor Rhode Island.']
Roll of fourteen able bodied & effective men inlisted for the first Regi-
ment of Militia of the State of New Hampshire by orders from Major
General P'olsom, to serve in Col° Peabodys regiment at Providence in
the State of Rhode Island under command of Major General Sullivan
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[5-64] \_Pa7-t of Capt. Dearborn''s Co.~\
Muster Roll for part of Cap' Samuel Dearborns Company in Col*
Stephen Feabody's Regiment, raised by the State of New Hampshire for
the Defence of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. June 1778.
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Exeter Aug' 9"* ly^S. This roll is right cast and well vouchd, amount
one hundred & Seventy one pounds, seven shillings and six pence
—
Josiah Oilman Jun'' one of Committee on Rolls
State of New Hampshire To Joseph Badger Dr
177S. June 36. To paid fourteen Soldiers for Rhode Island
Service £171.7.6
To my time and expences mustering the men 4
177S Aug 20. By an order on the Ti-easurer
£175.7.6
I75-7-6
[5-67] [ Capt. die's Account.^
\V'e the subscribers received of Cap' Ezekiel Gile six pounds each it
being a bounty for our service as Soldiers for the year 1778 at Rhode Is-
land under the command of Lieu' Col° Stephen Peabody as witness our
hands
—
Plaistow June 10"' 1779.—Jeremiah Richardson, Stephen Flanders,
Thomas Dow, Daniel Dow, Enoch Richardson, Joshua Richardson,
Samuel Heath, Amos Davis, Joseph Fellows, David Q)iimb\-, Daniel
Heath, Enoch Heath, Jotham Sawyer, Ezekiel Flanders, Samuel Huse,
Moses Jackman, Joseph Johnson, Thomas Gay—Eliphalet Richardson,
Edmund Sawyer, John VVoodley, Nathaniel Wells, Thomas Whittaker.
State of New Hampshire to Ezekiel Gile Dr,
1778





C o p p , Sam'
True, jNI o s e s
Williams, in the













Rockingham ss. Exeter 22*^ June 1779- The Truth and Justice of
this account was sworn to by Cap' Ezekiel Gile.
Coram N Emery Jus Pac'
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[5-70] \_Recrii its from Col. Hale\s Regimettt.^
Muster Roll of a number of Men raised by CoP Enoch Hale out of
his Regiment of Militia for the Continental service at Rhode Island June
177S.-
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Pursuant to Orders I have mustered and paid the above men the sev-
eral sums set against their names, & they were able bodied effective men
Samuel Ashley Musf & pay Master
Exeter Oct° 30 1778. This Roll is right cast and well vouched,
amount one hundred and ninety pounds fifteen shillings
—
Examined per Josiah Gilman one of the
Committee on Claims
Dr. State of New Hampshire To Sam' Ashly
1778 June 23^ To the Am° of the 177S June 8. By
above Roll £195.15 Cash rec"^ of Col









Exeter Oct° 30"" 177S. Errors Excepted per Sam' Ashley
State of New Hampshire Nov"" 7"' 1778. Then Sam' Ashley Esq"" made
solemn Oath that the within Roll & Account by him subscribed is just
& true to the best of knowledge
—
before E Thompson J. P.
Nov'' 7"" 1778. Received an order on the Treasury for £97.11.— the
balance of this Roll. Samuel Ashley
[5-73] \^Part of Capt. Reynolds^s Co.'\
Muster Roll of part of Capt Daniel Reynolds Company in Col" Stephen
Peabody's Regiment raised by the State of New Hampshire for the Con-
tinental Service. Mustered & paid by W"' White Mus Mas" Mar. 1778.
NAMES
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NAMES
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[5~77] \_RecrHits fro7n Col. Mc Clary''s Regiment. '\
A muster & Pay roll of part of the men raised in Col"" John M'^Clary's
Reg* for the Rhode Island service in Col" Stephen Peabody's Reg' mus-
tered & paid by Thomas Bartlett Muster & Paymaster June 22, 1778.
NAMES
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GENERAL WHIPPLE'S BRIGADE, RHODE ISLAND,
1778.
[In addition to the foregoing, a brigade of troops was sent to
Rhode Island in August to operate in connection with a French
fleet which was sent to assist in driving the enemy from that state.
The brigade was commanded by Gen. William Whipple, formerly
member of the continental congress, and one of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence.
The general's staff was as follows :
William Whipple, Brigadier General.
Nathaniel Peabody, Adjutant General.
John Samuel Sherburne, Brigade Major.
Nathaniel Garfield, Brigade Quartermaster.
Major Sherburne lost one leg August 29, 1778.
Following are the rolls of the several regiments.
—
Ed.]
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[^Capt. Websier^s Co.—co7icluded.~\
Allowance for 55 Horses at <£io Each 550. 0.0
To a Journey from Salisbury to Exeter to make)
return of this Roll 7 Days at 305' Per Day )
This is a true Roll £1292.15.8
Attest Ebenezer Webster Captain
In Committee on Claims )
November 9"^ 177S
)
This Roll the balance of which is




Rockingham ss Exeter Nov'' 9"' 1778
The truth & Justice of the Above Accoimt was sworn to by Cap'
Ebenezer Webster Attest N Emery J Peace
Exeter Nov"' 9*"^ 1778
Rec*^ an Order on the Treasurer for balance due upon this Roll being
seven Hundred forty two pounds 155 '^d
Per Ebenezer Webster Cap*
Copy ex*^ J Oilman
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[ Capt. Cicn7iinghatit^s Co.—concluded. '\
Allowance for 52 Horses at io£ Each 520. o. o
Time and expence making & returning this Roll to the Hon'''*
Com""^ of Safety 8. 8
£1104.17. o
This is a true Roll Attest Samuel Cunningham Captain
In Committee on Claims |
Exeter Feb^ 5"* 1779 j The balance of this Roll Amounts to
Two hundred eighty four pounds seventeen Shillings
Exam** per Josiah Oilman Jun'
Rockingham ss )
Exeter Feb^ 5"' 1779 \ The truth & Justice of this Roll was sworn
to by the Above named Samuel Cunningham
Attest E Thompson J Peace
Received an Order On the Treasury for Five hundred eighty four
pounds seventeen shillings the balance of this Roll
Sam' Cunningham
[Capt. Cunningham was of Peterborough, Lieut. Tarbell and En-
sign Rand of Rindge.
—
Ed.]
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\_Capt. James Aike7i's Co.—concluded.~\
In Committee On Claims ")
Exeter Feb-'' 4"* 1779 j The balance of this Roll Amounts to
Five hundred & Ninety four pounds sixteen Shillings
Exam'd per Josiah Oilman Jun'
Rockingham ss \
Exeter Feb^' 4"^ 1779 j The truth & Justice of this Roll was
sworn to by the Above named James Aiken
Attest E Thompson Justice Pacis
Feb^ 4"" 1779 Received an Order On the Treasury for Five hun-
dred Ninety four pounds sixteen Shillings the balance of this Roll
James Aiken
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[5—157] \_CaIeb Tucker''s Account. '\
Head Qiiarters Rhode Island 28 Aug^ 177S
This mav Certify that Caleb Tucker has been employed Nine days
with himself and 4 Oxen and Waggon in the service Gen' VVhipples
Brigade ^ Nath' Gearfield Q^AT Brigade
State of New Hampshire to Caleb Tucker D'
For services done at Rhode Island in Gen^ Whipples Brigade in Aug
1778 To myself and four Oxen and Waggon Nine days at dSi per day
£54.0.0
This mav Certify that a Waggon and Oxen was employed in the ser-
vice of the Brigade Under my Command on Rhode Island by my Order
and I verily believe them to be those Above mentioned
W" Whipple
A Vote of Court passed Nov' iS"* 1779 for the payment of the Above
sum of Fifty four pounds
J Pearson D Sec^
[5-162] \_HiUsborough Volunteersfor R. /.]
Hillsborough Agust 8 1778
By orders Esued from the Commitey of Safety of this State
—
This May Sartify that we the Select men of Hillborough have Dron
out of Archrball Tagart hand Constabel for the year 1777 Eightty Pounds
Lawfull money Which we have Paid to the Volintears which Tornd
out of this Town for the Experdishon to Proverdance on Rodisland
Tan Pounds to John Graham 10.0.0
Tan Pounds to Archibel Tagart 10.0.0
Tan Pounds to Will'"' Pope lo.o.o
Tan Pounds to William Gammell 10.0.0
Tan Pounds to Alexinder M'^Clintock 10.0.0
Tan Pounds to Daniel Gibson 10.0.0
Ten Pounds to Samuel Praston 10.0.0
Ten Pounds to Solomon Andrews 10.0.0
Tim° Bradford ] o 1 .
o 1 t:> ]r J , oelectmenSamuel Bradford
j
[5~^^3] \_Newington Volunteersfor R. /.]
State of
"JNew Hamp"" |- To the Honourable Counsel & House of Representa-
Rockingham ss ) fives at Exeter
We the Subscribers do Inlist or Ingage to go to Rhode Island as Vol-
unteers with Horses to Join General Sulivanfor a Short Space if wanted
for which we the Subscribers have received of the Selectmen of Newing-
ton Ten Pounds Lawful money Each According to Orders Received
REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS. 583
from Col Joshua VViiitworth to Cap' Samuel Shackford to be repaid by
the State of New Hampsliire VV^e say Rec*^ the Above Said Sum of Ten
Pounds off Cap' Sam' Shackford & Timothy Dame Selectmen of New-










Rec^ an order on the Treasurer for Sixty pounds for so much advanced
by the Selectmen of Nevvington to the above Volunteers
Sam" Shackford
> Volunteers
Antrim Dec"" y* 23'' 1778
[5-164] \_Antriin Volunteersfor R. /.]
State of New Hampshire")
^
. (County of Hillsborough )
To the Honorable the genu' Court or Commity of this State Humbly
Sheweth that Agreeable to Ordors dated August the 5 we were Called
upon in the Capacity of Selectmen & did Advance teen pounds a-peace
to five VoUantears which was inlisted out of Cap' John Duncas Coinpany
in S^ antrim and Sent to Rodisland Which maketh fifty pounds that was
to be repaid out of the State Tresurey therefore we Request that Said
5o£ Laful May be Remited to us by the bearor as this is a Just & true
Account by us Sined
Thomas Stuart ) o 1 ^
T T^ ^ Select menJames Duncan J
Isaack Butterfield
Daniel Aliltimor
Antrim Des' y^ 23"^ 1778
then the above named Se' men Severaley appeared & being duley Ca-
tioned made Solemn oath to the truth of the above acount by them Sined
before me
John Duncan Jstice Peace
John M'^Clary Allen Anderson John Smith
Thomas Stuart Isaac Patterson
The above five men are made up in Cap' William Boyes Pay Roll and
ten Pound deducted from each
Exam'' pr Josiah Oilman Jun'
Rec^ March 25"' : 1779 In behalf of the Selectmen of Antrim an order
for fifty pounds for the within advance.
John Pinkerton.
[COL. TIMOTHY BEDEL'S REGIMENT.]
[5-166] S^Ration Rollfor Commissioned Officers^^
A Ration Roll of Field Staff' and Commissioned Officers in a Regi-
ment raised for the Defence of the Frontiers on Connecticut River where-
of Timothy Bedel Esq' is Colonel
NAMES & RANKS
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[5-167] [ C(?/. BedeVs Rcgi7nent^ Ration RollJ\
A Ration Roll of the Field Staff' and Commissioned Officers &c
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[5-170] \_Capt. Luther Richardson's Co.]
A Pay Roll of Cap' Luther Richaidsons Company Raised for the De-
fence of the Frontiers on and Adjacent to Connecticut River whereof
Timothy Bedel Esq"' is Colonel.
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[5-172] \_Capt. Solomofi CusJwian's Co.'\
A Muster Roll of part of Cap' Solomon Cushmans Company in the
Battalion of forces in the Service of the united States Commanded by
Col" Timothy Bedle 1778
Appointed \
^^{
April 1778 Capt Solomon Cushman
do I Lieut Elias Stevens
Appointed
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we Do Swear that the within muster Roll is A True State of the Com-
pany without fraud to the United States or to any Individual According
to our Best Knowledg Solomon Cushman Cap'
Sworn before me at Albany
this day of July 17 78
John Stark B G
[5-174] '\_Capt. Timothy Barron^s Co.]
A Muster roll of Captain Timothy Barrons Company in a Regiment
raised for [the defence] of the Frontiers on and adjacent to Connecticut
River, Commanded by Col Timothy Bedel
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[The ration roll for commissioned officers of Bedel's regiment in-
dicates that there were four more companies, the rolls of which are
not now to be found.
—
Ed.]
[Summary of service performed by this state in the year 1778 :
Three Continental regiments in the field through the year,
Lt. Col. Stephen Peabody's regiment at Rhode Island, raised in
January, February, March, and later ; discharged December 30.
Gen. William Whipple's brigade at Rhode Island in August.
2 Matross companies at Piscataqua Harbor through the year,
commanded by Capt. Titus Salter, and Capt. Eliphalet Daniels.





[5-175] [Co/, yoshua Wentworth^s Return.'\
Return of Men Inlisted into the Continental Service from the first
New-Hamps: Batall" of Militia
—
Feby 1779.
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[5-179] [ C(?/. Joseph Badger^s Retu7-n.~\
A List or Return of the Names of the men Enlisted from the Tenth
Regiment of militia in the State of Newhampshire Commanded by
Joseph Badger Esq"" for Compleating the three Regiments alloted to this
state as their proportion of the Continental army are as follows (viz)
MENS NAMES
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MENS NAMES
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MENS NAMES
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[5-1S6] \_Col. David Hobarfs Return.']
A Return of the Men engaged in the Continental Service for Three
Years or during the War, in the Regiment of Militia under the Com-
mand of Colonel David Hobart of Plymouth.
—
Mens Names that En-
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Mens Names that En-
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[5-194] \_CoL Stephen Evanses Return.~\
A return of the Soldiers Inlisted Into The Continental Army In the
three Batal"' Raised In the State of New Hampshire for three years or
During the War Out of the first Regiment In tlie County of Straflbrd
whereof Stephen Evans is Col°
















Thomas Gardner Anthony Hanson
Jacob Russell












[The remainder of Dover return is torn off
—
Ed.]


























David Copps Samuel Williams
[Name illegible] Smith
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Cap' Beal
James Edgerley Benjamin Durgin
Abraham Perry [company not stated]
Somersvjorth—for three years
—
Enoch Burnum Mark Tate
Daniel Wentworth Daniel Alley
Samuel Jones John Edwards, Cap* Blodgett
John Kenney Eliphalet Cromel
Aaron Bickford Partrack M'^Murphy
Amos Kenney George fall
Daniel Grant Thomas Hamack
George Burnum Samuel Grant with B*" Hanson
Edward Grant William Grant, Cap. Carr
James Marden Thomas Hanscomb
Rochester—for three years
—
Jonathan Downing George Downing John Garland
Samuel Foss Samuel Ryan Thomas Shaw
Paul Pearl Simon Pearl Joseph Pearl
Joshua Place Thomas Chamberlain Daniel Wingate Jr
Henry Durgin William Palmer Timothy Ricker
George Heard Daniel Cook Daniel Walton
Ebenezer Chesle Enoch Wingate Jonathan Doe
Daniel Alley Amos Place
Ephraim Ham Wolfeborojtgh
Barriiigton—for three years—Cap* Drew's Co.
Thomas How George Percley Thomas Parshley
Paul Otis John Otis Edward Cater
James Indean from Dover Cato Negro from Dover
Zach Negro from Dover Gloster Negro from Dover
[Co. not stated.]
John Neal John Shepard Joseph Connor
John Davis John Ellct Benjamin Hall
Benjamin Willey Charles Bumford
William Gray in Cap' Bells Co.
Lee
Edward Leathers Gidion Gliddon Isaac Pinkham
Paul Pinkham Stephen Runals Moses Runals
James ]\PDaniel Benjamin Hix Ellias Critchet
William Hill Israel Runals Benjamin Smaul
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[5-198] \_Lieut. Col. yacob Calebs Return.'\
State of New Hampshire In consequence of orders received I have
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[5-199] \_Appointment of Officers.'\
List of Officers lately appointed in the New Hampshire Line
—
i" Regiment
Joseph Mills Hubbard Carter Sam^ Thompson
2 Regim'
Daniel Gookin Geo : Burnham Thomas Challes
Caleb Blodget William Twombly
3^ Regiment
Jonathan Cilley Nathan Weare Bradbury Richards
Archibald Stark Neal M'Gafley Jn° Harvey
Recommended, Robert Wilkins, Commission to bear date May i" 1779
do Moses Page do May 22^ ^779
Easton June the 16 i779
[5-201] \_Hollis jRecruiis.']
This may Certify that Each of us have Rec*^ of Mess" Jeremiah Ames,
Docf Jonathan Fox, and Jacob Jewett Jun' (as a Committee Chosen by
the Town of Holies, to Agree with and hire Nine men to Go into the
Continental Service, for said Town for one year) : Three hundred pounds
Lawf Money in Cash, and their security for Cash : Also their Security
to Each of us for Ten Bushels of Rye. and Ten bushels of Indian Corn,
the said Sum of Three hundred pounds, and Ten bushels of Rye & Ten
bush'' of Lidian Corn, being for our several and Respective Bountysfrom
said Committee, in Behalf of said Town, for one year's duty which we
are to perform in the Continental for said Town :
July 31" 1779.
Francis Powers Caleb Stiles
Witness R. Cutts Shannon r^ i i 1' o^-i • rCaleb-}- Stiles jun'
Simeon Foster
Test. R : Cutts Shannon
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[5-203] \_Enlistment Document.^
State of New Hampshire ^779
—
We the Subscribers do hereby EnHst ourselves as Soldiers in the Ser-
vice of the United States of America to serve in one of the Battalions
raised by the State of New Hampshire during the Present War With
Great Britain And do hereby engage Obedience to the officers Set over
us and to be Subject to the Rules & Regulations of the army
Joseph Bunker inlisted May 8'^ i779 Joseph Bunker
Witness to andrew Johnsons Seigning » , f t i
ct 1 TVT ui Andrew -\- JohnsonStephen Noble mirk
andrew Johnson Enlisted 20"^ of May t^ -j ""i* t^•^ •' David -|- Kynaston
mark
witness John Smith to David Kynaston's Signing
he inlisted the 21" day ofJune
—
41
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[5-205] \_Continental Soldiers^ iYyg.~\
A list of the Soldiers raised by the State of New Hampshire to fill up
the Continental Arm}- i779-
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[These names are on the same return that contain those next pre-
ceding, but dates and residences are not given.
—
Ed.]
[5-207] [Co/. Moses Nichols's Return.']
Muster Roll for the men raised in Col° Moses Nichols Regiment for
the service of the United States of America to serve in one of the New
Hampshire Battalions during the present war with Great Britain.
—
NAMES
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Received an order on the Treasurer for Nath Dickey and W^ Ray-
ments State and Continental Bounty's amounting to Three hundred




The Hon' Court dismiss** Thos Hall & order'd the money to be repaid
to Col Nichols.
—
[5-208] [Co/. Moses NicJiols's Return.
'\
Muster Roll of the men raised in the 5"^ Regiment of Militia command-
ed by Col Moses Nichols in the State of New Hampshire to fill up the 3*^
New Hampshire Battalions in the Continental Service enlisted for one
Year.
—
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[5-209] \_Lt. Col. William Gregg's Return.'\
Exeter zf^ June A D 1779
Col° William Gregg-
sir,
The sooner you comply with the enclos'd Requisition, the more
you will oblige the public & your hum^ Ser'
Matthew Thornton





Enlisted July lo"' A D 1779, for the term of one year
—
James Campbell Edward Colby Thomas Rankin
Rich'' Gillespy
July 6* Enlisted the term of one year for Windham
—
paul Thompson







The above Men have passed Muster before
—
W" Gregg L' Col°
[5-120] \_Col. Thomas Stickneys Return.']
Muster Roll for the men raised in the Regiment of Militia under the
command of Col" Thomas Stickney to fill up the three battalions raised
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NAMES
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Three hundred dollars as a State Bounty agreeable To said orders I have
caused to be enlisted as part of the above said quota for my Regiment
the following persons and have paid them the above said Bounty in the
following manner
—
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and fifty pounds L M^ and also Sixty pounds as a Bounty from the State.







This may Certify to the Hon^ Committee that I mustered the within
named John Watson on some time in Sep 1779.—as witness my hand
Abraham Drake Lieu*
North Hampton July 19"" 1779 This is to Certifie that I have Mus-
tered Joseph Clough for a Continental Soldier to serve in the Continental
service for the term of one year for Cap Parker flanders of South Hamp-
ton Abraham Drake Col°
Hampton July 17"" i779- This day passed muster for the Continental
Service for one year Benjamin Burnham for the parish of Hampton
Falls, provided he is delivered to Capt Robinson at Exeter
—
Jon'' Moulton M Master
Hampton July 37'^ 1779 This day passed muster for the Continental
Service for one year Enoch Dow & Ben Hilyard for the Parish of
Hampton Falls. Jon'' Moulton M Mastr
[5-314] [_CoL Stephen Evanses Ret7ir7i.'\
A Return of the Men raised and Mustered in the i Regiment in the
County of Strafford to join the Continental Army for 12 M° and during
the War, what towns for & by what towns paid, in pursuance to Orders-
received in April S"' 1779 and June %&''
Toivn ofDover paid for







W"' Roberson. from Lon- ")
donderry !
Tho» Carter, from Con-
j










The Town of Rochester paid
John Rogers (from Rochester I3 M°
Ichabod Horn d° d°
Peter Cook d° d°
Joseph Ricker d° d°
The Toxvn of Durhatn paid
Andrew Johnson Barrington during
War
Joseph Bunker Barnstead during
War
Dav*^ Kenneston Nott° during war
The Parish of Lee paid
Sam' Davis from Barnstead 12 M*
The Town of Barrington paid
Levi Leathers, from Nott^ 12 M**
John Knight d" d°
Sam' Arling Barrington d°
Joseph Hale, Nottingham d°
John M'-Cory d" d°
Eben' Bennet—Durham d°
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The Parish of Madbury paid
Eph'' Alley, from Rochester 12 m"
Sam' Smith, Madbury d°
Isaac Hanson d° d°
Mustered by Stephen Evans Muster Master and the bounty paid by
the several towns as above
—
[S-215] [Co/, yacob Calebs Rettcr7z.'\
Muster Roll for the Men raised in the 7*" rigiment of Militia in the
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State of New Hampshire to Jacob Gale D''
1 779
—
^^ mustering the within 24 Soldiers Co) ^s £2,.i2s
State of New ] In Committee of Safety—Exeter July 12 17S3—The
Hampshire
J
above amount amounting to Seventy two shillings was
allowed & ordered to be paid
—
(Signed) J. Pearson Dep Sec^
Exeter 12 : July 17S3—Rec*^ an Order on the Treasurer, for the above
sum of Seventy two Shillings (Signed) Jacob Gale
—
[5-216] \_CoL Benjamin Bellows's Ret7irn,'\
Muster Roll for the Men raised in Col : Benja Bellows Regiment for
the service of the United States of America to serve in one of the New











































We the subscribers acknowledge
to have rec'd the sums athxed to



























State of New Hamp : Aug' 31. 1779—pursuant to orders I have Mus-
tered the above men and they were etiective men
per Benja Bellows Muster Master
[5-217] \_Select7nen of Meredith—Retu7-n.'\
State of New Hampshire to the Selectmen of Meredith D' for Cash
paid the foils Men enlisted in the service of the United States of America
during the present War with Great Britain
—
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1779 May 10.
Jeremiah Griflen of Chester 200 doll* Cont' Bounty | 500 doll.
300 do State do j
Jon" Smith ]" of Mei'edith, 200 d** Con' Bounty ) 500
300 do State do j lobo dollars
is £300
State of New Hampshire Stratlbrd ss May 10, 1779
Pursuant to orders I have Mustered Jeremiah Gritren & Jonathan
Smith y who are able bodied eflective Men, and have inlisted them as
Soldiers in the service of the United States of America, to serve in one
of the battalions raised by this State, during the present War with Great
Britain.
—
Joseph Badger Mus"" Mas'
In Committee on claims) The above Ace* is well Vouch'd & amounts to
Exeter June iS : 1779 j Three hundred pounds.
—
Exam* per Josiah Gilman j'
paid by an order on the Treasurer.
—
Attesf Josiah Gilman j'
[5-218] \_Sa?mtcl Trotfs Retiir7i.~\
Received of Samuel Trott Six pounds Lawful Money each of us re-
cruits in Col : Hales Reg' being billeting Money from this place to Spring-
field—Keene July 29, 1779.
—
James Lewis J\Iaj'' Ellis Reg^
William Andrews Lemuel Tucker















































The above is charg'd in Col° Bellows ^
Copy ex*^ per Josiah Gilman Jun'
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State of New Hampshire to Samuel Trott Dr
for a journey to Exeter from Walpole to the Committee for orders about




7 days a 305
for horse hire 100 miles
—
a 45 per mile





Exeter July 17, 1779—Errors Excepted per Sam' Trott—Rec'^ the
above Acco' by an order on y*^ Treasurer per Sam' Trott
—
[5-219] [ Cf/. Moses Kellys Return.
'\
Muster Roll for the Men raised in Col. Moses Kellys Regiment (being
the 9"*) for the service of the United States of America, to serve in the
New Hampshire brigade for the term of one year.
—
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Goftstown 1 pursuant to orders I have mustered the above Men they
July 20 : 1779 J being able bodied & effective ; and have enlisted them to
serve the United States of America for one year.
—
(Signed) Moses Kelly Mus : Mas'"
The State of New Hampshire To Moses Kelly D''
To mustering the within 19 Men a 45' ea. £3.165
The four men following were mustered by Col : Daniel Moore, they
having enlisted during the War.
—
peter Qiiinnin for Bedford 150.
Levi Whitman do 150.
Benj° powell Weare 150.
Jon" Tucker do 150.
£600.
Delinquent Towns in my regiment.
Weare i
—





Rec*^ an order on the Treas^ for the above sum of three pounds sixteen
Moses Kelly
shillings
[5-221] [ Ct»/. Joshua WeittxvortJi's Return.
'\
Roll of Nine Men raised from the first Regiment of Militia, to serve
during the War, in the Continental battallions, by order of the honorable
Committee of Safety, April 8, 1779.
MENS NAMES
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[5-221] Col. Enoch Hale's Return.']
Aluster Roll tor the Men raised in the 15"^ Regiment of Militia com-
manded by Col. Enoch Hale in the State of New Hampshire, to fill up




ICol. David Webster's Return.
"^
647
A Return of the Alen raised in the Regiment of Militia, under the
Command of Col. David Webster of Plymouth, to fill up the Three Con-
tinental battalions raised in the State of New Hampshire for the service
of the United States
NAMES
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NAMES
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Pursuant to orders I have mustered the above Soldiers, they were able
bodied & effective Men.
Attest Nich^ Oilman Mus"' Mas'
State of New Hampshire to Nich^ Oilman Dr
1779 Aug* To mustering the above 10 Soldiers 'S) 45 ea
—
£,2
[5-226] [ Cc/. yohn j\Ic Clary's Return.']
A Return of the Men with their Names that have enlisted into the
Continental Service agreeable to the last requisition from the Authority
of this vState.
Jesse Clark W'" Simpson Jobn Jennes
John Clark Paul Cook Richard Drought
Paul M'^Coy John Jewell Daniel Matthews
Josiah Clark Benj" B. Berry John Abbot
Bradstreet Mason Benj'' Brown Jacob Morse
Reuben Rand
Epsom 14"" July i779-
John M=Clary CoP
The State of New Hampshire to John M'^Clary Dr
1779 To mustering and paying the Soldiers inlisted in the
Continental Army—viz.
To 2 Journeys from Epsom to Nottingham, \ f r
Time, Expence & Horse hire j •^'
To 3 Journeys from Epsom to Deerfield 12.00
To time & expence at Epsom paying & mustering 6.
—
£33.0. o
Epsom Sep' 6"^ i779 Errors Excepted
per John M'^Clary
Received an order on the Treasurer for the above sum
John M^Clary
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[5-227] [Co/, yoseph Badger^s Return.']
A Return of the Men raised in the lo"* Regiment of Militia in the
State of New Hampshire commanded by Col° Joseph Badger to fill up
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[5—228] [^Enlistment Doctiment.~\
State of New Hampshire I the Subscriber do hereby enlist myself a
Soldier in the service of the United States of America to serve in one of
the Batalions for the Term of one vear & do hereby engage obedience to
the Officers set over me & to be subject to the Rules & Regulations of
the Army Jobn Drew
Cornish August 23, 1779
Cornish August 33'''^ ^779
This day the above John Drew appeared before me and passed Muster
for the Town of Croydon which is his place of abode, he is 31 years of
Age 5 feet 7^ Inches high Jonathan Chase Col°
[5-2 28] [Bill of AHchad Cressy^ Ckesterjield.'\
State of New Hampshire to Michael Cressy Dr
1779 June To Time & expence carrying 4 Orders from Gen' Fol-
som to the Col°' of the Militia to raise Continental Soldiers £5.16.0
Exeter Nov'' 3*^ i779 Rec'^ an order on the Treasurer for five pounds
sixteen shillings in full for the above per Michael Cressy
Copy ex^ per Josiah Oilman Jun''
[5-228] [Col- Polsom's Bill.']
State of New Hampshire to Sam' Folsom Dr
1779 Nov"" To Time, Horse hire & Expences from Exeter to
North River in Company with Col : Nichols to recruit Sol-
diers for the New Hampshire Regiments. ^57^. 5.-
To the balance settled in my general Acco' 9433.15
Supra C'' £10,000
1779 Nov'' 6 By order on the Treasurer for £10,000
—
Errors Excepted (Signed) per Sam' Folsom
[5-229] [Col. Nichols s Bill.']
State of New Hampshire to Moses Nichols Dr
1779 Nov'' To Time, Horse hire& Expences from Amherst to
North River in Comp^ with Col : Folsom to recruit Soldiers
for the Continental Army £645.15
To Cash paid State Bounties to the recruits Sam' Britton,
Caleb Aldrich, Calvin Honey, peter Bebee, Ichabod [>- 540
Horn & Fran" Ames ^ £90
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paid L' Geo : Frost for 17 recruits per rec' 1530





1779 Nov'' 6 By an Order on the Treas' for £10,000
An Extract from Col. Nichols Ace' settled with the State
—
Ex^ per Josiah Oilman J^ State Comp"^
[3-229] [ CoL Bellonvs's Bill.']
vState of New Hampshire to Benj'^ Bellows Dr
1779 July To paid 12 Men in my Reg' their billeting Money to
Springfield £72
To paid 16 Men in Col Hales Reg' d° 96
" " 19 Men in Maj^ Ellis's d» d° ' 114
" M' Trott for exp« & time per Ace' 48
To must» & pays 25 Men at diff' times 200
To my time from Walpole to Exeter to settle this Ace' & waiting
8 days 150
Supra C^ £680
1779 July 23- By Cash
'
£351-6
17S0 May 26. By an Order on the Treas'' 328.14
680
An Extract from Col Bellows Acco' settled with the State
Ex^ per Josiah Oilman f State Comp'
[5-230] \_Sa7nucl Trotfs Bill.]
State of New Hampshire to Sam^ Trott Dr
1779 jLiIy 22 To going to Rindge to Col : Hale b}' Order of Col
Bellows to Carry money—to billet the Continental Soldiers
from Keene to Springfield at 6 L per day 2 days £12
21. 2 days in going to Cornish to Col : Chase to notify him about
Continental Men 12
28. 4 days in going to Keene to pay billiting Money to the Cont^
Soldiers from Keene to Springfield £6 per day 24
£48
State of New Hampshire c'' By Cash 21. 6
balance due to me £26.14
Errors Excepted p'' me (Signed) Sam' Trott
—
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Committee of Claims ) The within Acco' is right Cast, balance being
Exeter 26 May 1780 j Twenty six pounds fourteen Shillings
(Signed) J Oilman
[5-331] \^Soldiers' Receipt. Valley Forge.'\
We the Subscribers do acknowledge that each of us have rec*^ of Colo-
nel Joseph Cilley the sum of twenty pounds Lawful Money in full for
our bounty from the State of New Hampshire, and that we have received
no bounty from said State heretofore, and likewise do acknowledge we
have given a duplicate of this rec'—Camp Valley Forge April 27, 1778.
(signed)
Gilbert Caswell Samuel Caldwell -iTfn- "T, tt





[5-234] S^Samuel Nute's Return.'^
State of New Hampshire to Samuel Nute Dr
1776 Nov"" To the Continental Bounty paid the following Soldiers who
were inlisted by me, as appears by their enlistments & Receipts viz
—




Dan a Negro d°
Samuel Gotham d°
Henry Durgin
Thomas Shaw Titcombs C°
Samuel Ryan d**
9 men 'a.' £6. each £54
muster'd by Col" Baker




1777- J'^'b'- ^7- By Cash receiv'd of the Treasurer 60
Exeter July i, 1778 Errors Excepted per Sam' Nute
[COLONEL HERCULES MOONEY'S REGIMENT,
RHODE ISLAND, 1779.
In the House of Representatives, June 23, 1779, it was voted to
raise 300 men for the defence of Rhode Island, and that the same
be organized into six companies. On the same day the following





Ezekiel Worthen, Epping, Daniel Emerson, Hollis, Ephraim Stone,
Westmoreland, Samuel Runnals, Durham, Jonathan Leavitt, Hamp-
ton Falls, to be Captain-Lieutenant to command the Colonel's com-
pany, William Chamberlain of Concord to be a Lieutenant to com-
mand the Major's company.
Lieutenants.
W™ Richardson, Hampstead, Joshua Avery, Stratham, Robert
Fletcher, Temple, Josiah 13rown, Plymouth.
Ensigns.
Thomas Bixby, Francestown, Timothy Gleason, Barrington, Elea-
zer Jackson, Cornish, George Leighton, Newington, William Stuart,
Amherst, Jeremiah Spencer, Claremont.
Several of the foregoing declined, and others were appointed by
the Committee of Safety as follows :
Samuel Piper, of Stratham, instead of Joshua Avery.
Gershom Drury, of Temple, instead of Robert Fletcher.
Jacob Elliot, of Chester, instead of W"^ Richardson.
Moses Barron, of Amherst, instead of W"^ Stuart.
Peter Stearns, of Plymouth, instead of Josiah Brown.
Isaac Chandler, of Hopkinton, Ensign.
Samuel Kelley, New Hampton, Lieutenant.
Dr. Peter Emerson, Plymouth. Surgeon.
W™ Adams, Londonderry, Adjutant and Ensign in the Major's
company.
Captain Ezekiel Worthen acted as Paymaster, and Ensign Timothy
Gleason as Quartermaster.]
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|_5-249] \^Apportionme72t of Men to be raised foi' service in Rhode
Island^ i'jjg.'\
State of New Hampshire. In the house of Representatives June 24*
1779. Voted and resolved that Major general Folsom shall forthwith
issue his orders to the several Col' or Commanders of regiments in this
state for raising the men to fill up the Continental Batalions belonging to
this state & the regiment for Rhode Island according to the order of the
general Court passed the iS"' of June current, and the proportion of Non-
commissioned officers & privates to be raised in each regiment for Rhode
Island shall be as follows, viz' in
Gen. Whipples Reg. 26 Col. Badgers Reg. 14
Col. Evans Keg. 29 Col. Sticknevs Reg. 21
Col. Moultons Reg. 13 Col. M<=Clarys Reg 9
Col. Gilmans Reg. 20 Col. Hobarts Reg. 6
Col. Websters Reg. 10 Col. Ashlevs Reg. 18
Col. Thorntons Reg. 11 Col. Hales Reg. 16
Col. Gales Reg. 19 Col. Bellows Reg. 12
Col. Nichols Reg. 22 Col. Morevs Resf. 6
Col. ISloors Reg. 20 Col. Chases Reg. 8
Conway Company of militia—none
—
The pioportion of the Continental men being alreadv fixed & sent out
by the Committee of Safety, and Copys of said orders of the Gen' Court
of the iS"' of June, shall be printed & sent to each of said ColP or com-
manders to be communicated to the several towns. And the Colonels or
commanders of the several regiments shall be muster masters of the men
to be raised.
Sent up for Concurrence
John Langdon Speaker
In Council June 24"^ 1779—read and Concurred
E. Thompson Sec^
[5~25i] \_Col. JSvajzs's Return.']
A return of the Men Inlisted and Mustered To go To the State of
Rhod Island To Join Col° Mooneys Regiment Out of The first Regiment
In the County of Strafford, July iS, 1779
Dover raised & sent
Jenuel Repley Richard garling Benjamin York
Joseph York Edward Elles
Madbury sent
Joseph Leaghton Robart Leaghton


























Note that Joseph Ricker is Reinlisted for twelve months and Thomas
Carter Do. During the war
—
The above Men was Inlisted Near Together—as to the time [of] their
Inlisting—and the State Bounty was paid by the several Towns that
[sent] them—and mustered by order
By Steph" Evans Muster Master
Dover August 20*'' ^779
—
[5-253] [_CoL Moult071's Rcturns.~\
Return of Fourteen Soldiers raised out of the Third Regiment of Mili-
tia in the State of New Hampshire to join the Army at Providence in the
State of Rhode Island under Gen^ Gates, according to Returns made to
me—Also a Aluster Roll of the same
—
MENS NAMES
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Hampton Octo' 15'^ 1779
A true Return
Attest Jon" Moulton
Col° of s<* Regim'
& Muster Master
of s*^ Soldiers
these May Sartefie that Winthrop Robinson & Sam' Smith of Eppen
appears and InHst themselves for the Defance of Rhod Island for the
Tarm of six months—Which they Promis obidence to the offers sot over
them—they also Promis to find them Arms &c to the acepitance of Cap*
E. Worthen—Accordingl}^ I Muster them as good men fitt for the Sarvis
and Shall Return them Hired for Cap' Flanders for South Hampton
—
Hampton July 15*'' 1779 Jon* Moulton M : Marster
[5-255] \_Enlistfne7zt. Col. Gihnan's Regiment .'\
State of New Hampshire
We the Subscribers do hereby Enlist ourselves as Soldiers in the Ser-
vice of the United States of America to Serve in the Regiment Raised
by said State for the Defence of the State of Rhode Island, for the Term
of Six months after our Joining the Armey at Rhode Island—and we do
hereby Engage Obedience to the Officers Set over us, and to be Subject







Jonathan thing Jonathan Lyford
[5-256] \_Exeter Return. '\
Exeter August 28 1779
State of New hampshire to Samuel Hobart Esq"'
Trueworthy Oilman & Eliphalet Hale D' a Committee appointed by
the Town of Exeter to Inlist Soldiers for the Rhode Island Service
NAMES
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Committee on Claims Examined & found well vouch'd & right Cast
Exeter 29"* August 1779






[5~257] \_Enlisttnetits in Col. Gale's Regiment. "^
State of New Hampshire
we the Subscribers Do acknowleg the Recipt of Thirty pounds as a
Bounty to serve six months at Rhode Island & also Eight pounds sub-
sistence money-
1779 July ye 13"* Humphrey Clough Nathan Hunt Sandown
ye 14 Barnet Thorn Hawck
his
ye 15 John X Davies Hampstead
mark
ye 15 Daniel Dow plastow
ye i5'*'Ezekiel Flanders do Abraham Johnson
John Elliot Thomas Hoit Newtown
ye 16"^ Baton pollerd Ramond
Joseph Welch Jonathan Smith Loammi Patee
James Heath John Clement David Bruce
Ebenezer Lankester [ohn Morrill
[5-258
1
[ Col. John Webster's Return.~\
State of New Hampshire—Chester September 6"" 1779
in obedience to orders from his onner maj'' general Folsom Dated at
Exeter june : 36"^ : 1779 to Rase ten abel boded affective men to serve for
the Defence of Rhode island for the Term of six months after thea join
the Armey a greabel to said orders i have yused my uttermost endeaver
to Rase them and have Rased the following persons from and by the
assistance of the following towns
Date of inlistment
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the above said men have all ben mustered by me and thear Bounteys
paid them and also thearTravil money : which was advanced by the Towns
thea are gon for and I ordered them to Repear to the state of Rhod
Island and joyn the armey thear with out Lose of time ; the man want-
ing shold have ben procured by Raymond but thea have maid Know
Return of him to me thearfoer I cant to you
A True Return Earows Excepted as per me
John Webster Co"
To Maj' gineral Nath" Folsom Exeter
[5-359] ^^Enlistments from Col. Webster's Regime?it.'\
State of New Hampshire, Chester July 13, 1779
We the subscribers do hearby Acknowledge that we have inlisted our
selves as Soldiers in the Service of the united States of america for the
Tarm of six months from the Time that we jone the army for the Defence
of Rhode island ; and that we are of the preportion called for out of Col°
John Websters Regiment : and that we have each of us Received of said
Webster as muster master a Bounty of thurtey Pounds : and Two shillings
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Rec^ in behalf of the Selectmen of Chester two hundred & forty pounds
for the within advance Rob' Wilson
R"^ in behalf of the Selectmen of Raymond Forty pounds for the within
advance Joli" Dudley
R^ in behalf of the Selectmen of Candia eighty two pounds four shil-
lings for advance to Two Soldiers gone to Rhode Island
—
John Dudley
[5-261] \_Eftlistments^ Col. JSIc Clary''s Regiment. '\
State of New Hampshire Epsom 6 July 1779
We the Subscribers having inlisted ourselves into the service of the
United States (to serve at Rhode Island, during the Term of six months
after Our joining the troops there,) have severally receiv'd of Colo John
M'^Clary Muster Master Thirty pounds each, as a Bounty from this State :
As Witness Our hands
—
his his
Isaac X Knowles thomas X Rand
mark mark
Witness John Casey
Neal Cate Joseph Hodgdon
Richard Smith phinis Swain
francis Rowlings johi'i Chase
Josiah Magoon
July ye 13* 1779
Rec^ of the Selectmen of Deerfield the Sum of one hundred twenty Six
pounds for Bounty and travel money for three Solders who Inlisted for to
Go to Rhode Island for the State of New Hampshire to Serve Six
Months after there joining the Armey in that Departmen if Not Soner
Discharged John M'^Clery Mus' master
the Mens Names
Thomas Rand Neil Cate Francis Rollins
90 Bounty—36 Travel—126
Please to pay the within to M' Benjamin Page
Deerfield Sep' 15"' 1779 Andrew Freese ) Select men
Moses Chase f for Deerfield
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1
[5-262] \_Enlistnients for Rhode Island.~\
Epsom 6"* July 1779
We the Subscribers have received of Colo John M^Clary the sums
respectively set to our Names as Travel money from our homes to Prov-










Witness John Casey July lo"'
July 3^ Neal Gate £12.0.0
July ye 9*'' Francis Rowlings— 12.0.0
Booth for July 8 ) Joseph Hodgdon of Barwick
Nottingham 2 j Josiah Magoon Nottingham







[5-263] \_Col. yohn J\Ic Clary's Retur7t.~\
Return of the men rais'd, & Muster'd out of my Regiment, for the Ser-
vice at Rhode Island.
—
MENS NAMES
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[5-264] \_CoL David Webstet-'s Retu?'?t.^
A return of the Alen raised in the Regiment of Melitia under my Com-







Places of abode &



















as the Number deficient
Total sent for
Plymouth September i" 1779
David Webster L» Col°
[5—265] \^Enlisttnents front Col. Belloivs's Regiment.
"^
We the Subscribers Enlist ourselves as Soldiers in Captain Ephraim
Stones Company in CoP Herculaus Mooneys Regiment raised in Said
State to Serve at Rhode Island for the Term of Six months and Promise
Obedience to our Officers as Good Soldiers
Time of Enlisting
Robert Packard July 6"* 1779
William Hartwell d°
Samuel Slade d°














The above named were raised out of the Regiment under my Command
Beni" Bellows Col°
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[5-366] \^E7ilistmentsfrom Col. Kellefs Regi?nent.~\
State of New Hampshier Goffstown July y' iz"" 1779
we the Subscribers do hereby Enlist our Selves as Soldiers in the Bat-
talion raised by the State of Newhampshire, for the defence of Rhode
Island, for the term of six months, and do hereby Engage obedience to


























[5—267] \Enlistmentsfrom Col. Stickney's Reg'iment.^
State of New Hampshire.
We the Subscribers do Voluntarily Inlist ourselves as Soldiers in the
Service of the United States of America to serve Six Months from the
Time we shall Join the Army at Providence in the State of Rhode Island
And we do hereby promise Obedience to our Officers and to be Subject
to the Rules and Regulations of the Army. July the 5"^
Ephriam hoyt Warner




















lacob Flanders ') .^ ,
-f . , n,, , > Concord
Josiah r landers )
Pembroke
Hillsborough
Joseph Smith of Chichester ) t ,
4 • ^ 1 r LoudonLevi marston do
>
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[5-269J \_Enlistme7tts fro7n Col. Nichols's RegimentJ\
State of New Hamp'' ) . , , . th t 1
„.,, , , ^ ^Amherst y* 12'" July iVVgHillsborough ss j -^ j j iiy
We the Subscribers Voluntarily Inlist ourselves as Soldiers (to Serve
Six Months after we arrive at pi"ovidence) In the New Hamp' Regi-
ment Commanded by Col° Mooncy for the Defence of Rhode Island and
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Sir
as the above Soldiers was all enlisted Between the fifth & Ninth of
July and march'^ at one Time I have made no distintion But date them all
from the Ninth of said July 1779
I am Sir
Your most obed' Humble Serv'
Enoch Hale
His Hon"^ General Folsom
[5-271] \_Rnlistme7itsfrom Col. Hales Regiment. '\
State of New Hampshire July y^ 5"^ ^779
We the Subscribers do hereby Enlist our Selves as Soldiers To Serve
Six months in the State of Rhode Island from the Time they joine the
Army and do Promise obedience to the officers appointed by the General
Assembly of said state to be set over us and to be subject to the Rules
and Regulations of the Army
—
Col" Thomas Heald of New Ipswich mustered and Returned for said
N.Ipswich Isaac Taylor of that Town Asa Severance of Temple and
James m'^Kinsey of Westmoreland and also david drure}^ for Temple
Jonath Franch of Packerfield 120 miles
Timothy Lock slip* Abel Kimball Rindge
Elijah Park marlb° Daniel Gould Fitzw""
Simeon Bruce Rindge Nathaniel Belknap dublin
John White Jun' Charles Davieson Peterb°
Bezel Sawyer James french Jun Jaffi'ey
Ebenezer Lowell of Washington 125 miles
[5-272] [^Consolidated Return of the Alen raisedfor Service in
Rhode Island.^
A Return of the Men raised by the State of New Hampshire under




















' Peterborough Slip, now Sharon.
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[5-391] [ Cc/. Samuel Hobarfs Accou7itJ\
Dr The State of New Hampshire To Samuel Hobart
—
1779 August 14"*. To Cash advanced to Daniel Taylor by desire of the
Committee of Safety for his expences &c as express
to inform Doct Peter Emerson of his appointment as
Surgeon to the Rhode Island Forces this year 90
dols £27.
Errors Excepted per Sam^ Hobart. Rec^ an order for the above
per Sam^ Hobart
[5-291] \_Nicholas Gilmaii's Accouitt.'\
State of New Hampshire To Nicholas Oilman Dr
1779 Aug' To mustering 17 Soldiers for Col Mooneys Reg'
Rhode Island Service -^S-S
The above sum charged in General Accounts with the State
J T Oilman Admm''
[5-291] \_Muster Roll of Aleft raised in Col. Stickney's Reg-ijJient.']
Muster Roll of the Men raised out of the Regiment of militia in the
State of New Hampshire commanded by Col Thomas Stickney for the
defence of Rhode Island.
—
NAMES
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State of New Hampshire To Thomas Stickney Dr
To mustering the within 23 Men a 45
—
£4.12




[5-292] \_Mzister Roll of Men raised in Col. Kellers Regiment.
'\
Muster Roll of the men raised in Col Moses Kelly's Regiment being
the 9"* in the State of New Hampshire for the defence of Rhode Island
1779
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[5-293] \_Return of Alen raised in Col. Badgei-''s Reginie7it.'\
State of New Hampshire Gilmantovvn August i"' 1779
—
To Nathaniel Folsom Esq"" Major General of said State. Pursuant to
your orders of the 26"" of last June I have raised in my Reg' thirteen men,
twelve I have mustered and sent to Rhode Island the men have all re-
ceived their Bounty and Travel money from the Selectmen of their sev-
eral and respective towns, the mens names and the towns they went from
are as follows.
—
Micajah Kell}' \ Gilmanton Jonathan Smith, Meredith
Aaron Clough \ 1779 July 3*^ Nathan Hanson, Middleton July 18""
Rufus Adams, Moltonbro Josiah Parsons, Sandwich
Samuel Kelly, New Hampton James Clark, Wakefield
Stephen Hale, Barnstead Jon* Hobbs Sanborn, Sanborntown
Reuben Libbey, Wolfeboro' 25*^
James Runnels, New Durham Benj'' Libbey—Gore
—
July 20
Cap Roberts sent Libbey oft' without coming to me to muster but I be-
lieve there is no doubt but he has joyned the army
—
I am sir with great respect your honors most ob' hum' Serv'
Jos Badger, Col 13"' Reg* in this State.
To Maj' Gen' Folsom
The State of New Hampshire To Joseph Badger Dr
1779 July. To mustering the above 12 men a j\s— £2.8
Received an order on the Treasurer for the above sum
Joseph Badger
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[5-295] \_Muster Roll of Afefi raised In the Seventh Alllitia Regi-
7)ie7it.'\
Muster Roll for the men raised in the seventh Regiment of Militia in
said State for the defence of Rhode Island in consequence of orders re-
ceived the tirst day of July 1779,
—
NAMES
[PISCATAQUA HARBOR TROOPS, 1779.]
[5-299] \_Petition of Troops at Fort Washingto7i.'\
The Hon*"'* Council, & House of Representatives for the State of New
Hampshire in General Assembly Conven'd at Exeter
—
The petition of the Matross Men Garrison'd at the Forts Washington,
& Sullivan unto your Honours Humbly Shews
That your petitioners Enlisted themselves sometime since in the Ser-
vice of said State at a rate they then thought might in some Measure
support themselves & Familys, & had the necessarys of life continued at
the same prices as when they Enlisted, they wou'd now have no Occa-
sion to lay their Grievances before your Honours but every Article neces-
sary for the support of Life, since the Time of Enlisting, has risen to
such a Degree that your Petitioners cannot without the Utmost Horror &
concern view the dismal prospects before them, which must enevitably
be attended with the most melancholy Consequences unless spedily rem-
idied by your Honours, your Petitioners Humbly prays that y' Honours
wou'd only allow them such Wages as will be adequate to the prices of
necessarys when they Enlisted, & when your Honours considers the un-
happy circumstances which our Distressed Familys are in, and that we
are performing the duty of the whole Compliment of Men Voted by the
Hon^'' Court though but half in Number, we Humbly hope that you will
grant the prayer of this their petition Your Petitioners further prays
that if your Honours cannot relieve them, they Humbly beg your Hon-
ours to allow them a Discharge whereby they may be enabled to save
their Familys from inevitable destruction, your Petitioners wou'd further
pray that your Honours wou'd order their back Sauce money to be setled,
of which there is considerable due and your Honours must be sensible
how much they stand in need of every little Assistance at these Distress-
ing & to us alarming Times, your Petitioners beg your Honours to take
this their petition into your wise Consideration, & Order such relief
thereon as soon, and in such manner as your Honours shall find conven-
ient, & Judge reasonable, and as in Duty bound your Petitioners will
ever pray
—
Portsmouth Fort Washington June 14"' i779
—
Elihu Willson Jo'i" Farneld Joseph Bickford
Edward Dame Joseph Willson Stephen Claridge
Stephen Seavey Jobn Sherburne David Staples
moses Brier Rober' Brier Richard Ingerson










[5-301] \_Piscataqna Troops froju First Regi7nentJ\
Roll of 1 1 Men Inlisted from the First Regiment of Militia to serve as
Mattross Corps in the Forts on Piscataqua River for two Months, under
Command of CoP Theophilus Dame, 1779.
MENS NAMES
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The above said men have all ben musterred by me and I ordered them
to proced to Portsmouth without Lose of Time and put themselves under
the care of Co" Dame the above is a true Return Earrows exceptted pe'
me John Webster co"
To the Honora'*' Committee of safety at Exeter
[5-303]
Sir
\_Col. jfokn Webster^s Return.
'\
State of New Hampshire Chester September 25*'' 1779
In obedience to orders to me directed : dated at Exeter the : 25 : day of
August 1779* Requiring me to Raise fourteen men to serve at ports-
mouth for the Tearm of Two months after thea arived thear & To send
an Ensine with them : in obedience to the afoer said orders I have yussed
my uttermost Endeavers and have procured the following pearsons from
the following places and for the following Towns
—
The date of inlistment
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[5-304] \_Col. McClary's Return.~\
Col. John M'Clary's Return of men for Portsmouth Sept. S, 1779
State of New Hampshire—We the subscribers Do Vollintaryly Inlist
our Selves as Soldiers in the Sarvice of the State in a Regiment Com-
manded by CoP Dame at Portsmouth to Sarve Two Month from the
Time we Joyn said Regiment & we Promis obedience to our officers &
to be Subject to the Rules and Regulations of the army
Nottingham Sep' 3^ ^779
For Epsom Ebenezer Bracket Elisha Haynes
For Chichester
Job Brown Joseph Dow Joseph Goss
[5~305] [Co/. Nichols's Return. '\
A Return of the Men raised in the 5"^ Regiment of Militia and sent to
Portsmouth with Cap' Hezekiah Lovejoy Sep' 1779.
Joseph Nichols of Amherst
Silas Hardy of Holies
Joseph Hardy of Holies
John Goodhue of Holies went for—^Jackson
William Quinlon of Dunstable
Timothy Abbot of Wilton
Jonathan Fish of Mason
Amherst Sep' 37"" 1779 Moses Nichols Col° of said Regim'
Major Gen^ Nath' Folsom




[5-306] [Co/. Datnes Return.^
A True Return of Men that serv'd under the command of Coll" Dam
in the service of the State at Portsmouth, N. H
—
Elisha Towle Thomas More
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[5-309] \_List of Men Mustered by Col. Wentworth for Service at
Ports7nouth Septeitiber., ^779-~\
Muster Roll of 184 Men. (Non Commission'd Officers & Privates)
Mustered by order of the Hon*"'' Committee of Safety, which were de-
tached from several Rigemcnts of Militia to serve for the defence of Ports-
mouth two months unless sooner discharg'd Sept. 27'' 1779.
—
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Jonathan Davis
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[5~3^5] [Co/. Israel Morey's Rep07-L~\
Orford II*'' Feb' ^179-
Si" I Rece** youi- orders but a Little before they Derected me to make
Return I am not able to inform you what time the men Inlisted as maj'
Child Musterd the Maj'' Part of them you will find the time by his Re-
turn—he is not at home so that I cannot get it from him at Present, You
will find sum of them the men in Col. Warner's Regiment and Sum in
Capt Whitcomb Comp^' which no Dought have been as usefull as any In
the Continential Sarvise
—
I am with all Du Respect your Humble Sar'
Israel Morey
Hon"^ M Weare
[5-316] \_Report of a Convention of Towns in Codsr\
Northumberland July lo"" 1779
At a meeting of the Inhabitants of Lancaster Northumberland & Strat-
ford to hear the Report Joseph Peverly Esq'' and also to agree upon Sum
Proper Place for the Scouting Perty to Be Stationed, Viz—first
—
Chose maj'' Jonas Wilder moderator
—
2^ Chose Cap* Edw''' Bucknam Clark
3"^ Voted that the Place for the Scouting Party to Be stationed, at M"'
James Browns In Stratford
4 Voted that Everyman In Each town Viz. Lancastr Northumber-
land & Stratford to work one Day at the fort In Stratford Immediately
—
5 Chose Nathan Caswell Captain over these three towns for the Pres-
ent
6 Chose Nathan Barlow Lieu'
7 Chose Dennis Standley Ensine
8 Chose maj'' Jonas Wilder the man to go Down after men to Exeter
9 Chose Joseph Peverly Esq'' Cap* Edw**' Bucknam and M'' John Hold-
brook a Committee to Give Directions to maj'' Jonas Wilder and Draw a
Purticion to the General Court to Send By maj'' Wilder
10 Voted that m'' John Gamsbv m'' James Blake and JVP John Hold-
brook a Committee to Plan out the fort at Stratford.
[5~3i7] \_Rec,eipts^ etc.\
State of New Hampshire, Northumberland 24, July 1779
Then we the subscribers received of Joseph Peverly the sum of twelve
pounds which sum is in full for one months advance pay and the sum of
six pounds each as a bountv
—
(signed) Abraham Buel, Dav"* X Cunningham's mark
his
Peter Keyes Jared Church ]w'' X Martin
mark
46
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State of New Hampshire July 24. 1779. Northumberland
We the Subscribers have received the sum annexed to each mans
name of Joseph Peverly Esq'' for our travelling money from each mans
place of abode to said Peverly's house
—
Jonah Chapman 100 Miles £10. Jared Church 100 Miles £10
Abraham Buell 100 10. Peter Keyes 100 10
his
Dav'' Cunningham 100 10. Jn" X Martin So S
mark
State of New Hampshire, Northumberland 24 July 1779
Then rec*^ of Joseph Peverly the sum of thirty three pounds 6j' L M^
which sum is in full for one months advance Jonah Chapman L'
Stratford Sep i779- Then rec*^ of Joseph Peverly the rations in full
allowed for six men from July 24. to Ocf 23'^ 1779-
Jonah Chapman
Northumberland Oct° i. 1779. Received of Joseph Peverly fifty eight




[5~3^9] \_Hafnpton Falls Soldiers. '\
Received July 17*'' ^779 of the Parish of Hampton falls by the Hands
of Col° Jonathan Burnham, Benj" Burnham, a Soldier enlisted into the
Service of the United States for one year as One of the Qiiota of the Par-
ish of Hampton falls also Rec'^ his Enlistment
Caleb Robinson Cap
in 2^ N H Batt'
Received July 17''' i779 of the parish of Hampton falls B}' the hand
ofJonathan Burnham Enoch Dow & Ben)'" Hilvard as Soldiers Enlisted
into the Searvis of the united States for one year as two of the quota of
the parish of hampton falls per mee Caleb Robinson
E5~3^9] \_Salisbury Soldiers.']
State of New Hampshire Exeter august 13''' i779
This may Certify that I the Subscriber inlisted for the Town of Salis-
bury in said State as a Continental Soldier During the present war with
great Brittain and that I passed Muster the 2'"^ Day of this Instant Before
Col Thomas Stickney, and am now a Soldier belonging to one of the
three Newhampshire Continental Regiments.
his
Attest Sam^ Hobart George X Nichols
Josiah Bartlett
mark
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[5-320] \_Col. yohn Mc Clary's Return.^
Return of the Regiment of Militia Under the Command of ColI° John
M'Clary August 26 1779
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[5-322] [Co/. David Webster^s Return.']
A return of the Men raised in the Regiment ofMelitia under my Com-
mand for the defence of the Frontiers at the upper Coos &c till the first
day of October next
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[DEPRECIATION ROLLS TO JANUARY i, 1780.
The regular pay-rolls of the three New Hampshire continental
regiments, as has been previously stated, are not in the possession of
the state. The following rolls, which were compiled for the purpose
of paying the men a sum of money equivalent to the depreciation of
the currency in which their wages had from time to time been paid,
probably contain the names of all the men belonging to those regi-
ments prior to January i, 1780, and are published in consequence of
the absence of the regular pay-rolls.
—
Ed.]
[5-326J \_Officers in First Regiment. ~\
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[5-336] Jth Cojnpany.
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[5-357] 6th Company.
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[5-3^3] \Enlistments for the War, December, i779-'\
Return of the Men in the third New Hampshire Regiment who are
For Ware the Companies they belong To. And the Towns they Come
For—Camp Danbury Dec' 8"^ 1779—
MENS NAMES
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MENS NAMES
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[SUMMARY OF SERVICE IN 1779.
Three regiments in the regular or continental service through
the year.
Colonel Hercules Mooney's regiment on service in Rhode Island,
raised in June, and remained in the service until January, 1780.
Lieutenant Jonah Chapman's company of scouts, in service at
Coos ; raised in July, and discharged in October.
Colonel Theophilus Dame's matross company at Piscataqua Har-
bor, served through the year.







NEW HAMPSHIRE MEN IN THE SERVICE IN
MASSACHUSETTS REGIMENTS.
The following list of names was carefully compiled from the origi-
nal rolls in the state-house in Boston by the editor, and contains
those whose residences are given in the rolls and no others. By this
list a large addition may be made to the number of New Hampshire
men at the battle of Bunker Hill, as heretofore given. Colonel Paul
Dudley Sargent's regiment was evidently engaged in the battle, as
he reports several New Hampshire men killed. He was a resident
of Amherst at the time, but subsequently removed to Maine, and
there died, September, 1827, aged eighty-eight years.— Ed.
COLONEL PAUL DUDLEY SARGENT'S REGIMENT.
Captain William Scotfs Company
.
Col. Sargent was of Amherst, Capt. Scott of Peterborough. Roll
dated October 6, 1775.
Peterborough Men.
Capt. William Scott, Sergeant Josiah Monroe,
Serg. Randall M'=Allister,i Serg. John Svvan,^
Serg. John Taggart, sick, absent, Corp. Andrew Bailey,
Corp. Charles White, John Blair,
Richardson Emery, Jeremiah Fairfield,
John Graham, William Graham,
Jacob Gregg, John Halfpenny,
Solomon Leonard, James Mitchell,
Robert M<=Clurg, George M^Clurg,
James M'^Keen, James Moore,
John Morrison, deserted, John Matthew,
Timothy Mixter, William Mitchell,
James Richey, William Scott,
Thomas Scott, John Scott,
James Stinson, Samuel Treadwell,
Joseph Taylor, killed, James Taggart,
David White, Michael Woodcock,
James Hockley, Alexander Stuart, Deserted.
(1) At home wounded. {}) On duty at Quebec.
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Stoddard Men.
Lieut. William Cochran,
Corp. James Scott, George Willson,^ David Robbe,
Zaccheus Blood, Jeremiah Proctor, Richard Richardson,
William Kemp,^ David Scott, Joh" Willson.
Windham Men.
Corp. James Caldwell, Samuel Caldwell.
LondondeiTy Men.
Nathaniel Barrows, Paul Caldwell, killed June 17,
John Robinson, Henry Osmond, Isaac Gage.
Society Land. Jonathan Barnet.
Temple. John Hillsgrove.
Bedford. Samuel Smith.
New Boston. Archibald M'^Millan. Absent wounded.
New Breton. John Raino. " "
Swanzey. Joseph Green. Thomas Green. Absent wounded.
Marlborough. Jonas How. Killed June 17.
Packersfield. William French, " " 17.
Joseph Starford. Sick.
New Hampshire men in Captain James Perry's company, same regi-
ment, October 6, i775-
Londonderry Men.
Jonathan George,^ John Morrison, James Boys.
Hugh Jameson, Zachariah Easman,
Halestown (Weare) Men.
Abraham Webster, Benoni Coburn, Samuel Silsby.
Bradbury Mills,
Dunbarton. Nathan Carr.
Society Land. James Dickey, Adam Nichols.
Goftstown. Amos Garnet.
Windham. Charles Annes.
Captain John Willey's Co., same regiment and date.
Abner Coffin, Rochester. Frederick Roach, Londonderry.
Michael Keep, Amherst. Joseph M'^Clenche, Amherst.
Captain John Wood's Co., same regiment and date.
Phinehas Parker,^ William Snow, Asa Pearce,
Christopher Martin, William Johnson, Joseph Stiles,
all of Wilton.
' In the Train. - Gone to Quebec. ' In carpenter work.
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(Rice was wounded at Bunker Hill. See vol. xii, p. 318.)
Walpole Men.
John Baker, Nathan Closson,
William Joyner, Aquilla Russell,
Dempster. Corp. Niles Beckwith.
Charlestown. Drummer, David Hubbard.
Packersfield. Henry Bemis.
Dublin. Ezra Morse.
Captain George Gould's Co., same regiment and date.
Thomas Douglass, Keene. Gone to Qiaebec.
Note.—Those designated as "In the Train" were in Col. Gridley's
regiment of artillery, and those noted as " Gone to Quebec" were in the
Arnold expedition.
1 Killed in battle June 17. - App. June 20. 3 In the Train. * Dead.
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COLONEL JOHN NLXON'S REGIMENT.
Camp on Winter Hill, September 30"*, 1775.
New Hampshire men in Capt. Moses M'^Farland's Co. :
Hampstead Men.
2^ Lieu' Jacob Qiiimby, Enoch Heath,
Serg't Ebenezer Hogg, William Dyer Quimbey.
Jacob Quimbey,
Durham Men.
Serg. Jesse Boff, Corp. Benjamin Burnam.
Londonderry Men.
Serg. Charles Sargeant, Joseph Sargeant.
Plaistow Men.
Corp. Ezekiel Flanders, Corp. Stephen Heath,
Daniel Collins, Stephen Flanders, Zebediah Getchell^
Henry Hale, William Huntington, Abiel Knight,
Benjamin Pettingill, Ephraim Symonds, Jona. Watson.
Weare Men.
Serg.William Hutchins, Joshua Willet, Tho' Shepherd.
Hawke (Danville) Men.
Drummer, Stephen Eastman, Fifer, Moses Hunt,
Hezekiah Blake, Benjamin Eastman, Henry Hunt,
Israel Dimond, Simeon Hoit, Joseph Sleeper,
Ebenezer Hoit, Moses Hunt, Benjamin Williams.





In Captain Gleason's Co., same regiment, 1775 :
Robert M'Knight, Derry.
Captain Jeremiah Oilman's Co., Nixon's Regt. Sept. 30, 1775.
Plaistow Men.
Capt. Jeremiah Oilman, Lieut. Joseph Smith,
Serg. Nathaniel Kimball, Daniel Bartlett,
Benj" Carlton, Eliphalet Cheney, Will'" Oilman,
Dan^ Heath, Jolin Kimball, James Smith,
Archelus Negro, Scipio Negro, John Cooper.
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KinEston Men.
Serg. Samuel Sweat, Serg. Ebenezer Griffin,
Ephraim Severance, Samuel Griffin.
Sandown Men.
Drum. Philip Fowler, Humphrey Clough, Robin Negro.
Hampstead Men.
Corp. John Harriman, Josiah Davis, John Sawyer.
Dunbarton Men.
Jeremiah Bowen, Jeremiah Bowen Jun'.
Chester Men.
John Patten, David Patten.




Exeter. Samuel Megoon. i
New Market. Reuben Robards.
COL. WILLIAM PRESCOTT'S REGIMENT.
October 6, 1775.
Capt. Reuben Dow's Co., all of Hollis.
Captain, Reuben Dow.^
1st Lieut. John Goss, 2d Lieut. John Cumings.
Sergeants.
Nathan Blood-^ Joshua Boynton
William Nevens Minot Farmer
Corporals.
Samson Powers James M*^Intosh
James M'^Connor Ephraim Pierce
Drummer, David Farnsworth, Fifer, Noah Worcester Jr.
Privates.
William Adams William Elliot Jonathan Powers
David Ames James Fisk Thomas Pratt^
Ebenezer Ball Josiah Fisk Ezekiel Proctor
Francis Blood^ Samuel Hill Jacob Read
1 Killed in battle June 17, 1775, Bunker Hill. 2 Wounded in battle June 17, 1775, Bunker Hill.




































Note.—James Fisk and Jeremiah Shattuck died at Cambridge, May
29, of disease. Caleb Eastman was killed by an accident June 19, 1775.
Capt. John Nutting's Company.
Samuel Cummings, New Ipswich.
Hiram Dean, Jaflrey.
Elias Dickey, Raby. Gone to Qiiebec.
Martin Lawrence, Packersfield (Nelson).
Capt. Hugh Maxfield's Co. Prescott's Regt.
Londonderr}' Men.
Serg. David M'Cluer, William Darrah, Quebec.
Arthur Darrah, Archibald Mack, John Smith.
Litchfield. Lieut. James Russell.





Captain Joseph Moor's Co. Prescott's Regt., Oct. 6, 1775.
Merrimack Men.
I** Lieut. Zac. Walker, Serg. W" M'Cluer,







W" Spalding, wounded. W™ Spalding, Jun'.
1 Killed in battle June 17, 1775, Bunker Hill. - Wounded in battle June 17, 1775, Bunker Hill,
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Hollis Men.
Samuel Conroy, Samuel Wright,
Ebenezer Youngman, killed June 17, Bunker Hill.
Litchfield. Serg. Tho^ Bixby.
Peterborough. Eben'' Purkins.
New Ipswich. John Savvtell.
Dunstable. Tho" Colbourne, killed June 17, Bunker Hill.
Captain Abijah Wyman's Co., Prescott's Regt.
John Campbell, Henniker, Qiiebec, Sept. 7.
Samuel Kinney, New Ipswich.
Benjamin Bigelow, Packersfield.
Captain Samuel Gilbert's Co., Prescott's Regt.
Cambridge, Sept. 28, i775-
Raby Men.
Archibald Macintosh. Died August 10.
James Coneck. Died July 24.
Nathaniel Bads^er.t3^
Captain Ephraim Corey's Co., same regiment, Oct. 7, i775'
Londonderry Men.
Serg. Moses Grimes, John M"=Danold, Joseph M'^Farling,
Richard Giles, James Wier, Daniel Porter.
COL. EPHRAIM DOOLITTLE'S REGIMENT.
Capt. Oliver Caprons Co. Winter Hill Oct. 6, 1775.
Richmond Men.
Capt. Oliver Capron, Lieut. David Barney,
Serg. Henry Ingalls, Serg. Rufus Whipple,
" Ezra Pratt, " David Russell,
Corp. Hezekiah Thurber, Corp. James Westcoat.
Solomon Aldrich, William Aldrich, Nathan Barras,
Jeremiah Barrus, William Barney, Samuel Carpenter,
Othaniel Day, Joh" Ellis, John Garnsey,
Abial Knap, Eleazer Martin, Eli Page,
Jeremiah Thayer, Nehemiah Thayer, John Wolley,
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Constant White, Daniel Peters, Israel Peters.^
Timothy Robinson, David Shearman,
Winchester Men.
Corp. James Scott, Drummer, Benj'' Chamberlain.
Andrew Dodge, William Dodge,
^
Stetson Holmes.
Amaziah Roberts,^ Simon Shafter,
Swanzey Men.




Capt. Jacob Millers Co. Doolittles Regt. Winter Hill Oct. 6, 1775.
Dublin Men.
Simeon Johnson, Ithamar Johnson, Jonathan Morse.
Thomas Muzzey.
Monadnock No. 5. (Marlborough) James Dean.
COL. JAMES FRYE'S REGIMENT.
Cambridge October 6, 1775.
Captain John Currier's Co.
Michael Brown, Exeter. Joseph Tossey, Brentwood.
Samuel Elliot and David Colby, Newton.
Captain William H. Ballard's Co. Same regiment.
Nottingham Men.
Enoch Page, Matthias Welch, Benjamin Welch.
Kingston Men.
Samuel Huntoon,* Jonathan Young, Samuel Qiiemby,
Daniel Gilman, David Young, Caleb Gordon.*
Jeremiah Dudley Jr.
John Wimond in the room of Benj™ Clough.























George Farshley, Paul Otis,
Josiah Felker,
Wadleigh Smith in the room of Daniel Buzzell.
William Gould in the room of Josiah Brown.





N'ezv Durham. Joseph Runels.
Madbury . Moses Twombly.
Marsebesic. Jethro Smith.
Thomas Powell in the room of Benj" Qiiimby of Hawke.
Robert Cammil in the room of John Duch of Newmarket.
Captain Jonathan Evans's Co.
Seabrook Men.
Elisha Eaton, Ebenezer Fowler,
Jonathan Silley, Samuel George,
Captain Benjamin Ames's Co.
Londonderry. Josiah Jones.
Pembroke. Jeremiah Wardwell.
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COL. LOAMMI BALDWIN'S REGIMENT.















Camp at Sewall's Point Sept. 26, 1775.
Exeter Men.
Serg. Samuel Lampson,









































Captain Thomas Cogswell's Co. Baldwin's Regt. Sept. 27, i775*'
Candia Men.


























2* Lieut. Amos Cogswell, Nath^ Peasly Cogswell.






























Captain Ebenezer Sullivan's Co. (Berwick Me.)




Love Roberts, Jeremiah Robberts,
Mark Tate, John Witherell
Noah Goodwin, Drummer.
Captain Samuel Leighton's Co. Same Regt.
Portsmouth Men. Enlisted May 5, 1775.
Serg. Thomas Savage, Corp. Enoch Meloon.
Drum. Henry Foss,
Charles Caverly, John Jordan, William Nutter.
Captain Tobias Fernald's Co. Same Regt.
Portsmouth Men.
Corp. Benjamin Akerman, Enlisted May 15. i77S'
John Caverly, " " S,
Joseph Meeds fitzgerl, " " 15,
John Gunnison, " J"ly 2,
Abraham Senter, " " 2.
Durham. Philip Davis. " June 18,
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Captain Hubbard's Co, Same Regt.
Rochester Men.
Dodefor Garlan, Enlisted May 15, 1775.
Jonathan Garlan, " " 15, "
James Wentworth, enl. May 5, Dis. July 18, 1775.
SomersTVorth. Daniel Grant, enl. May 5, i775-
Londonderry. Adj' George Marsdin, enl. Apr. 19, i775*
COL. JONATHAN BREWER'S REGIMENT.
Prospect Hill, Oct. 6, 1775.
Captain Benjamin Bullard's Co.
Silas Stone, Dublin.






Daniel M'^Grath, Amherst, Taken captive June 17.




Captain Daniel Barns s Co. Same Regt.
Jedediah Maynard, Monadnock No. 5.
Henry Pidge, Fitzwilliam Sept. 29.




Captain Wentworth Stuart's Co. Col. Phinney's Regt.
Joseph Jennings, Rye, Enlisted May 24, 1775.
Captain Jona. Stickney's Co. Col. Ebenezer Bridges Regt.
Cambridge Sep. 25, 1775.—Jacob Danforth, Hollis.
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Capt. Thos. Drury's Co., Fifth Regt, Winter Hill.
Sept. 30, 1775.
Abraham Abbot, New Ipswich.
John Tozer, Monadnock No. 5.
Capt. John Worthley's Co., 31=' Regt.
Eli Stiles, Hollis, Enlisted May 14, Canada.
Capt. Josiah Fay's Co., 33*1 Regt, Oct. 7, 1775.
Baxter Howe, Hillsborough.
James Lewis, Monadnock No. 5.
Joel Amsden, Henniker, Died May 25.
John Mandel, " Enlisted in train June 8.
Capt. Jacob Gerrish's Co., Col. Moses Little's Regt.
Joseph Pearson, Age 20, Enlisted Apr. 24, 1775.
Joseph Searle, Age 20, Enlisted May i, 1775, Hollis.
Capt. Bcnj. Hastings's Co., Col. Asa Whitcomb's Regt.
Oct. 6, 1775, Nehemiah How, Westmoreland.
COL. RICHARD GRIDLEY'S REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY.
Winter Hill, September, 1775.
Lieut. William Perkins's Co.
Jaffrey. Simon Whitcomb, Alex' Douglass.
Derry. Samuel Rogei's, Alex'' Hutchinson.




Capt. Popkin's Co., same regiment.
Amherst Men.
Jeremiah Lampson, Kindal Farley,
Sutherick Weston, Stephen Hills.
Dunbartofi. Francis Knight.
Cokoos. Edmund Trowbridge.
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Capt. Joseph Chadwick's Co., same regiment.
Hampstead. Heath Richards, W" Hearreman.
Portsmouth. Robert Bezell, age 33.
Capt. Samuel Gridley's Co., same regiment.
Somersworth Men.
Benjamin Evans, Gunner. Enoch Whitehouse.
Concord. Eph" Potter, Bombardier.-^
Portsmouth. Timothy Carny.
Capt. Edward Burbeck's Co., same regiment, Oct. 7, 1775.
Gilsum Men.
Daniel Wright. Enlisted June 29, from Stiles's Co.
Jehial Holdridge. " " "
Timothy Dewey. " " "
Concord Men.
Peter Chandler. Enlisted June 29, from Abbot's Co.
Hezekiah Fellows (Boscawen). Enlisted June 29, from Abbot's Co.
Keene Men.
Ebenezer Billings. Enlisted June 29, from Stiles's Co.
Timothy Crossfield. " J^ly i-
Pembroke Man.
James Robinson. Enlisted July 3, from Moor's Co.
Dover Man.
William Dorr. Enlisted June 29, from Moor's Co.
Temple Man.
Abra" Dinsmore. Enlisted June 29, from Towne's Co.
Elster (probably Alstead).
Eben' Kingsbury. Enlisted June 29, from Marcy's Co.
In another Co.
Sergeant Tho' Sewall, Lyndsborough. Enlisted May 26.
^ One appointed to superintend the discharging of bombs.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE MEN IN MASSACHUSETTS
REGIMENTS, 1776.
Thomas Little, Peterborough, in Capt. Henry Haskell's Co., Pres-
cott's Regt., Cambridge, Jan. 13, 1776.
Samuel King's Co., Col. J. Whitney's Regt., June 19, 1776.
Londonderry. Thomas Perrin, Eliphalet Perrin.
Chester. John Wason.
Capt. W™ Warner's Co., same regiment, Dec. 3, 1776.
Fitzzvilliam . John Chamberlain, W™ Withington.
Hinsdale. Othniel Sikes.
Col. Thomas Marshall's Regt., July 15, 1776.
Portsmouth Men.
Capt. James Gray, John Clark,
Cyprian Southack, John Rogers.
New Boston Men.
Serg. John Jordan, Benj" Dodge, Malachi Dodge.
John Lewis Welsh, W™ Wright,
Keene. Serg. Hugh Gray.
Londonderry. Serg. John Mackay.
Peterborough. Robert Cunningham.
Francestow?t. Edmond M'^Daniel, or M'^Donald.
Nezv Ipsxvich. Benjamin King.
Same Co., Aug. i, 1776, contains the name of Philip Thomas, of
Rindge, as 1^ Lieutenant.
Same Co., November following, contains, in addition to above, the
name of Obadiah Beal, New Boston.
Capt. Winthrop's Co., Crane's Regt., 1776.
Thomas Joice, Londonderry, for three years.
COL. HENRY JACKSON'S REGIMENT.
In addition to the names returned as printed on page 427, ante., I find
the following names of New Hampshire men enlisted for three years in
Jackson's regiment
:
Benjamin Alld, Peterborough, enl. May 30, 1777.
John Scott, Do " July 24, 1777.
John Mcintosh New Boston? " June 2, 1777.
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MISCELLANEOUS ENLISTMENTS.
William Scott, age 19, and William Blair, age 24, of Peterborough,
enlisted Apr. 28, 177S, for Townsend, Mass.
David Truell, age 23, Jonathan Currier, age 24, and Samuel Manuel,
age 21, of Bow, enlisted for Chelmsford, Mass., Apr. 20, 1778.
Moses Turner, age 23, James Lebbe, 22, and Stephen Palmer, 24, of
Candia, enlisted for Salem, Mass., same date.
David Patten, age 20, Samuel White, 20, James Sherly, 33, Simon
Norton, 20, Juan^ Towle, 31, William Leech, 30, James Davis, 17,
James Miller, 24, Prince Haflbrd, 22, Thomas Shirly, 20, Joab Hare-
man, 17, Josiah Gardner, 23, of Chester, enlisted same as above, as also
did the following
:
Robert Hunter, 36, of Derry, Jonathan Batchelder, 21, of Deerfield,
Henry Gotten, 17, and John Roberts, of Londonderry; John Atwood,
33, Josiah Davis, 20, Samuel Heath, 21, Thomas French 20, Benj°
Bean, 25, Peter Manuel, 17, Ephraim Mores, iS, James Mores, 18, of
Hampstead.
Nath^ Young, Abraham Young, Mark Merrill, Will" Stevens, William
Ballard, Ezekiel Gudrage, and Richard "Whitcher, of New Boston, en-
listed for Amesbury, Mass., Jan. 10, 177S.
Men raised to reenforce the continental army at Fishkill, Apr. 20,
1778:
Daniel Scribner, age 30, Thomas Clarke, 20, John Sills, 24, all of
Massabesick.
The following are from scattered papers without special dates, and ai'e
names of New Hampshire men in Massachusetts regiments, probabl}' in
1778:
Will™ Corser, age 21, Sam' Davis, 34, Joseph Little, 17, Benj" Web-
ster, 27, Anthony Boston, Negro, 34, Benj" Severence, 17, all of Bos-
cawen.
Jon" Huntoon, 24, Benj" Sanborn, 18, James Basford, 19, of New
Salisbury.
Benj" Fellow's, 16, John Rowe, iS, of New Breton (Andover).
Richard Adams, 21, Charity Killicut, 26, Timothy Farrar, 19, of Dun-
stable.
William Vance, of Londonderr}- , enlisted as fifer in Captain Eliphalet
Thorp's Co., Seventh Mass. Reg., Apr. 26, 1777, and was discharged
Apr. 26, 17S0.
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From a return of casualties in Gen. Arnold's division at Saratoga,
Sept. 19, 1777, the following extract is taken :
Col. Joseph Cilley's Regiment.
Wounded, i Capt, 3 Lieut's & Ensigns, 5 Sergt's, 37 Privates. Miss-
ing, I Capt, I Lieut, i Sergt, 9 privates.
Col. Nathan Hale's Regiment.
Killed, I Lt. Col, i Sergt, 3 Privates.
Wounded, i Capt, i Lieut, i Sergt, 21 Privates.
Missing, i Sergt, 2 Privates.
Col. Scammell's Regiment.
Killed, I Lt. Col, i Drum, i Sergt, 4 Privates.
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Jonathan 400, 742
Joseph 180, 628, 640, 698
Moses 514
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Colbath, Benjamin 618, 653, 725
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Asa 156
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Colby, Benjamin 401, 561
David 120, 183, 721, 746, 748
Ebenezer 322, 329, 330, 341, 343
Edward 637
Eli 1 50, 160
Enoch 169, 526
Hezekiah 1 76
Isaac. ...199, 464, 466, 477, 505, 671
673
Jacob S 116
Jethro 465, 467, 478, 505
John 720, 748








Simon 267, 269, 270, 273
Theophilus 457, 719, 747
William 455, 725
Zebulon 453, 454, 715













Samuel 279, 280, 592, 595
Solomon 443, 720





Daniel 177, 560, 742
Ebenezer 608, 717




Colombon, Glaude. . . .451, 453, 455, 729
Colomy, Richard 441,449, 601, 720













Cone, Jonathan 124, 381
Conner, Eliphalet 587
John T 608, 717
Joseph 619












Converse, Robert 102, 218
Samuel D 58, 224
Cook, Charles 152, 154, 727, 734
Daniel 619, 725
Ebenezer. . .134, 172, 226, 618, 724
741
James 55, 204
John 618, 632, 636, 720
Josiah 28
Oliver 9, 144, 371 , 426
Paul 443, 618, 634, 649, 723
Peter 628, 640
Richard 629, 648, 731, 735
Sylvanus 3
Thomas 149, 160,444, 618, 724
William 435, 616, 712





Coolidge, Silas 61 1, 723
Coombs, Francis 628, 645, 732
James 518
John... 456, 616, 711, 732, 735, 744
William 85
Cooper, George 729, 734
Joel 16, 156





Sherman 43, 1 56
Copeland, Samuel. .. .106, 107, 369, 537
Copp or Copps, Aaron 73 1 , 743
David 443, 618, 722
Joseph 328, 731, 749
Josiah 343, 486, 499, 500
Moses 721




















Coste, Joseph 451 , 453, 455, 729








William 458, 465, 730, 735
Coverley, Philip 575
Cowan, Thomas 85, 518
William 85, 207, 614, 744







Craige, James 606, 609, 732
John 606, 609, 729
Robert 454, 724
Cram, Benjamin 1 89, 475, 494
Captain 695





John 300, 302, 304, 308
Jonathan 411, 419
Joseph 300, 301, 306, 309, 413
Reuben 300, 302, 306, 309
Samuel 563










Crater, Francis 63 1 , 638
Craw, Jonathan 2>7^
Crawford, John 606, 609, 729
Jonathan 1 60




Creighton, James 444, 724
Thomas 441, 457, 721






Michael 53, 59, 60, 651
Crison, Thomas 63
Cristie, William 350, 352
Critchett, Benjamin 438, 609, 717
Elias 619, 720





Cromel or Cromwell, Eliphalet..6i9, 722
Crommell, Samuel 468







Crosby, Alpheus 664, 670, 682
Jonathan 423, 597, 730
Josiah 68, 72, 520, 521
Stephen. .72, 214, 520, 662, 668, 682
William 72, 214
Cross, Benjamin 595, 728
Daniel..
1 50, 284, 287, 460, 606, 732
David 33
Ephraim 608, 718
John 9, 130, 143, 179, 446, 716
Joseph 69, 206




Crossfield, Timothy 732, 752
Crosson, Asa 633, 648



















William 89, 346, 517
Cunningham, Archibald 200




Robert 435, 612, 712, 753
Robert, Jr 612
Samuel loi, 197, 219, 538, 540
Currier, Abner 35
Benjamin 525
Daniel 267, 270, 271
David 169, 602
Dudley 390
Edward 465, 467, 478, 505





Jonathan. . . .267-269, 271, 602, 714
754
Joseph 549




Samuel. .. .116, 120, 267, 269, 272
Sargent 447, 598, 727
Theophilus 748
Thomas 441, 447, 598, 720
William 268, 270, 273
Curry, Thomas 1 79, 512













Cushing, Daniel 295, 574
Thomas . . -295
William 284, 287, 748
Cushman, Eleazer 591

















Daggett, Asa 668, 680
Nathaniel 7
Simeon 47, 224


















John 259, 260, 263
Jonathan 298
Joseph P 666, 678
Dame, Theodore 380






























Solomon 249, 25 1 , 252, 254
Danielsbn, Charles 747
James 297, 469, 481, 506











William 614, 711, 744
Darrock, Nego 602
Darrow, James 90







Dart, Thomas, 3d 66
Dascomb, James 211
Dassance, Jesse 741
Davenport, Charles 632, 636
Davey, Aaron 7













Davis, Abel 664, 671, 685, 733
Abel, Jr 733




Benjamin 18, 138, 374
Bezaleel 41
Daniel 674
David 267, 269-271, 311, 597









Isaac 629, 642, 643, 719, 727
Jacob 249-251, 255, 699
James 312, 754
Jesse 16
John. . .312, 322, 341, 431, 443, 542
560, 569, 619, 667, 679, 691
712, 723
John, Jr 217




Josiah 100, 328, 343, 743, 754
Malachi 175
Matthew 471, 502
Moses 441, 564, 720




Samuel. . . .6, 51, 267, 269, 271, 322
342, 515, 595, 623, 628, 629, 640
641, 718, 720, 728, 734, 754
Simon 98






























Edward 300, 301, 305, 309, 618, 723
Henry 421, 461, 494, 562, 726
James 256, 259, 260, 264
John 402, 411, 422, 578





Dr. Levi. . . .318, 331, 333, 335, ^2,7
339, 509
Michael 125
Nathaniel ... 180, 249-251, 255, 571
Samuel. . . . 169, 423, 449, 456, 482-
484, 497, 600, 730
Sherburn 169
Simeon 191
Simon 410, 564, 728, 734
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Dearborn, Stephen 162, 167, 170, 235, 237




















Derby, Simeon 1 53
Dessane, Martin 472, 503
Detrap, Gasparell 461
Deverno, Lewis 461







Diamond or Dimond, Ezekiel. . . 1 29, 405
Isaac 406
Israel 401 , 742
John 451, 721
Reuben 186





David 438, 453, 454, 716
Elias . 744
James 87, 616, 712, 740
Matthew 199, 201
Nathaniel 632, 635, 636, 712
William -••455, 566, 715, 722
Dike, Benjamin 611
Stephen 622, 663, 669, 677, 689
Dimock, Abner 65
Dinsmore, Abraham. . .96, 471, 502, 752




Disco, John 442, 724
Dix, Joseph 80
Dixon, Stephen 431
Dockham, Benjamin 456, 725
James 697
Jonathan 699
Thomas 133, 173, 475, 498
Dockum, Enoch 723
Dodge, Andrew 746




Gideon 622, 663 , 670, 682, 689
Jacob 189, 429
John. ...279, 280, 592, 667, 678, 723













David 442, 449, 601, 724
James 243-245, 247, 248
John 441, 698






























Dow, Benjamin. . 1 16, 256, 258, 260, 264
393. 712






Isaac 488, 499, 500
Jabez 443, 457, 723, 747
Jeremiah 331, 390, 391
John 180, 447, 598, 667, 678
712, 720
Joseph 256, 259, 261, 262, 265




















Dowd, James 653, 718
Downer, Josiah t,"/^
William 18, 375
Zaccheus 15, 138, 374
Downing, Daniel 529, 632, 635, 730, 735
George 619, 643, 725
Jonathan 619, 719
Downs, Noah 451, 723
Robert 724
Drake, Abraham 267, 269, 272, 276
318-345, 433, 475, 494, 639, 640
Ephraim 1 72
John 522





Drew, Andrew 469, 481, 507
Enoch 628
Francis .618, 720
John 573, 651, 718
Capt. John 443, 448, 449, 457
595-601, 618
Silas 575
Thomas 67 1 , 677
Drisco, John 442, 618, 724
Drought, Richard 634, 649, 712
Drowne, John 493
Peter. ..416, 468, 469, 480, 481, 493
Samuel 577
Thomas 469, 48 1 , 496
Druce, John 16, 377
Drury, Captain 750
David 664, 665, 671
Ebenezer 731
John , 731









Duda, Lemuel . . .61S, 725
Obadiah 448, 599





John 12, 135, 178, 241, 371, 660
Jonathan 283, 288
Jonathan S 442, 720
Joseph 729
Nathaniel 562
Samuel 243, 245, 246, 475, 494




Duncan, David 72S, 734
James 583
John 115, 362, 363, 369, 583
Thomas 603, 714
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Dunfee, James ... 144
Dunklee. Hezekiah 189
Dunlap, Adam 394, 42S, 566















Durgin, Benjamin 619, 728
Ebenezer 249-251, 253
Francis 698
Henry 619, 653, 725
John 448, 599, 727
Joseph 666
Josiah 312,656,673
Richard 256, 259, 260, 263
Silas 300, 302, 305, 309
Trueworthy D 312, 571



















Dutton, Abel 221, 535
Ezra 188
Jacob 1 88, 4S2, 497
John 529, 61 2, 722










Dyer, Samuel 284, 288
William 387
Dyle, John 47
Eager, Dr. George 426, 584, 585
Ealy 699
Paul 465, 504
Easterbrooks, Abel 20, loS
Abraham 369
Jonathan 93
Neheraiah 15, 138, 374






Edward 457, 514, 720
Enoch 1 20, 1 82, 548
Ezekiel 285
Jacob.. .449, 599, 631, 637, 716, 729
James 24, 589, 615, 719
Jeremiah 187
John... 129, 525, 560, 608, 631, 638
718
Jonathan. .25, 34, 182, 279, 280, 405
Joseph 129,405,608,717




Obadiah 279, 281 , 568
Pearson 607













Eaton, Abijah 530, 632, 636
788 INDEX.
Eaton, Alexander 475, 494
Amos 256, 258, 260, 262
Benjamin.... 1 69, 321, 340, 475, 494
Collins 731




Ithamar 408, 550, 551
Jabez 524
Jacob 133
James.. 189, 323, 342, 483,497, 749
Jesse 402, 748
John 90, 726











James , 732, 741
Edes, Jonathan 633, 647
Edgerley, James 608, 619, 717, 728
Jonathan 392
Joseph 443
Joshua 449, 600, 722
Richard 468, 480, 507
Zebulon 581
Edmunds, Jonathan 267, 269, 273
Edson, Jonas 48









Samuel 300, 301, 305, 308
EUerson, John 440, 627
Ellison, John 596, 627





Elliot, Amos 72, 213, 698
Benjamin 186
Elliot, Bernard 323, 342
David 93, 211
Edmund 149, 151, 158
Edward 149
Jacob. ..168, 464-466, 477, 654, 658
659, 668, 678
John... 1 70, 425, 464, 466, 477, 504









Ellis, Barnabas 26, 143, 145, 158
Benjamin 66, 633, 643, 648, 726
741
Caleb 741
Edward 655, 666, 676
Gideon 62




Major 447, 633, 643, 668
Simeon 4




















Moses. .113, 120, 169, 183, 312, 696
Nathaniel 161, 162, 509
Oliver 90, 206, 483








Emery, Bama or Rama 628, 640







Noah. . .5, 19, 64, 6-], 68, -]},, 76, 86
96, 103, no, 117, 119, 121
132. 142, 148, 151, 158, 161
163, 166, 170, 173, 177, 181
184, 187, 195, 197, iy8, 205
218, 227, 244, 255, 265, 274
281, 282, 285, 313, 347, 359
378, 380, 384. 387. 391 ' 407





Emmons, Benjamin. .. 149, 151, 158, 160
Noah 223
English, James 383, 385
William 732
Epes, Francis 350, 353, 554
Epperson, Samuel 633, 647
Erving, John 431, 452, 454
Evans, Benjamin 749, 752







John 7, 181 , 406, 698, 744
Jonathan 747
Lemuel 249, 251-253
Stephen 276, 286-317, 433' ^'^l




Everdon, John 214, 520












Jeremiah 452, 454, 729, 739
John 152
Samuel 15













Timothy 163, 182, 548












Oliver 1 1 , 144
Samuel 535
Thomas 355











Farrar, Isaac 133, 173
Joseph 21, 79, 108, 360, 470













Fassett, Joseph 630, 643, 646, 725
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Joseph 93, 470, 502
Peter 364
Samuel 107, 534
Felton, John 102, 360




Fern, Philip 556, 558






Ferren, Ebenezer 1 74
Jonathan 455
Moses 720, 742




Moses 67, 197, 226




Edward 165, 440, 719
John 165
Jonathan 127, 165, 249-251, 254
267-269, 272, 470, 490, 515
Joseph.. 165, 424, 514, 700-703, 725
Mark 327




Finlay, Joseph 394, 395, 428, 429
Fish, Jonathan 695
Nathan 613, 731








Eleazer, Jr 664, 671
Ephraim 186
Ephraim, Jr 129, 186
James 743, 744











Fitzgerald, Joseph M 749
Michael 637, 722
Flagg, Isaac 53°
James 449, 600, 727
Jonas 510
Josiah .... 402
Dr. Samuel 388, 557
Flanders, Abner 185
Captain 657, 696
Daniel 321, 340, 408, 698
David 187, 329, 343
Enos 408
Ezekiel 187, 194, 486, 499, 500
658, 667,673, 691, 742
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Flanders, Jacob. .457, 663, 670, 684, 688
718, 722, 747, 748
Jesse 128, 186
John 187, 515, 717
Joseph 187, 19s, 515






Stephen 328, 330, 343, 485, 499
500, 742
Fletcher, Ebenezer 52, 443, 722
Francis 97, 103, 355
John 24, 741
John, Jr IT, 79
Jonathan 26, 147
Joshua 381
Josiah 93 , 1 00
Levi 1 60
Peter 93,220,533
Robert... 79, 96, 518, 533, 535, 654





Flood, Amos . . .610, 729
Benjamin 369, 372
Daniel 408




Floyd, James 597, 730, 735
Fogg, Abner 732
Caleb 284, 291, 565
Chase 474, 494
David 242, 244, 247, 412
Jeremiah 320, 340, 461, 718




Samuel 1 69, 474, 494
Simeon 300, 302, 304
Simon 308
Stephen 168, 475, 496
Follensby, William 483, 497
Follet, Benjamin 204, 277, 380
Giles 277, 380
William 360
Folsom, Asa r. ..416, 571
Folsom, Benjamin 578
Colonel 450
General 489, 496, 623, 655
Jeremiah 256, 258, 260, 263, 657
667, 674








Tristram 300, 302, 305, 309
Foot, Isaac 664, 670, 683
Ford, Daniel 27, 143
Hezekiah 153, 154









William 181, 487, 490, 491
Forsaith, Robert 381, 385
Forsyth, David 719
Jonathan • 724
Fosgate, Ebenezer 615, 713
Foskett, Robert S 723







Job 243, 245, 487, 496
John 324,441,627,720
Joseph 247





Thomas 441, 512, 720
Foster, Asa 515
Daniel 47, 95, 220, 722, 732
David 4






Jonathan. ...127, 164, 179,468,480





Samuel 412, 443, 722












Philip 311, 719' 723' 743
Foye, John 575
Fox, Edward 300, 301, 304, 308, 417, 528
Eliphalet 25
Joel 459, 605. 731
John 41, 194, 375, 693, 698
Dr. Jonathan 624
Joseph 451, 452
Silas 459, 605, 731, 735
Sinkler 169
Timothy 93
Uriah 149, 160, 633, 647











Freeman, Edmund.. .14, 38, 45, 373, 378
Frederick 729
Jonathan 38, 44, 45
Moody 39
Russell 18, 41. 138
Sylvanus ... 374
Freeze, Andrew 660
Gordon 249-251, 254, 565
Joseph 522






Hains 700, 703, 725
Hezekiah 42
James 128, 186, 217, 680
James, Jr 664, 665, 671
John. ...107, 217, 285, 291, 537, 564
589, 664, 671, 696
Jonathan 209, 510, 665, 680
Jonathan, 4th 561
Joseph. ...79, 80, 197, 206, 249-251
254, 256, 482, 494
Levi 696, 699
Nathaniel 285, 291, 400, 401
Nehemiah 88
Richard 421
Samuel 70, 441, 615, 720
Silas. . . 4, 698, 741











Nathaniel 441, 620, 725
Nicholas 192
Wentworth 192
Frye, Captain.. . .437, 438, 453-455- 597
606-608
Ebenezer 710

















Fuller, Joshua 65, 227, 741
Lemuel 43- 156, 375
Levi 732





Fullington, Ezekiel . 562










William 324, 331, 578, 583
Furnace, John 573









Daniel 359' 567, 718
David 228
Isaac 358, 740





Gains, George. ..282, 428, 578, 579, 675
Gaile, Asa 57
Gale, Daniel 171, 243, 245, 247
Jacob 318, 331, 333, 341, 420
559-569. 623, 629,- 641















John 417, 435, 577
Josiah 754






Garfield, Nathaniel 508, 580, 582
Garland, Amos 523
Dodifer 750
Gideon 469, 481, 506
Jacob 166
James 300, 302, 306, 309
John. . .423, 448, 455, 468, 481, 507
523, 527, 599, 619, 725, 729
Jonathan 522, 524, 750
Joseph 134, 527
Moses 515




Garvin, Eliphalet 175, 513
James 573
Gasset, John 465, 467, 478, 504, 698
Gates, Elias 15, 138, 373
Elisha 171
Ezra 733























George, David 187, 455, 722
Gideon 322, 342
Gideon, Jr 322, 342
Isaac 434, 712
John 698
Jonathan 455, 722, 740
Joseph 557





Gerrish, Enoch 128, 405, 514





















James. . 165, 206, 358, 472, 490, 491
671. 676, 730
















Gile, Ezekiel 398, 399, 485, 488, 499
500
Gile, Jonathan. . 128, 387
Nathan 398
Giles, John 249, 252, 254
Richard 745
Solomon. . . .249, 251, 252, 254, 698
Gilkie, Sampel 43
Gill, Silas 438, 716
Gillespy, Richard 630, 637
Gilman, Andrew 416
Anthony , .. .718
Benjamin 191





Dudley 194, 482, 495
Edward, Jr 194
Ezekiel 447, 598, 720
James 213
Jeremiah. ... 162, 191, 193, 235, 710
742
John. . .243, 245, 247, 449, 600, 729
748
John T. .22, 154, 157, 198, 208, 212
215, 246, 247, 251, 252, 258, 269
270, 278, 281, 327, 330, 341, 384
688
*Joseph 6^0, 642, 643, etc.
Joseph S 242, 244
Joshua II, 147
*Josiah, Jr 2, 5, 8. 13, etc.
Michael 22
Nathaniel 726, 748
Nicholas 2, 141, 193,202,208
212, 215, 218, 229, 283
286, 303, 314, 330>33i
416, 629, 648, 655, 657
667, 688, 726
Noah 324
Peter 194, 592, 593





Stephen 30, 27 1
Trueworthy 657
William 132, 392, 475. 498, 742
Zebulon 283, 2S7, 289, 315, 317, 513
Gilmore, James 566, 567, 638, 715
John 99, 116, 176
Jonathan 394, 428
These names appear many times more, as examiners of rolls.
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Gilmore, Robert 162, 174, 217
Roger 98, 103
Thomas 596, 716




Gleason, Eliab 9, 31, 367
James 47
Job 226
Timothy 654, 666, 672, 678
Windsor 143
Glidden, Andrew 36
Gideon 619, 627, 723
John 172, 319, 339
Peter 297
William 733


















Tristram 656, 666, 673
GolTe, John in, 362, 557
Joseph 435
William 715
Going, John 259, 431
(See Gowen.)





















Goodridge, Allen 75, 213, 520








Gookin, Daniel 424, 456, 624, 719







James 283, 287, 629, 648, 723
Jonathan 328, 330, 344
Joseph 482, 495, 720
Josiah. .169, 256, 258, 283, 288, 696
698, 748
Thomas 514, 562
William . . . .359, 442, 566, 596, 720
William, Jr 566
2ebulon 66j, 679
Gorham , S 266
Goss, Eben H 515
John. . . 196, 209, 211, 212, 325, 743







Gotham, Edward 595, 724




Daniel 554, 664, 665, 671, 673
Elijah .440, 615, 719
George 741
Jacob 98, 348






















Gowen, John 260, 263
Goy, James 1 74
Goyer, Bartholomew.. 109, 630, 643, 646
Graham, George 557
Hugh 663, 670, 674, 688





Grant, Benjamin 267, 269, 270, 273
Charles 295
Daniel 619, 719, 750
Duncan 7^5i 742

















600, 610, 726, 753
John 18, 538





William 619, 719, 741
Grear, John 451, 453, 455, 728
Greer, James 621, 634, 644
Matthew 716










Samuel 323, 342, 420, 421
Green, Bradbury 319, 339, 443, 457
David 213
Elijah 113
John 116, 633, 643, 648
Jonathan 320, 339. 748









Greenfield. Charles 186, 714
Greenleaf, Nathan 422, 734
Nathaniel 730
Greenwood, Joshua 21, 1 09, 536
Moses 109
William 217
Gregg, Adam loi, 538
Alexander 350, 352, 359
Colonel 630








Reuben 189, 429, 552
Samuel 394, 428









I eremiah 643 ,719
John 323, 341
Joseph 729
Nathaniel . . . 167, 465, 467, 479, 505
Richard 459, 606, 73
1
Samuel 498, 743
Theophilus 1 1 1 , 176
Thomas 1 99
William 627
Griffith, William 441, 596
Grimes, Charles 63
Francis 122, 189

























Guillie, Jean Jacque, Jr , .450
Gunn, Daniel 6^









Guy, Thomas 398, 486
Hackens, Peter 6;^y




Moses 1 16, 267, 268, 270, 272











Hadlock, Hezekiah 1 22
Haines, Elisha . . .698
Jacob 544
Jeremiah 300, 302, 305, 309
Joseph 191
Josiah..476, 489, 663, 670, 678, 688









Hale, Aaron 607, 626, 724
Benjamin 399
David 98, 511, 749
Eliphalet 657
Enoch. ... I, 20, 22, 92, 97, 106, 108
216, 218, 502, 532-542, 630, 631
643, 646, 655, 664, 665, 671
Henry 346, 742




Nathan 136, 276, 421, 425, 432
433, 440, 445, 456, 457, 718, 755
Samuel 426, 584, 585
Stephen 690
Thomas 345, 732
William 436, 613, 714
Haley, Joshua 430
Richard 38
Samuel 249, 251, 253, 565
Halfpenny, John 739
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Hall, Abiel 129, 186
Abijah 15
Abraham 12, 24, 146
Amos II
Ananias 741





David 170, 369, 612, 728
Ebenezer 298, 469, 481, 506
Edward 16, 43, 138, 156






Henry 149, 151, 158, 530
Israel 721
Jacob 14, 138, 374, 592, 726





Joseph 568, 628, 693, 725
Josiah 168, 699
Jude 444, 457, 612, 723




Nathaniel 15, 138, 373, 378
Nicholas 607, 633, 647, 731, 735
Obededom 526
Pelatiah 370








Stephen 267-269, 271, 668, 681




Ham, Benson 300, 302, 305, 309
Daniel 620
David 574
Ephraim 574, 619, 719




John. . .620, 628, 645, 720. 730, 735













Hammock, Thomas 443, 619
Hammon, Thomas 435
Hammond, Abel 55
David 623, 629, 641, 73a
Isaac 63
Joseph 46, 446, 447W 467, 469






Thomas 619, 620, 720
Hanson, Abraham 572, 574











Harbour, John N 732











Hardy, Jacob 228, 623, 629, 641
















Harper, John 43S, 717







Harrington, John 109, 596, 728, 734
Jonathan 102
Joshua 109, 541
Timothy 453, 454, 715
Harris, Azel 55
Benjamin 156, 471, 502









Thomas T], 207, 518









John ID, 145, 326, 579
Josiah 31, 143
Hartshorn, James 40, 375
John 698
Hartshorn, Jonathan 211, 529
Hartwell, Jonathan 369
William 12, 662, 669, 680
Harvey, Enoch 1 76
James 249, 252, 254, 527
John 249, 252, 253, 624, 727
Kimber 446, 447, 732
Levi 300, 301, 304, 308
Moses 750
Thomas 46, 631, 638, 718
William 427








Solomon 633, 643, 647
William 224




















Job 256, 259, 262, 528, 747
Lurel 42




















Hatch, Asa 12, 29, 147
Benjamin 19, 43
Isaac .656, 666, 681






Nathan 116, 175, 557
Hawkins, Peter 630















Solomon 249, 25 1 , 252, 254
William 57
Hay nes, Elisha 695












Samuel S ... 720
William 23, 2,7. '45
Hazard, James.. .402, 464, 466, 477, 504
James C 749




Head, James 161, 162







Thomas 9Si97i io3' 104,665
Healey, Paul 467, 694
Samuel 203
Heard, Captain 449, 600
George 445, 506, 619
Heath, 699
Benjamin 733
Daniel.. 329, 343, 488, 499, 500, 742
Dearborn... .464, 466, 477, 505, 693
Enoch 485, 499, 500, 742
Ephraim 610, 727
Jacob 1 29, 398
James 587, 658, 667, 679, 691




Samuel. .329, 330, 343, 344, 485, 499
500, 5S7, 749, 754
Samuel, Jr 329, 330
Sargent 183, 546
Sterling 460, 606, 731, 735
Stephen 742




James 61, 197, 203
Jonathan 61
Luther 61
Heffren, Dennis 446, 701 , 703, 725
Heirs, Christopher 10
Hemenway, Phineas 633, 643, 648
Hemmingway, Joseph 109
Hemphill, Nathaniel 638
Hendee, Joshua 14, 155, 157, 158
Henderson, Joseph 327, 711
Zoath 441, 618, 720
Hendrick, Daniel 19




Herbert. James 267-269, 272, 515






Hern, James 63 1 , 650
Herricic, Daniel 189
Edmund 1 89, 429
Joseph 81, 350, 353
Samuel 543














Hewitt, William 653, 717
Heywood, William 145. 158




Thomas.. ...379, 385, 426, 584, 585
Hickcox, Benjamin 605
Hickety, Barrabus 713
H ickey , Daniel 464, 466, 505











Higsby, Charles 27, 371
Levi 27, 144, 371



























Samuel 436, 613, 714, 743
Stephen 85
Thomas 312, 408, 663
William 191, 441, 619, 720




Joseph 434, 616, 71 r










Hillsgrove, John. ... 434, 71 1, 740
Hilton, Charles 285, 291
Daniel 242, 244, 246
Dudley 242, 245, 246
Edward 416, 571, 572
John 443> 721
John P 716




William.. 242, 245, 246, 449, 600, 724













Hoar, Jotham 100, 220
Hobart, Amos 224
David.. 140, 142, 143, 146, 149, 151
152, 155, 158-160, 231,385,459
460, 605, 606, 655
Eliphalet 724
Francis 560






John, Jr 664, 671
Jonas 459, 605, 714
Joseph 459, 605, 731, 735
Joshua 88, 89, 209, 212, 510
Oliver 58
Richard 560
Samuel 657, 688, 706
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